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PREFACE
This Bulletin is developed under the sponsorship of the
Committee on Faculty Research. The Committee seeks to encourage studies relating to the institution and the fields of
special interest to faculty and staff. No attempt is made to
cover all studies or research that may be made and published
in other journals or periodicals.

in stimulating

The

interest is

focused more

and encouraging the development of studies than

in bringing together

every study

made

into one volume.

The present issue contains a number of studies made by
members of Savannah State College. It is encouraging
to see new contributors and the variety of interest represented.
The use of research methods to solve institutional as well as
faculty

individual
faculties.

problems

a desirable characteristic

is

The College

is

of college
glad that the Board of Regents has

make such

studies possible. It is hoped that these
and stimulate the present contributors
and other members of the staff to initiate and/or to continue
studies which provide for better educational opportunities here
at the College and in the field of higher education.

continued to

studies will encourage

The men and women who conduct learning
a college determine to a large extent the nature of

Much

activities in
its

product.

of what students learn can be traced directly to factors

other than lectures, reading, recitations, discussions, and exami-

The learning of students includes the methods, the
and the approaches which they observe teachers
using to solve problems and improve situations. An active
nations.

processes,

growing faculty helps students develop habits that lead

to con-

tinuous growth.

W. K. Payne
President

SAVANNAH STATE
COLLEGE LIBRARY
STA*TE

COLLEGE BRANCH
SAVANNAH. GA.
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How

and Attitudes Regarding
Marking and Reporting in a Sampling

of

Practices

Randomly Selected Secondary Schools
Compare With Research
Findings in the Area
by

Thelma Moore Harmond

INTRODUCTION
Changes in emphases on evaluative systems are characterized by
increased comprehensiveness in areas of student development being
marked, by greater specificity in what is marked, and by broader involvement among all persons concerned with marks.
Historically, there has been a great concern for the evaluative techniques and concomitantly, there are many schools of thought. One
authority contends:

the concern for systematic reporting of learning progress
be described generally in two phases: (a) the period extending roughly from 1910 to 1940 when research interest was
focused mainly on the mechanical and semantic problems of marking; and (b) the period from 1940 to the present, during which
a greater interest has centered on improvement of marks in comprehensiveness and communication
.

.

.

may

.

.

.

The literature since 1940 indicates a growing conviction that
marking practices must be consistent with educational objectives.
1

The Problem: A perennial concern of our times is the great lag
between school practices and courses of action which educational research and experiment have proved to be sound. A review of this
century's research on grading pupils and reporting grades to parents,
led to this investigation and more specifically to the extent to which
current practices and attitudes toward marking and reporting practices
in secondary schools compare with research findings in this area.
Because an understanding of terms used throughout this study is
important to the reader, their meanings are presented in terms of their
utilization in this study.

The Encyclopedia of Educational Research
marking systems:
1

Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 3rd.

s

ed., pp.

defines

marks

and

783, 787.

52522

—

The term marks

includes all notations and devices used to
record or report student status and progress in a given period
of time although most emphasis is given to methods of reporting
achievement in school subjects. The term marking systems refers
simply to common methods of reporting adopted for use by
teachers in the several schools of any educational unit such as a
school district or city. 2

And Wrinkle

.

.

.

defines conventional

marking and reporting practices:

The expression "conventional marking and reporting practices"
means evaluating student achievement by the use of a single
ABCDF mark and by periodically issuing a report card on which
the mark is entered plus the incidental checking of a list of
character or personality

traits.

3

Since the turn of the century investigators have been concerned
about enhancing secondary school children's experiences in this country
and about marking systems and marks used in these schools. An editorial in the Journal of Secondary Education reflects the problem as
it is viewed today:

As high schools
lem that arises
... As attempts

is

strive for higher levels of excellence

one prob-

marking or the grading system.
be made to resolve problems that stem from

that of the

will

we should be mindful of the fact that
something
too great preoccupation with grades occurs
has gone awry elsewhere in the system. The grading system, it
efforts to raise standards,

when

.

should be remembered,

is

more symptomatic than

.

.

causal.

And Klausmeier reflects on matters concerning certain
implications of grading, reporting, and public relations:

practical

Since the purpose of the grading system is to communicate the
progress and status of pupils, it is important that the standards
and goals be clearly defined, understood and accepted both by
pupil and teacher. There should be clarity on the kind of evidence
to be used and the weight to be given to various factors in computing grades. Lack of agreement between faculty members should
be reduced, for such differences raise questions in the minds of
pupils and parents.
When a low mark is received, the natural
human tendency is to look elsewhere than to oneself for the fault.
Even though the strong force persists to cause one to want to
know how well one is doing, we do not like to find out or to
be told that we are not doing well. He who evaluates another
as a teacher must
places himself in uneasy position. 4
There is no one technique or report form that works best in
all schools, at all grade levels, in all areas of school work, with
all teachers. However, when the reporting system, with accuracy
.

.

.

—

2 Tbid..
3

p. 783.

William L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting Practices in Elementary and Secondary Schools, p. 30.
4 "The Grading
system and Higher Levels of Excellence," Editorial, Journal of
Secondary Education, pp. 65-67.

:

and with full respect for each child and each parent as a worthwhile individual, indicates that the children with few exceptions
are making progress, the areas in which they are making progress,
and what the teachers are doing to help the children, more parents
may work zealously to double the amount of funds which will
apparently be needed to maintain, not improve, the present quality
of education being provided for American children. 5
Casey 6 points up difficulties involved in the attempt of teachers to
grade pupils in terms of their improvement, rather than in terms of
set standards. This scholar is not opposed to the improvement premise,
but he proposes to help teachers recognize possible difficulties when
they use it. He feels that the reliability of gain must be computed
rather than be used to test reliability. He also thinks that consideration
of where the student was initially

is

important.

According to Wrinkle

The use

marking system is supported by
an effective conveyor of information; (2) anyone can achieve any mark he wishes if he is willing
of the single letter

six fallacies:

The mark

(1)

is

make

the necessary effort; (3) people succeed in out-of -school
about the same as they do in school; (4) the mark is rightly
comparable to a pay check; (5) marking practices provide a

to

life

justifiable

introduction
as a

mark can be used

nized as an end in

to

competitive

means without

itself.

life; and (6)
the
eventually being recog-

adult
its

All are unsound. 7

Wrinkle reports five departures from conventional reporting prac(1) Manipulating symbols as per cent to letters, from five
letters, to S and U et cetera; (2) supplementing symbols with charac-

tices:

teristics;
(3) parent -teacher conferences;
parents; and (5) check forms.

Among

(4)

informal

letters

to

the generalizations which Wrinkle's Colorado group accepted
were as follows:

as bases for experimentation
1.

The

traditional

marking system cannot provide an

intelligent

solution to the administrative problems of student guidance,

placement, promotion, motivation and graduation.
2.

The purpose of general public education is not to discourage
students from continuing in school; those who consistently
receive low or unsatisfactory marks are unlikely to be enthusiastic about continuing.

3.

for any scheme of rating is found in the inof producing
educationally desirable
changes in the individual
Justification

creased

possibility

.

.

.

5 Herbert
J. Klausmeier, "Grading, Reporting, and Public Relations." High
School Journal, 40 (January, 1957), p. 151.

6 John E. Casey, "Evaluating
Pupils in
Society, 86 (June 7, 1958), pp. 263-265.
7

Wrinkle, Op.

cil., p.

49.

Terms

of

Improvement," School and

:

:

Good teaching does not demand

4.

coercive devices to ensure
pupils. 8

by

individually appropriate learning

In short, Wrinkle's basic theses could be summarized thusly, that
education is the modification of behavior, that the quality of purposes
determines the effectiveness of learning, and that evaluation of marking
systems must be preceded by the evaluation of objectives.

Added

to this statement are also these findings reportedly

by

ASCD

researchers
Actually, the report card itself

is

but a surface issue. The basic

and reporting program are part
of the fabric of the total school program and are involved in the
philosophy of education under which the school operates and the
objectives which are agreed upon
Thus, the steps which a
school takes to improve its over-all reporting to procedures should
not actually begin with the question, "Shall we have an 'ABC
report or not" The first step begins with parents' and teachers'
answers to these questions: "What must we do to have a school
program that recognizes and provides for the continuous and
sequential growth and development of children and youth in all
possible areas? What is the most effective procedure to use in
appraising and reporting the individual's progress from level to
factors involved in the appraisal

.

.

.

level?" 9

Examining the problem

of

marks and reporting and considering the

dissatisfaction with present reporting methods, Strang sets forth these

causes

Many schools have not determined clearly just what purpose
they want their report cards to serve
as a means of telling
parents how their child's achievement compares with others, as a
device to motivate the pupil to do his best, as a means of helping
both parent and child to understand the child's many-sided development, or as an instrument of punishment or reward.

—

Many
want

schools are not certain as to what qualities or skills they

to evaluate.

Many schools are uncertain as to the basis of comparison to
use in marking a child how well the child is doing compared
to others in his grade, how well he is doing in relation to his

—

own

ability to achieve, or both. 10

Strang admits that there is no "last word" in reporting systems, but
her recommended plan notes the following:

The best reporting systems use a combination of different
methods of reporting, with attention to both individual differences
and achievement in relation to grade standards. But even the
8 Ibid.,

pp. 64, 65.
for Supervision
municating,, pp. 44-45.
9 Association

10 Ruth Strang,

How

to

and Curriculum Development, Reporting

Report Pupil Progress, pp.

3-4.

is

Com-

only part of the whole pupil-teachernot a substitute for day-by-day guidance
in learning, an intrinsic part of the teaching process. It is not a
substitute for parent-teacher conferences between regular reporting periods whenever the need is indicated.

best reporting system

parent relationship.

A

is

It is

comprehensive reporting program should include the follow-

ing aspects:

A
A

1.

2.

continuous program of home-school contacts.
regular

program

of parent-teacher

and pupil-teacher con-

ferences.

A

3.

written report which includes an objective, graded rating

of comparative achievement; a rating of achievement in terms

of ability to achieve; free space for comments on progress
toward personality goals and suggestions for making better

progress. 11

Many studies have been devoted to a study of factors, other than
achievement which enter into marking for Russell and Thalman conducted an interesting study from which came the following observations:
... It is important that we know the extent of the relationship
between teachers' marks and the teachers' estimate of the pupils'
personality, because there is a widespread belief that marks are
assigned on the basis of academic achievement. If the findings
of this study are true, they should be recognized and either accepted or corrected in terms of our educational philosophy; and
if they are false, they should be challenged and shown to be
false. Boys and girls are meeting success or failure in many of
our nation's schools on the basis of the mark which a teacher
gives to them in recognition of some unkown quantity of hidden
ingredients. Serious and permanent damage to a pupil's continued
failure in school; and if the mark results from a personality
conflict between the teacher and the pupil, the act is cruel and
unjustified. A challenge is made to teachers to guard against prejudice and to be on the alert for personality problems which may
cause the pupils who have them to function at a level lower than
they might achieve. Recognize those problems for what they are,
but avoid allowing them to appear in the disguise of a teacher's
mark. 12

From

the literature,

it

would appear that there are dangers

also points out dangers in the educator's attempt to

about

human

being
Drayer

in

either consciously or unconsciously subjective in grading, but

be wholly objective

evaluation:

... It would seem that some educators have so preoccupied
themselves with statistics that they have lost sight of the fact that
they are dealing with human beings. It is one of the contradictions
"Ibid., p. 23.
12 Ivan L.
Russell and
ers'

Marks?", Journal

W.

A. Thalman, "Personality: Does

of Educational Research, p. 564.

It

Influence Teach-

in education that

necessity

of

some educators expound

treating

at great length

on the

each pupil as an individual, taking into

account his peculiar interests, aptitudes, and abilities, and then,
in evaluating the pupil's progress, completely disregard the
admonition by throwing him into a frequency table where he
loses his individuality

and

is

treated as a statistic. 13

One

of the most interesting and workable approaches to the problem
marking and reporting is reported by Irwin A. Keller, College High
School, Southeast Missouri State College. The following statements
comprise the summary of findings and observations since the initiation
of a "dual marking system":

of

1.

fact that teachers must examine the apperceptive background of students to give the dual marks has resulted in
a better knowledge of individual differences and has caused

The

the teachers to increase their attention to these differences.
This has resulted in better teachings.
2.

It

3.

It

4.

insures better use of a standardized testing program.

more nearly implements the accepted theories and principles
of evaluation of secondary-school teaching than does any
other system of marking.

Many
their

quality and quantity of
from the dual marks that the teachers

students have improved the

work

after learning

thought they were capable of doing better.
5.

The dual marks are

6.

The

reliability of the

marks given has been increased.

7.

The dual marks help

the student to understand better.

8.

Parents have a better understanding of what their children
are capable of doing and how well they are applying them-

a better basis for determining the probable
future success of a student than are single marks.

selves in their studies.
9.

The parental pressure has been diverted from expecting a
student to "do as well as Johnnie does" to concern that he
does as well as he

is

capable of doing.

10.

Teachers consider

it

to

11.

It

be an improved marking system.

has been well received and supported by parents. 14

The Method of Study- Data for this study were secured from a
questionnaire devised by the writer and circulated among the participants in a seminar composed of persons who were secondary teachers
and administrators, or those who had taught in secondary schools
within the past two years. Copies of the questionnaire were also given
13 Adam M. Dra.yer, "An Approach to Grading," Catholic Educational Review,
53 (December, 1955), p. 609.
14 Irvin A. Keller, "An Evaluation of the Dual Grading System," The Bulletin
of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals, 39.

10

to persons,

randomly

selected if they indicated present or recent asso-

secondary schools as teachers or administrators. The
literature on marks and marking systems was also reviewed so that
data from the questionnaire might be analyzed against it. Particular
attention was given to literature which has appeared since 1940.
ciation

with

a copy of the questionaire. It can be seen that it conways of reporting achievement, rating of
the type of system, and preferred reporting of pupil progress. Six

Figure

1

is

tains 3 divisions of concern;

areas for checking each of these 3 concerns are provided.

Questionnaire on Marking and Reporting
In Secondary Schools
Your High School

Name

Location

of School System

Directions:

Please respond to each of the three questions below by
placing a check mark under the column which lists the

most appropriate answer for you. If your response is
placed under the "Other" column, please give enough
description to make your meaning clear.

1.

(3)

(1)

(2)

Per Cent

A,B,C,

s,u

D,E

Pattern

In what way(s) does
or
your school report
Numeriachievement, growth, cal Grade
or progress of the
individual pupil?

(4)

(5)

(6)

Checklist Combination of

(or F>

Letter

Grades

Grade
and

Other
(Please
describe
briefly)

Traits
to

be

Checked
2.

How

3.

Very

do you rate the Excellent

type of system or
device used in your
school?

Granted complete
freedom to make
changes in your
present marking and

able

A

A

Nu-

Letter

Checklist

Other
Rating

Combina-

Other

tion of

Letter

Please
describe

Grade

briefly)

System as

System

A,B,C,
D,E, or

H,S,N,U*

and Con-

statistical

(

ference or
Checklist

re-

*Honors, Satisfactory, Needs

Only the

Conferences

merical

port pupil achievement, growth, or
progress ?

Note:

Unsatisfactory

factory

reporting system,

how would you

Adequate Accept-

Satis-

to

Improve, Unsatisfactory.

data derived from this questionnaire will be used as a

part of an original study.

Figure

1.

Questionnaire

11

Findings
As has been said, the data for the study were secured by summarizing
questionnaire returns. Thirty copies of the questionnaire were distributed to members of the seminar and to in-service teachers randomly
selected.

Of the 22 returned, three were from junior high schools, 18 from
combination or senior high schools, and one from a special school
(for the deaf)

making a

total of 22.

The 22 different school systems were then studied in regard to
geographical distribution. Fifteen were from Ohio (one a special
school), two from Florida, and one each from Colorado, Georgia,
Kentucky, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

—

Table 1 gives the responses to question one "In what way(s) does
your school report achievement, growth, or progress of the individual
pupil?" It can be seen that 68 per cent of the 22 schools used the
ABCDE (or F) marking or reporting system, and that 22.7 per cent
used a combination of letter grades and traits.

Table

1.

Methods Of Reporting Pupil Progress
(2)

(3)

A,B,C,D,
(or F)
Grade

Pattern

(1)
F er Cent
or

N umerical

E

s,

u

(4)

(5)

Check-

Combination

list

Grade

No. of
Schools

1

15

4.5

68.2

of

Letter

(6)
Other

Total

Letter with

Grade &

Numerical

Traits

Significance

5

1

22

Per Cent
of

22.8

4.5

100

Schools

Table 2 shows that nine of the 22 persons rated the type of system
used in their schools adequate when the question "How do you rate
the type of system or device used in your school?" was asked. Only
four participants reported the device or system presently used to be
unsatisfactory.

Table
(1)
Excellent

Ratings

2.

(2)
Very

Satis-

Of Reporting System

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Adequate

Acceptable

Unsatisfactory

Other
Rating

9

6

4

factory

No. of
Schools

3

12

Total

22

It is

noted in Table 3 that the majority of the persons questioned

would make some changes were they given complete freedom and only
one person would make considerable adjustment in his present marking
and reporting system. These results were given in response to the
questionnaires. "Granted complete freedom to make changes in your
present marking and reporting system, how would you report pupil
achievement, growth or progress?"

Table

3.

Suggested Ways Of Reporting Progress

(1)
Numerical
System

(4)

(5)

Confer-

Combination

(3)

(2)

Checklist

Letter

System as
A,B,C,D,E,
or

ences

of L. G.

(6)
Other*

Total

&

Conf. or
Checklist

H,S,N,U

No. of

4

Schools

2

1

Summary and

13

2

22

Conclusions

This study proposed to compare current practices and attitudes of
a sampling of secondary school teachers and administrators in marking
and reporting practices with conclusions, regarding these two areas,
from published materials. Although twenty-two schools and twentytwo school systems were reached through the questionnaire devised to
gather data from secondary teachers and administrators, only twentytwo persons participated. It is realized, therefore, that the conclusion
reached by Vredevoe can not be drawn from a study involving only
22 schools and 22 people. That researcher found that marking with
symbols, A,B,C,D,E, or their equivalents was the practice used by
almost all secondary schools and that "letter grades will remain as
part of the reporting methods by secondary schools for some time,
in spite of their limitations." 15 But this study does reveal the fact that
over 63 per cent of the twenty-two systems accounted for by the twentytwo persons answering the questionnaire used an A,B,C,D, form of
marking, that only 18 per cent of them reported that they felt their
present method of reporting was unsatisfactory, and that over 59

per cent replied that they would continue using a letter grade, plus a
conference or checklist if they had complete freedom in marking

and reporting.

From examining and

evaluating the literature,

it is

concluded that:

1.

A,B,C,D grading systems

2.

Schools cannot revise successfully their conventional grading
systems without critically examining (and, perhaps, revising)
their philosophy and objectives. Objectives should be so stated

rest

upon

fallacious assumptions.

15 Lawrence E. Vredevoe, "How May
We Make the Recording and Reporting
Pupil Achievement More Meaningful?", National Association of SecondarySchool Principals, 37 (April, 1953) pp. 180, 181.

of

13

marks become an indication of student growth and development toward desirable learning behavior.

that

3.

Schools and individual teachers ought to be constantly alert
and peer
opinions about pupil personality, rather than quality of
achievement.

to the possibility that grades often represent teacher

4.

As described by

Keller, the dual system of grading merits study

by schools who wish to experiment with marking and reporting devices which more nearly reflect the modern philosophy
of the secondary school.

Implications: Although the original portion of this study was done
with secondary school teachers and administrators, the findings also
have validity for the elementary school.

Findings and conclusions of studies often imply, at least, much more
than their original problems, assumptions, or hypotheses suggest. So
it was with the research and articles used in this investigation. However, they tended to fall into these three broad, overlapping categories:
1.

Unreliability of and Variability in

Marks

(3), (4), (5), (17),

(20), (24).
2.

Personality and Marking

A.

The

B.

Impact of Teachers' Comments (16)
Peer Judgments (12)
Social and Emotional Adjustments of Promoted and Non-

C.

D.

Pupil's Personality (18)

Promoted Pupils (19)
3.

Reactions to Marking Systems

A.
B.

"Successful" Innovations (13), (23)
Reactions of Pupils (1), Parents, Teachers, Administrators, Graduates (22)

The identifiable motif in all the studies is that marks are unreliable
and variable. This is said in many different ways; yet, it is the recurring, persistent theme
the ultimate conclusion. There are the
studies which suggest that "happy" results have been obtained with a
given system, but they mention eventually certain variables too little
or too much reported; there are teachers who cannot write good
letters, et cetera
which make the search for the excellent reporting

—

—

—

system a continuous one. Of course, proof of unreliability in school
marks was well established in studies done between the early years
of this century and the mid-forties.

Many

of the

more

recent studies establish that

marks are penalizing.

exacted in ways which educators term
inappropriate use of the
"scientific" or "objective" (Riffenburgh
normal curve) ; sometimes, as an end-result of marking, non-promotion,
with possible emotional and social problems resulting; sometimes, as
a major cause of pupil drop-out. The less able tire of constant failure.
Another infrequently discussed, but increasingly recognized, possible

Sometimes, the penalty

is

—
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penalty of grading practices is that of contributing to the underachievement of the very able pupil.

Marks and reporting systems are potent public relations factors.
The study by Vredevoe, ASCD's findings and Klausmeier supports
this fact.

The emphasis which schools place on marks has caused marks to
become ends rather than means to guidance and other valid purposes
for their uses. There is, by no means, universal agreement on this
point. Several studies have been used to prove that marks serve as
necessary incentives to student effort. However, other studies, without
denying the necessity for student-evaluation, suggest that emphasis
on marks cause students to cease learning when "grades are no

longer given

—

at

graduation."

There is rather general agreement that marking systems, to have
meaning, must evolve from behavioral purposes attuned to the
philosophy of the modern secondary school.
real

Finally, a study of the studies, reported herein, reveals that educators
are aware that their commonly used systems of marking and reporting
have many weaknesses and limitations, but administrators lack, perhaps, either the will or skill to undertake the comprehensive "overhauling" job necessary to perform the task most effectively. At the
risk of appearing to conclude this investigation facetiously, the writer
wishes to suggest (1) that research is needed to develop "instant"
educational change and (2) that educators sometimes find themselves in the position of the farmer, upon being urged by his county
agent to experiment with a new method, replied with candor and vigor,
"No, siree! I already know far more than I am a-going to do!
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The Chlorination

of Pyridine

With Cupric Chloride
by
Willie G. Tucker

The purpose

of this investigation was to study the liquid phase
cupric chloride and pyridine or pyridine salts, as a
method of introducing halogen into the pyridine ring.

reaction

of

The usual methods

for introducing halogen into homocyclic aromatic
compounds, such as benzene, are not practical for pyridine.
Benzene can be chlorinated or brominated with the free halogen in
good yields at moderate temperatures, whereas pyridine can be
directly chlorinated and brominated only in the vapor phase at temperatures from 250°C to 450°C. The replacement of the primary
amino group with halogen through a diazonium salt intermediate is
generally applicable to homocyclic aromatic ring compounds. The
requisite primary amines are easily prepared by reduction of the
nitro-aromatic compounds, which are in turn, easily prepared by

ring

direct nitration of the hydrocarbon. By contrast, direct nitration of
the pyridine ring requires extremely drastic conditions; amino groups
on the 2- and 4- positions of the pyridine ring do not give the normal

diazonium reaction. These circumstances have necessitated the use of
special methods, which are described below for the introduction of
halogen into the pyridine ring.

The idea of the use of cupric chloride as a chlorinating agent grew
out of the observation that in the Ladenburg rearrangement (1) of
alkyl-pyridinium halides to 2- and 4- alkyl pyridines, cupric chloride
could be substituted for the presumed catalyst, cuprous chloride. If
it is assumed that in this reaction the cupric chloride is reduced to
cuprous chloride, it must follow the cupric chloride is oxidizing
something. The two most likely suppositions are [a] the formation
of bipyridyle and [b] the halogenation of the pyridine ring. These
two possibilities can be represented in equation form as follows:
(a) 2

(% + 2CuCl

(b)

(P^)

+

2

2CuCl 2

>^S

ff^l

(T^- CI

+

+

2CuCl

2CuCl

+

+

2HC1

HC1

EXPERIMENTAL
This experimental work was begun with no clear idea as to how
start because similar reactions from which procedures could be
imitated or modified, were not found in the literature. Lacking such
precedents, a series of procedures were tried in the hope that some
combination of conditions would be found which would give some
yield of a recognizable product. After finding such favorable conditions, if they could be found, it was hoped and assumed that further
experimentation could be carried out in a more logical sequence.

to
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The first phase of this work turned out to be long, discouraging,
and unproductive. Little, if any, information was obtained from which
inferences could be made and upon which the next experiments could
be planned. From hindsight there was a two-fold problem [a] to find
conditions under which a reasonable yield of a recognizable product
was produced and [b] to find a method of isolating a product when
it was produced. Both had to be resolved simultaneously.
It has been found (2) that substantial yields of 2-chloropyridine can
be obtained by heating a mixture of pyridine hydrochloride and
cupric chloride. No bipyridyle have been detected in the product of
the reaction. Still better yields of 2-chloropyridine were obtained by
introducing a slow stream of gaseous chlorine into the liquid-phase
mixture of pyridine hydrochloride and copper halide salts.
It

was interesting

to carry out the reaction with other cupric salts

bromide
was poor.

to investigate the generality of the reaction; therefore, cupric

was

also used.

The

yield of 2-bromopyridine, however,

In attempting to understand the reaction, it was assumed that an
oxidation-reduction process was involved and the cupric salt was reduced to the cuprous salt. This led to the suggestion that the higher
chloride of any element containing two valences would give some
chlorination to a greater or lesser extent. The suggestion proved worthless though, as stannic chloride, phosphorus pentachloride, and ferric
chloride failed to give chlorinated pyridines to any appreciable extent.
Antimony pentachloride produced a 28 per cent yield of 2-chloropyridine.

Judging from Wibaut's work (3) and our research, it seems that we
270° C in order to
to operate in a temperature range of 260°C
get an appreciable rate of chlorination. This temperature range could
be maintained by two methods; first, the use of pressure; and secondly,
the use of pyridine hydrochloride with enough cupric chloride to raise
the boiling point of the hydrochloride and thus keep it in the reaction
flask at the chlorination temperature. Of the two methods, operating
at atmospheric pressure using pyridine hydrochloride was more convenient and of course, preferable.

—

had

To make the reaction more practical, we decided to try to regenerate
the cupric chloride by passing chlorine through the residue in the
reaction flask and thus make a continuous process by adding more
pyridine hydrochloride and repeating the operation over and over.
The process was practical and each successive run produced yields of
60 per cent or better.

A

trace of bipyridyle was expected since Hein and Retter (4) reported
the preparation of bipyridyle with pyridine and cupric chloride or
ferric chloride at 500°C and 50 atmospheres of pressure. Since bipyridyle were not isolated or detected, it was assumed that the conditions of our reaction were not drastic enough to bring about the
bipyridyle reaction even in trace amounts.

2-chloropyridine was identified by converting it into 2-methoxy
pyridine and comparing the melting point of the picrate of the latter

18

compound with

the melting point reported in the literature

and with

made from an
make the picrate

the melting point of the picrate of 2-methoxypyridine

authentic sample of 2-chloropyridine. Attempts to
of 2-chloropyridine were not successful.

Summary and

Conclusions

Thus a convenient laboratory method, using simple equipment and
inexpensive starting materials, has been developed for the preparation
of 2-chloropyridine in a liquid-phase reaction, at atmospheric pressure.
Consistent yields of approximately 65 per cent of 2-chloropyridine,
based on the amount of pyridine consumed, and be obtained. Approximately one mole of cupric chloride must be used for each mole of
pyridine initially; the residue of copper salts can be used without replenishment or purification to convert additional molar portions of
pyridine to 2-chloropyridine indefinitely and without perceptible decrease in yields. This procedure could be readily adapted to continuous,
rather than batch, operation if that were desired.
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ON CURVED SHOCK WAVES IN 3-DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY FLOW OF CONDUCTING

GAS!

by

Nazir A. Warsi
ABSTRACT: -In this paper we have determined the first and the second partial
derivatives of the density, the pressure, the velocity and the magnetic field
vector. Consequently, the current density, the vorticity and the curvature
and the torsion of the stream-lines and the magnetic lines of force behind the
shock have been calculated.

1.INT0DUCTI0N:-A shock surface divides the flow in two regions. If the
flow in front of the shock is known, the flow immediately behind it
can be determined with the help of the usual conservation laws
and the transport equations if the coordinate of a point be
^
then on the shock surf ace ac£s x-K^J^i where ty< are the surface
parameters .With the help of usual tensor notations conservation
laws and transport equations, in the case of unsteady flow of conducting
gases.can be written as l~ 1,2 ~]
(DHL* + MU«-H;U.; .-tu.fc _ „

X

.'

•

/

W ifi

(2)

-0

(3)|{W,<:t f^,c" c

(

&

)^

+ ^n,.c

-~°

and the equation of the state of gases with constant specific
he a t s a s [Z
[>=

(6)

~}

MCi/j^jf

In the above equations H t stands for the components of the
magnetic field, U^for the velocity components, t>- for the expression
for the pressure, f for the density, -n for the entropy of
(>-t-uV|£79 >
the fluid andv for the ratio of the specific heats at constant
pressure and volume .A comma following a Lat-Sn index denotes the partial
f>

differentiation with respect to the

Cartesian

Co-ordinate.

In

the following discussions iff and jy denote quantities behind
and infront of the shock respectively then the jump from the front
side to the back side is given by
,

be the unit normal vector to the surface andx
vector to the tangent plane .Also, let us put

LetX

(8)

tha projection

lU = ^Xi, ^.1/ - **/l*<
- H^Xi > Hlh/ - Hyc^i

a)
/
b) Hvy
c) Uo<
d)

^

-^

U^ x"

=

f^i

M

,

U<_

-

Ht

^

h" - &

x^

f3>

'73

tin this and in what follows Latin indices take values 1,2,3 whereas
Greek 1,2. For both a repeated index denotes summation.
ttA comma following a Greek index denotes partial differentiation with
respect to the surface parameters.
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where
la the reciprocal of the first fundamental tensor of
"J.
the surface
The shock conditions, in the case of 3-dimensional unsteady
flow of conducting gases are given by ^2,4^
(9)

ti^y- f*y=

(10)

H

(id

lV

>n

y - H-y

p^iyM--^*]*^*

**

^*J

In the above shock relations tv and W t are the specific enthalpy
and the relative fluid velocity with respect to the shock surface
respectively .If C be the shock velocity vector, then we have
-

(14)

%\

=

Hi-e^

2. FLOW PARAMETERS, VELOCITY AND MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS.

Let us define quantities 6 by
(15)

Lfl

-

s

?y

Sy virtue of (15), (9) gives

(«>
1f

V{

\yy1 -

--is

we multiply (ll)

(17)

[f ]

=.

5$

y

byX

a nd make use

of (10), we get

i>^

In consequence of (11), (12) and (15), we get

«

.

%<.l*A-;-'*Tr>nU^,

and

'

"£2.

k Io

'

specific
enthalpy is equal to ^th "/
.If we
substitute values of quantities of the region behind the shock,
from the above equations in (13), an equation in S is obtained.
Thus it is obvious that the velocity, the pressure, the density
and the magnetic field
strength behind the shock are completely
known if the flow ahead of the shock is known.
The value

of

1
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3. DIFFERENTIATION OF SHOCK RELATIONS.

Differentiating

15)

(

/y

U.
(22)
V
'

-)

"4,-XT

17

)

,(

V lro
r Air,..

.

^

_ H,

, (

18) and (19) with respect to

we get

ii

'^<
Li

„.

w.being'
In the above equations Weingarten Formula
X,< =-•*<«} */ '
the
second fundamental tensor of the surface) has been used'.''
Before proceeding to determine derivatives, we shall put the
equations of motion in proper forms. In this process the following
additional results will be required.

(24)

(26)

'l

c

Z.

|L =

O

K/%1

f^^«

U

CX.H,

.

+

In (26)
is the magnitude of the shock velocity. Inconsequence
of (24) ,'25),(26) , SfS2) and (23), (l) gives
f
.

Multiplying ^4)by *£< substituting for
applying (26), (24) and (25), we get
,

Multiplying (27) by

X

<*

'»«

x from ^2l) and
*°<

and taking help of

and

i»)e'=

1-

l*

<^
K,-^ cv;'
f

22

»

(28)

,y

,we get

i

'

'r

<-'

(33)

-*<

h^rMFfCV^
3

^ii^ 'K^rH^
H

35)F

.

,{^f(v^-'^T <vK ^!i.

* =

36 >F,

<

37

>

£'«.

m

y

-

v

^KV -g

W

i+y-^Mf(U

2-

•

7

y

^^J^

Differentiating (6) materially and applying (5), (3) and (26),
we ge

t

Applying (28) to 4 .multiplying byC\-^ and substituting from
(39), we get an equation which in consequence of (24) (25) .(22
(23)
(

)

,

and (30), gives

(29

,.,

tw^^r^^^*^

"**

)

.

-

t

f'(c

-

1

6

u
>./J

whe re

(

42

^ '-

47rf^(^-u»/j' ;v f((-U»/ ')H^H 7 ^}
i

^T

^]'_

Again, if we multiply (27) by X, and apply (40), we get

23

,

£*<*

4. PARTIAL D^RIVATIVFS OF

K^AND

Let us define quantities

=

^

If ll^V 1—

Li-

(46)

L^

(W. U^
c

,

Hence .quantities

1
(V)

-

\-\

I— .'

-

by

C
% ^X<.

then we can define quant i tie s

Pj

by"

are given by

where, £. stands f or £
xS^x .In these expressions, £
a J*
^«Ilk.
V >f>
l)fjwhen i-,j ; fe ;orm even permutations of 1,2,3
2)_|When ,.,, ^form odd permutations of 1,2,3
3) c wn en c ':', are not different

is having values

.

.

and

£«?'"
<*-'

Dflwhen
2) _| when
3) u when

J

•K'P

P~l

*^~l

= 2

°i

P

Again, let us define quantities K^
(49)

K

(50)

^'

.

and

A/\

M

-

U.

\}

C\

^3^

f;

tFXt^"

^

+F-'"

Lt

=

C

v

&*
ct

^x
(54) k saa u^-i4^^^
(53)

by

. l+^Li-L^-

The above two equations, with the help of
(40.) and ( 451 ,give

(52)

'

^
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(

46)

,

(

22

)

,

(

23)

,

(

29)

, (

30)

With the help pf the equations ( 51), ( 52), (53), (54), (55) ,( 56)
58) , quantities K^ and ^j are known in terms of the flow
parameters behind the shock, the operators/ft and ^i,,^. It is obvious
from (26) thatf/£tis the time derivative, as apparent to an observer
moving with the velocityCY i .Theref ore<f/£t is known.
(57) and

•

(

Equations (49) and (50) together with (47) give

(59)h^-K^.i^n 3
and

(60)^=^-^^
In consequence of
(

6i)U

(

59)

51)

, (

52)

, (

53) and (54), (2)

K.

-^

I£= ^r^JfeV)
= e -tj"k. U fc / j
l

(63)

-

current density and the vorticity behind the shock

are given by
(62-)

r\\

and^/^' are completely known.

•

J

and

gives

^K^A^Q^)n%'^ (r£<+ n\ xj

Hence , quantities
1'he

,(

(a) c

which, in consequence of (59) and (60) give

and

.

5. GRADIENTS OF

DENSITY AND PRESSURE.

By virtue of (24),(_26) and(20),(3) gives

Now, let us define quantities

'Z.-by
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f, f>)J

nx

Z,

<67)

-

Ll

%l

which, in consequence of (46), (20) and (66), gives

2

(68)

= A^

and

Hence, 67), with the help of (47), gives
(

(70)

ffL

- Z^

(V\l

Applying (26) to (4) and substituting for first derivatives
of quantities from (59) and (60), we obtain the gradients of pressure.
6.CUBVATURE OF STREAMLINES AMD MAGNFTIC LINES OF FORCE.
the principal normal and tangent vectors to a curve be
,from Frenet's Formula, we have

If

and

-^-

(71)

KA. =

where, g and

are the arc-length and curvature of the curve

"

fc

^'*

« =

and applying ^o9) and (60), we get

Hz

J

a

'

IT

..Put"

ting

(4/Js) =CS/u)(

^

^-^^fl!'-^ij
^

72)

'

~t

(/

^ = TF'4=(V« )(V^J
and
»nd

/-(

I

V

L

for the magnetic lines of force and the streamlines respectively.
7. SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF U.

AND

(-4

In the preceding sections we have
determined the first partial
derivatives ofUj
\\^
^ and f completely >4 he knowledge of the
first derivatives c&n be applied to the determination of the second
ones
_

,

,

Let the derivatives of
be given by
<

V4

)

K^

H^

(75)L^.

;,

tk,

^

[x

*»>i

X

U

•=:

,

^'l

and

L
'" c

t,

3n «- 7 ^_

y^^Wi

*|-

f

^with respect to

J-

'

(symmetric in j,n)

M-

(symmetric in j,n)

•

;

3

aTo
^

._

,

f-f.

^f-

'CYl <*

iT-^-.t-Vfctf.Gv

26

(76) p, 4

,

(77) ^

^

x
,,

r

':K

_

)

P

•

^

-<

-

->3

*-<

'

(symmetric in i,j)

U-'

(

If we differentiate (l) with respect to
(26), (74) and (75), we get

symmetric in i,

j)

and apply (24), ^25),

*X-

whe re
<79,

fin=

cA^ -hV.„^ ^,^-j ""**% +^„u

Multiplying (78) by

^

V.

and

k,*

,we get

and

^

x^-X-j and H,^ y c X 3
For evaluations of H,;,.^ '*^ >^ t u»
n^*
we require two more equations containing these quantities .They can
be obtained from (4) by eliminating \
in two different ways. If we
differentiate (4) with respect to x* '^multiply it by **•< .substitute
forj>* x L from (76) and apply
24) , 25) , 26) , 74) and (75), we get
«

(

(

+

f„

(

^ + &»% <« +

cs - e)S) w *>j

Solving (80) and (82) for

^

X

1

^

and

r

and

(

'H.

xm x /

4 t

.

(

whe re
86)

u

=

wsy^-y^<v

27

H '««

»we get

v

*3->

\)'-

)

'<L*

W&v*

c
,<

and

(91)

V

7

-

Hvy

* -^

Differentiating

--

(6)

--

materially and applying (3) and (5)

we get

partially with respect to
Again, differentiating it partis
(26), we get

x

and applying

- M^j? -4- ^ h ^ffe-M
n
Now, differentiating (4) partially with respect to X .multiplying
it bytX t — U-t .substituting forCe^-^Lf ro*.
(95) and applying
(26), (24), (25), (74), (75), (84) and (85), we get
(96)(£X<.-U*:)

j»^

where

°(

(97

28

^r^^Llf^ ^^ i^^^
,,<+,,

(99

,w"

=

J

c

^-^0

///

(100)

In consequence of (96), (81) gives

f(e-u

ft

^r

7 f-

Now let us define quantitie? Vv>

ao2)

K

•,

=

i

L-. L

h,

Lj

and N/^V.by

•

J^

cjk

M

'»v\

?

L k

r

(

sy metric in j,k)

and
'

(103)

j\j"

•

/

-

(

,

U./

With the help of (46)
give
(104)

tl06,

-

In

,.(74)

>">

,Li
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In consequence of

(47), (102) and (103) give
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Now, differentiating (2) partially with respect to X .multiplying
by X-u .substituting from (110) and applying (104), (105) and (106),
we get an equation containing"^ iK>i X . The quantity^ A rcan be evaluated
from this equation. 110) and (111) give the second 'partial derivatives
of the velocity and the magnetic field vectors in terms of the known
ti

(

quantities
8. SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF DENSITY AND PRESSURE.

For the determination of the second derivative of the density,
the proper form of the equation of continuity is required .Differentiate
and applying (26), (24) and (77L
(3) partially with respect to ^
^
we get
_
"'<

(112)
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which, in consequence of (46), (77) and (112), gives
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(115) and (116) determine quantities
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~7

completely. n ence,by virtue

(47), (114) gives
117

'

U„= z^piJ

<

To determine the second partial derivative of pressure, we shall
take help of (4). If we differentiate it partially with respect to^c")
make use of (26) and substitute for the second partial derivatives
of the velocity and the magnetic field vectors, the second derivative
of the pressure is obtained.
9. TORSION OF STREAMLINES AND MAGNETIC LINES OP FORCE.

With the help of the notations used in section 6, the torsion
of the streamlines is given by

(118)

V

&3L

\M,

(isa) ~
-v
1 '***
There fore, with the help of (118), (119) and (120), we get

y

All the terms of the right hand side, being in ..terms of the first
and the second derivativeo,are known. Similarly, with the help of the
knowledge of the derivatives of the magnetic field vector- the torsion
of a magnetic line of force can be obtained from
(i22 ,T=

g^Sk^Mj, juf HV*W t»X^7* "M,! ^}
1
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Using Class Projects as Indexes
of Students' Feelings
by
James A. Eaton
It is nothing new for the faculty and administration of a college to
be concerned about the welfare of the students. Nevertheless, it is quite
evident that even the best-intentioned faculty member might be totally
unaware of the feeling tone of the students sitting before him, and
because of that lack of awareness, will lose opportunities to be of
the teacher to whom
service to the student as a person. Blessed is
any student can come in freedom to discuss how he feels about things
the class, the college, himself, or even the teacher. These blessed souls
are not overly abundant on the average campus, unfortunately. And
yet, it is of utmost importance that the student's feelings be understood
if the student is to be understood and if the academic and social ob1
jectives of the campus are to be effectively assimilated by the student.
Consequently, some systematic attempts should be made by the faculty
and administration to keep abreast of the feeling tone of the individual
students and of the student body in general if the college is to render
the maximum service to each student.

The Proposal. The suggestion here being offered is that among the
possible methods of taking this type of "temperament reading"

many
is

the effective analysis of student projects that are ordinarily assigned

and education
asked to write a two-page
autobiography for an English class reveals much more about his personality than he does about his knowledge of the rules of grammar.
Freshmen, in some colleges are asked to write feeling-loaded papers on
"My Philosophy of Life" as part of orientation assignments. In almost
any class a student might find himself being assigned to write on "Why
I Decided to Major in Whatever-it-is-that-I'm-majoring-in," revealing
much about the student and how he feels about a number of different
things important to his college career. These types of topics (one might
add "What I Think about This College" or even "My Most Disliked
Teacher" to round out the picture) can be helpful in understanding
the way students feel about things important to them as students.

to classes in basic

courses.

The

communications

student, for example,

skills, social science,

who

is

Obviously, the information gleaned from these assignments must be
processed to be useful. The individual responses are helpful for understanding the individual giving them. Compiling this data and converting it to statistical units can be helpful for giving an overall view
of student feelings on any given subject. This is not the easiest thing to

increasingly, studies are appearing on the importance of how a person feels
about a matter. A basic approach can be found in Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and
Psychotherapy, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1942. Additional references will be
given at the end of this paper.
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do, for it requires interest, time, energy, and some degree of know-how.
Before discussing the labor involved, it might be wise to look at
several types of student projects to see what they can reveal. 2

Examples of Types of Projects and Their Results. The projects to
be discussed are all projects carried out by undergraduate psychology
classes over a two-semester period as part of the normal class-related
practical work required by the courses. At first they may seem unrelated. An attempt to show their relationship to the feeling tone of
the student body will be made later.

The most elementary project was an opinion poll growing out of a
campaign for the election of a president of the Student Council. Such
campaigns are marked by the usual promises, printed handbills, posters,
pictures, and politics. This particular election was of great interest
because the outgoing president had made a superb record, and it was
felt that only an unusual person could continue the program he had
begun. Running for the office were four able men, experienced in
campus activities. As the election grew near, it became evident that
only three men were really in the running and one of these was far
in front. The psychology classes decided to take opinion polls to try
to discover the relative positions of the candidates and the reasons
behind their popularity.

A

simple check sheet was prepared to be used for each person to be
questioned, asking him to give his choice of candidate, his reason for
the choice, his sex, and his classification. Two days before the election,
25 per cent of the entire student body was contacted. Tabulations
indicated that 69 per cent of the students were for the expected favored
candidate (an honor student and football quarterback), 23 per cent
for the second man (the only candidate with actual experience of
working on the Student Council), 6 per cent for the student generally
recognized (it was felt that this was generally recognized, at least by
the class) as having had the best experiences to qualify him for the
office (chairman of the activities committee of the student center). The
fourth man (president of the campus chapter of the NAACP) had
the support of 2 per cent of the straw voters. The next day, the day
before the elections, another poll was made which indicated relatively
small changes, inspite of the big political debate among the candidates
the evening before
59 per cent, 23 per cent, 9.5 per cent, and 7.5
per cent, respectively. (Incidentally, this is just about how the actual

—

election turned out.)

What gave the lead man his position? An analysis of the answers
given failed to reveal that burning campaign issues were considered.
Half of the voters "liked his personality;" 25 per cent thought "he is
the right man for the job;" another 25 per cent gave varied answers
ranging from "I don't know" to "I just like him." Incidentally, 65 per
cent of his backers were women (he is married). The second candidate
broke even with the sexes among his backers, while the third man had
2
Projects listed here were carried out by students, sophomores and juniors for
the most part, at Elizabeth City State College, Elizabeth City, N.C. The results
are similar to ones which might be found any place.
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58 per cent

women

supporters and 42 per cent male backers. The

largest percentage of the first candidate's backers

were sophomores and

juniors; the second candidate's, freshmen; and the third, 41 per cent
seniors.

nothing unusual about this poll. However, behind
survey revealed the power of feelings in the
selection of the president. First, it was generally felt by his backers
that the first candidate would "stand up" to the administration and
not "give in" on issues dear to the students. Second, it was felt that
although candidate three was well-qualified, he was too friendly with

So

far, there is

all of these figures, the

the president, the president's family, and the faculty in general to
"go all out for the students." Third, the seniors, who largely supported
felt that being realistic, he was the only student
the necessary ability and the necessary rapport with admini-

the third candidate,

who had

and faculty to continue the progress in student government
which had been made. These are the real factors which decided the
stration

election.

The

results

shown

found

in this project are related to the results

in

another class project.

The second project was a more formal one, conducted by several
advanced students in cooperation with four faculty members and
supervised by the class teacher. The project grew out of a class discussion of the reason for so many students being on academic probation. Therefore, the purpose of the project became to discover what
the students felt to be the factors in the campus environment which
adversely affected their academic achievement. They were given an
open-end statement ("The factors in the environment on this campus
that keep me from doing my best academic work are
") and asked
to write whatever they desired. Names were to be omitted (although
about half of them gave their names) and classification and sex were
to be listed. Their responses were grouped under certain categories
in order to be handled statistically, and the results were tabulated
according to classification and sex.

—

goes without saying that the students were responding on the
The fact of their replies was not important. Emphasis
was on how the student felt in order to see what was needed to be
done to counter his negative impressions.
It

feeling level.

A total of 212 responses were given. From that total, 54 per cent
considered the teachers as the factors preventing their best work; 28.8
per cent, the students themselves; 6.4 per cent, students other than
themselves; 2.2 per cent, lack of classroom and laboratory equipment;
and 8.6 per cent, miscellaneous items.
Criticisms against teachers ran the gamut from their showing favoritism to their being boring, but the top three were 1) lack of rapport
between teacher and student, 2) unfair grades, and 3) teachers who
favor their "pets." The juniors were most critical of the faculty,
followed closely by the sophomores (especially the women
68.7 per
cent) with the freshmen in the third place (especially the
41
per cent).

—

men—
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As for the second category, "the student himself," the greatest number
of the responses said that the students did not have a serious purpose
56 per cent of the responses in this area. "Too many activities or too
much social life" was next with 20 per cent of the responses.
"Those other people" who accounted for 6.4 per cent of the total
answers were other students who "called you a bookworm if you
studied" (20 per cent of the responses were in this area)
"who would
ostracize you if you make good grades" (12 per cent)
who "didn't
want to study themselves and disturbed others trying to study" (60
per cent)
and those who "kept too much noise in the dorm" (8
per cent)
;

;

;

The miscellaneous items (8.6 per cent of the total replies) included
"living under a
"Lack of adequate living space" (16.6 per cent)
dictatorship" (33.3 per cent) ; "not enough time to do assignments"
;

(37.5 per cent)

;

and, of

all

things, "overly-friendly relations between

some teachers and some students" (12.3 per

cent).

Conclusions from These Two Projects. These two class projects, each
drawing responses from over a quarter of the entire student body,
ranging from freshmen to seniors, indicate strong feeling tones of
subdued hostility toward the faculty and administration among a
considerable number of students. Once again, regardless of the presence
or absence of factual evidence for these charges, the feelings do exist
and need to be recognized and responded to before some seemingly
insignificant incident triggers this hostility into an explosive situation.

how would these
which they are held become known?

Excepting for such things as these class projects,
feelings

and the extent

to

—

General Conclusions. The class projects discussed here only two
much larger number carried on during the year with similar
possibilities on a variety of subjects
leave little doubt that class or
individual projects of a routine nature for some courses can be
used as projective instruments for better understanding the feeling
tone of the class or even the entire student body. However, the value
of such instruments will depend upon the correct handling of the data.
Individual teachers with "the personnel point of view" (and there is
a need for more of them on the college level) will undoubtedly use
such projects to understand better the students they teach and become
better teachers in the process. In many cases, however, such data
might best be analyzed by committees or persons especially charged
with the responsibility of student personnel policies. Of course, it is
assumed that their findings will be made known to the administration
and faculty. It is also assumed that these persons in turn will be sincerely interested in taking whatever corrective action deemed necessary.
Corrective action does not mean punitive action. It means correcting
the discordant factors first revealed by an analysis of students' feelings
and later verified by objective investigation. Such an idea as this
envisions a student body, a faculty and an administration sincerely
bent upon making their college truly the "best college" it can become;
such an idea envisions a spirit of cooperation between students on the
one hand and faculty and administration on the other.
out of a

—
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It

the

is

possible for a simple class project to become still another of
available instruments for helping to create the proper

many

—

"ethos" on campus atmosphere that complex, illusive Unknown that
makes a college a community of scholars or a community of
complainers.

either
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suggested readings related to the ideas discussed in this paper:
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Some
of

Practices in Conducting

Programs

Off-Campus Student Teaching in
Selected Institutions of Georgia*
by
Walter A. Mercer

and interpret data pertaining
programs of off -campus student teaching in selected institutions of Georgia. Data were gathered through
personal interviews with the Directors of Student Teaching from the
following institutions: Albany State College, Clark College, Fort Valley
State College, Morehouse College, Morris Brown College, Paine College,
Savannah State College and Spelman College.

to

The purpose of
some practices

this article is to present

in conducting

relative to the major practices in conducting programs of
off-campus student teaching were collected under the following
headings: (1) contractual relations existing between the colleges and
cooperating school systems, (2) content of contractual agreement, (3)
duration of contractual agreement, (4) average number of student
teachers supervised by directors of student teaching during the 19591960 academic year, (5) frequency with which directors of student
teaching visited student teachers and the per cent of time devoted to
the supervision of student teaching, (6) semester hour teaching load
of directors of student teaching exclusive of the course in student teaching and per cent of time devoted to teaching (excluding student teaching seminars), (7) distance traveled one academic year, (8) distance
traveled between the college and the most distant cooperating school by
college supervisor of student teaching, (9) number of clock hours directors of student teaching spent per week counseling students other
than student teachers during the 1959-60 academic year, (10) number
of clock hours directors of student teaching spent per week in individual conferences with student teachers during the 1959-60 academic
year, (11) number of clock hours directors of student teaching spent
per week in group conferences with student teachers during the 1959-60
academic year, (12) number of clock hours directors of student teaching spent per week in office work exclusive of time spent in conferences
and in counseling during the 1959-60 academic year, and (13) number
of clock hours directors of student teaching spent per week visiting cooperating schools in the interest of student teachers during the 1959-60

The data

the

academic year.

The findings with respect to practices in conducting programs of
off-campus student teaching were organized into the 12 aspects which
follow
*Mercer, Walter A., The Organization and Administration of Off-Campus Student Teaching in Relation to Professional Experiences in Selected Institutions of
Georgia, unpublished Ed.D dissertation, School of Education, Indiana University,
1961, 252 pp., ix.
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Contractual Relations Existing Between the Colleges and the Cooperating School Systems.

A

variety of practices existed with reference to contractual relations

between the colleges and cooperating school systems. Half of the
colleges used a written contract while three of them used an official
of recognition.

letter

One

institution

made

use of a written

memo-

randum.
Content of Contractual Agreement Existing
the Cooperating School Systems.

The content

Between the Colleges and

of the contractual agreement

was varied. In three of

the institutions, the content included the responsibilities of the institution, the responsibilities of the

cooperating school system, and values

of cooperaton while two institutions included an agreement that student

teaching could be done in the school system.

The content

of the con-

tractual agreement consisted of the responsibilities of the institutions

and the responsibilities of the cooperating school system in one

institu-

tion whereas values of cooperation were included in another institution.

In one institution, the content of the contractual agreement consisted
of the responsibilities of the cooperating school system, values of cooperation, and criteria for the selection of cooperating teachers and the
amount of honorarium to be given by the State Department of Education.

Duration of the Contractual Agreement Existing Between the Colleges
and Cooperating School System.

The duration of the contractual agreement varied from one quarter
(12 weeks) to an indefinite period of time.
Number of Student Teachers Supervised Per Student Teaching Session
by Student Teaching During the 1959-60 Academic Year.

The number of student teachers supervised by the directors of student teaching varied greatly according to the size of the school or
department, the number of student teaching sessions, and the number
of college supervisors available. The number of student teachers supervised by seven directors of student teaching ranged from 9-10 to 19-20.
The mean number of student teachers supervised by seven directors of
student teaching per student teaching session during the 1959-60
academic year was 15.7 and the median was 16.
Frequency Which Directors of Student Teaching Visited Student
Teachers and the Per Cent of Time Devoted to the Supervision of
Student Teaching.

On
each

this point practices varied considerably.
visit of the

The average length of

who engaged in this activity ranged
the number of clock hours needed by the parThe number of student teachers supervised by

seven directors

from one close hour

to

ticular student teacher.

each of these seven directors ranged from 9 to 20 with an average
of 15.7. One institution indicated that the number of visits depended
in every case upon the needs of the particular student teacher. The
number of visits for the remaining six directors who engaged in this
activity

ranged from 3 to 10 with an average of
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4.5.

The per cent

of time these directors devoted to the supervision of student teaching
ranged from 40 to 100 per cent with an average of approximately

75 per

cent.

Semester Hour Teaching Load of Directors of Student Teaching Exclusive of the Course in Student Teaching and Per Cent of Time Devoted
to This Other Teaching (excluding student teaching seminars).

Here again there was considerable variation. For the six directors
taught and supervised, the teachng load ranged from three to nine

who

semester hours of teaching with an average of 2.8 semester hours.
One director devoted the majority of his time to teaching and no time
to the supervision of student teachers while a director in another
institution devoted the majority of his time to the supervision of
student teachers and no time to teaching. Of the six directors who
taught and supervised student teachers, the per cent of time devoted
to teaching ranged from 25 to 90 with a mean of 41.7 per cent. Of the
seven directors who supervised student teachers, the number of student
teachers supervised per student teaching session ranged from 9 to 20
with an average of approximately 16 students.

Distance Traveled One Way by the College Supervisors and/or Directors of Student Teaching to the Nearest Cooperating School During
1959-60 Academic Year.

The number of miles traveled to the most distant cooperating school
ranged from 1-10 to 91-100. In half of the institutions the college
supervisors and/or directors traveled from one to 10 miles to the
most distant cooperating school.

Number of Clock Hours Directors of
Week Counseling Students Other Than
1959.60

Student Teaching Spent Per
Student Teachers During the

Academic Year.

The number of clock hours directors of student teaching spent per
week counseling students other than student teachers ranged from
to 10 with a mean of 4.6.

Number
Week in

of Clock Hours Directors of Student Teaching Spent Per
the Individual Conferences with Student Teachers During the
1959-60 Academic Year.

The time spent ranged from zero to seven clock hours with a mean
and median of 3.9 and 4.5 respectively.

Number

of Clock Hours Director of Student Teaching Spent Per Week
Group Conferences with Student Teachers During the 1959.60
Academic Year.
in

The number of clock hours which the directors held in group conferences with students ranged from zero to seven (eight directors).
Of the seven directors who supervised student teachers, the number
of clock hours spent in office work exclusive of time spent in conferences and in counseling ranged from 1-5 to 11-15 with a mean and
a median of 10.4 and 6 hours respectively.

Number of Clock Hours
Week Visting Cooperating

Directors of Student Teaching Spent Per
Schools in the Interest of Student Teachers
During the 1959-60 Academic Year.
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Here there was wide variation. For the seven directors who visited
cooperating schools, the number of clock hours ranged from 6-10 to
26-30 with a mean and median of 14.9 and 13.5 hours respectively.
Concerning the practices in conducting programs of
student teaching, the following conclusions were drawn:
1.

With references to contractual relations between the colleges
and cooperating school systems, a variety of practices existed
which included a written contract in some instances and an
official letter

2.

off-campus

of recognition in other instances.

In general, the content of the contractual agreement varied
and included some combination of the following: responsibilities of the cooperating school systems, values of cooperation,
criteria for the selection of supervising teachers and the amount
of honorarium to be given by the State Department of Education,

and agreement that student teaching could be done in

the school system.
3.

The duration
quarter

1

of the contractual agreement varied from one
12 weeks) to an indefinite period of time.

4.

Variation in the number of student teachers supervised per
student teaching session by the seven directors was great.

5.

In general, the average length of each visit in clock hours,
number of student teachers visited per student teaching session,
and the number of times each student teacher was visited

varied considerably.
6.

Considerable variation existed in the institutions with respect
hour teaching load, per cent of time devoted to
teaching, and the number of student teachers supervised by
the directors per student teaching session.
to semester

7.

The nearest cooperating schools serving the majority
stitutions

of in-

were located within a reasonable distance of the

institutions.
8.

The most

distant cooperating schools serving half of the in-

were located within a reasonable distance of the
institutions although in other instances the distance appears
stitutions

too far.
9.

10.

Considerable variation existed in the number of clock hours
directors of student teaching spent per week in counseling
students other than student teachers. The number ranged from
none at all to ten clock hours.

The time which

directors of student teaching spent per

in individual conferences with student teachers

none
11.

week

ranged from

to seven clock hours.

From none

to seven clock hours was the range of time which
directors of student teaching spent in group conferences with

student teachers.
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12.

13.

The approximate number of clock hours spent by directors
of student teachers per week in office work exclusive of time
spent in counseling ranged from 1 to 15.
There was wide variation in the number of clock hours directors of student teaching spent per

week

schools in interest of student teachers.
from approximately 6 to 30.

visiting cooperating

The number ranged

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The teaching load of the

director of student teaching should

be reduced.
2.

There should be an in-service education program for
sons engaged in work with the student teacher.
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all

per-

A

Correlation Study on Grades Between

High Schools and

Fayetteville State

Teachers College
by
T. T.

Chao and Malvin

Moore,

E.

Jr.

Introduction
Fayetteville

State

Teachers College

the

is

oldest

teacher-training

from the State
and the majority of its student population is composed of residents of the State. Very recently, its curriculum has been
extended from an emphasis on teacher education so as to embrace the
liberal arts, natural sciences, social sciences, humanities and modern
foreign languages. During the past fifteen years, its student population
has doubled and its administration has congealed plans for presentation
to its Board for meeting the student population increase which was the
highest among all Negro colleges in the State during September, 1962.
institution in the South.

It

receives financial support

of North Carolina

Teachers College has a highly-trained faculty,
are holders of the doctorate. Its faculty is continuously
engaged in active research to improve the curricular-offerings of the
Fayetteville

many

of

State

whom

Department of Education whose chief function

is to produce quality
science faculty are participating in research programs at the University of North Carolina.

teachers.

Some members

of

its

Since the College has a well-trained faculty and modern facilities,
the questions are asked: (1) how can the College best use the talent
of its faculty and its facilities most efficiently? and (2) how can its
students benefit most from this unusual combination? In reply to these
questions, it is imperative that the interrogator know the needs of the
students.

Purpose
The purpose of this investigation is to ascertain if there is any
relationship between the grades which entering freshman students at
Fayetteville State Teachers College make during the freshman year
and the grades which they made

in their

high schools. The investiga-

tion seeks to discover the quality of preparation high school graduates

have made to enter Fayetteville State Teachers College.

Hypothesis
The investigators hypothesize that: (1) the majority of the 548
entering freshman students at Fayetteville State Teachers College are
good college risks; and (2) the percentage of failures would not be
exceedingly high because of previous training.
42

Method of
Fifty

students'

grades

of

Fayetteville State Teachers

the

the Study

entering Freshman

College,

were used in

Class,

this

1961-62,

investigation.

from the Registrar's office. Since
it was presumed by the
investigators that the sampling was random. This sampling has been
tested and follows the normal distribution curve closely. The correlation
coefficients were calculated by using the method for analyzing grouped

The samples were taken

alphabetically

the samples were arranged in alphabetical order,

data.

Findings
There is a significant correlation between the grades students make
high school and in college. The correlation, however, varies in
different colleges, and it varies because students came from different
high schools. The correlation coefficients between students' grades from
various high schools and Fayetteville State Teachers College have been
calculated and reported.
in

If

the coefficient,

is

r,

close to 0, the

poor and the high school grades are of

fit

of the regression line is

little

significance in predicting

success or failure in college. Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 show that when
high school grades in each subject matter were plotted against their
grades in college, great variations existed in the same subject matter.
It shows further that only 5 per cent of high school grades in mathematics may be used in relationship with college grades, when the
correlation coefficients are expressed in terms of per cent by using
the equation of lOOXr 2
.
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The correlation coefficients between the grades of high school and
college students are shown in Table 1. The table reveals the fact that
these relationships are far less than 1, especially in mathematics.
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Table

Correlation Coefficients Between the Grades
of High School and College

1.

Courses

Biology

English

0.48

Coefficients

100r 2

23.0

The highest

History

32.5

correlation

Mathematics

0.58

0.57

Science
0.54

0.23

33.5

29.0

5.3

between high school and college grades

was only 34 per

cent. Therefore, using linear
regression, limits of prediction will fall into a very wide range and
will not be too satisfactory in making predictions. The following quesin the courses studied

(1) how can predictions be made which will determine
whether students admitted to the College will fail or succeed? (2)
which course and what grade in high school will determine either
success or failure? and (3) what grade in high school is preferable

tions arise:

to the College? In reply to these questions, further analysis

and presented

in

Table 2.

Table

Grade Change in Per Cent from
High School to College

High
Courses

was made

2.

College Grade

%
D&E

(%)

Failed

School

Grade

I)

A

50

50
8.3

58.4

8.3

25.0

33.3

50.0

16.4

23.4

50.0

67.0

67.0

Biology

D

33.0

100
50.0

22.2

11.1

33.3

31.8

22.7

45.5

68.2

14.3

14.3

71.4

85.7

18.8

50.0

25.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

70.0

25.0

12.5

62.5

75.0

15.8

42.1

100

100

16.7

English
1)

100

B

6.2

25.0

History
1)

A

—

100'

9.1

18.2

36.4

36.4

5.3

21.0

31.6

26.3

36.4

Mathematics

D

D

12.5

75.0

12.5

12.5

28.6

57.2

14.3

14.3

10.5

26.3

10.5

52.6

63.1

*Only one student was observed.
Table 2 shows that 50 per cent of the students who earned A's in
biology while in high school will earn B's while in college and another
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earn C's during their stay in college. Further, students
A's in both English and history while in high school will
have a very good chance of earning A's in college history courses.
Great variations, however, were found in science and mathematics.
Students who earned C's in high school have a good chance to earn

50 per cent

will

who earned

A's in mathematics and high grades in science courses. Table 2 also
indicates that if grades of D's and E's in college are regarded as failing,
the highest per cent of failure is among students earning D's in high
school; students earning grades of C's and B's have less opportunity
in any high school course
to fail in college. No student who earned
failed the same course in college.

A

Additional analysis reported in Table 3 shows that about 50 per
cent of the students used in the sampling earned grades of C, 31 per
cent earned B's, and 15 per cent earned D's. The remainder earned A's.
Of this number 49 per cent of C's, 28 per cent of B's and 78 per cent
of D's will fail because of poor scholarship and this indicates that the
Fayetteville State Teachers College maintains high academic standards
by eliminating almost half of the freshman students admitted to the
College each year. It appears that poor grades earned in high schools
affect adversely the possibility of success in college. Since the College
withholds credit for D and E grades, both grades are considered failing
grades. By adding D's and E's together, one can find that 81 per cent
of the failing students were those

who had earned

C's or below C's in

high school.

Table

3.

Per Cent of Students Admitted to the
College and Per Cent Failed

%

Per cent admitted from high school

Grade—

from

Biology

A

8.7

B
C

26.1
52.2

D

13.0

On

English

History

2.0
36.7
47.0
14.3

33.4
41.7
18.8

plotting the

number

failed

of C's

6.3

number

and D's

in

Math
2.0
28.6
59.2
10.2

from

Science

Average

2.8

4.4
30.5

0.0

0.0

28.1

8.6

50.6
14.5

48.9
78.2

24.7

27.8
52.8
16.6

,

total

11.4

of students failed in college against the

high school, Figure 6 shows the existence of

a linear relationship.

For the purpose of the prediction, the following formula

=

Total per cent failed
per cent admitted in B's
D's
48.9%
78.2%.

+

X

X

is

28.1%

suggested
-f-

C's >(

By using this equation, the calculation is greatly simplified. The
equation indicates that the failing per cent of the last year would be
48.0%. The actual

figure

from the Registrar's

office

per cent of error introduced from this prediction

The above
of failing

is

is

is

47.0% The

1%.

results give the following suggestions. Since the per cent
high, most students will be weak in one or more subject

matter areas. This weakness can be strengthened through the means
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is

D

ho

in College

Plotted Against Failed Grade

of supplementary courses. Pre-college
night classes are recommended.

classes,

summer

school,

and

1.

For those students who are poor in three or more subjects,
such as English, mathematics and science, the College should
request their entering a pre-college class for one year. There
is no short cut for bringing their people up in college without
a fairly good foundation.

2.

For those students who are poor in one or two subjects, such
as English and mathematics, the College should request their
going to summer school first. Courses like remedial mathematics should be offered in summer school in order to meet
such a demand. By taking such courses the students may
prepare themselves for college and may also shorten their
time for graduation.

For those students who are generally weak but not very poor,
a night class during the regular season is recommended. The
courses offered in the class should be supplementary in nature
and should include how to solve problems.

3.

Summary and

Conclusions

A correlation between high school and college grades of students
was studied and reported. The results show that the strongest correlation is in history, whereas only 34 per cent of the high school grades
had any direct observable relationship with college grades. In English
the correlation was 33 per cent; in science 29 per cent; and in biology
23 per cent. In mathematics only 5 per cent of the high school grades
had any relationship with the college grades. For simplicity, the authors
suggest the following formula may be used for the purpose of prediction.

%

Total
failed
D's
78.2%.

=%

admitted in B's

X

X

28.1%

The error introduced by using the formula
was 1%.

The

+

C's

A

2.

Under

48.9%

+

for last year's prediction

results suggest that the following efforts should

1.

X

be made:

pre-college class may be helpful for those students who
earned very poor grades (below college requirements) in high
school. The time spent in the class will depend upon the students' backgrounds.
certain circumstances, the pre-college class

suitable because

may

some students may be weak not only

not be
in

one

course but in several. By enrolling in the pre-college class,
one course may hold students one year late for graduation.
If this happens, the College needs to request students who
have earned one or two poor grades in high school to come
to the summer school before taking any regular college course.
The courses offered in summer school under such requests
should be in the nature of preparation for college, such as
remedial mathematics.
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For those students who are weak in certain courses but not
so poor as E-grade students, a supplementary class may be
helpful. The time for such class or classes may be evenings
during the regular session. The subject matter for such classes
should be closely associated with college subject matter. The
instructor for such classes may be the same one the student has
in his regular course or his assistant.
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Honey In The Carcass

A

Study of Some Antipodal

Imagery in All The King's Men
by
Luetta C. Milledge

One

subsumed

of the aspects of technique

in textural intensity in

Robert Penn Warren's All The King's Men is the use of imagery for
theme elucidation and character delineation. Eric Bentley has charged
1
that Warren's symbolism is often something superimposed. A study
of the antipodal images in All The King's Men will reveal, I think,
that this type of imagery is well integrated into the tissue of the novel.

The theme
the

of the novel

is

multipartite; the images that illuminate

theme are dense, ambiguous,

M. Kerr

ironic. Elizabeth

writes:

The King's Men
by a basic
scheme of polarity that not only intensifies the conflict and heightens the character contrasts but also invests the individuals and
The action centers
their struggles with universal significance.
in man's sin and guilt and his attempt to evade evil; the total
meaning centers in the necessity of assuming responsibility and

The elaborate counterpoint

of themes in All

greatly enhances the dramatic quality of the novel

.

acknowledging
of

life.

guilt,

thereby accepting

.

.

evil as

an inevitable part

2

The motif that will be examined in this review is that of man's
quest for identity, "the drama of reconciliation of the selves
the new
3
self, discovered in the westward flight, with the fathered self."
Jack
Burden's reconciliation results in his renascence. But his rebirth is

—

painful and comes only after protracted labor. "The curse of man is
which is his separateness and therefore his incompleteness." 4 Burden struggles against the "recognition of his basic identification with the rest of ugly, corrupt, and incomplete humanity." 5 In
Hawthornesque imagery, Warren traces the necessity of isolation in
which man can achieve the "courage and clarity of mind to envision
his identity,

1

Eric Bentley,

"The Meaning

Van O'Connor, Forms

of

Robert Penn Warren's Novels," in William
(Minneapolis: The University of Minne-

of Modern Fiction
sota Press, 1948), p. 284.
2 Elizabeth
Fiction Studies,

M. Kerr, "Polarity of Themes in All The King's Men," Modern
IV (Spring, 1960), 25.
3
John Edward Hardy, "You, Robert Penn Warren," Poetry, XCIX (October,

1961), 57.
4 Leonard

Robert Penn Warren: The Dark and Bloody Ground
Washington Press, 1960), p. 128.
5 Charles Kaplan,
"Jack Burden, Modern Ishmael," College English XXII
Casper,

(Seattle: University of

(October, 1960), 22.
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1
the tragic pathos of life"

;

and proclaims the

inevitability of

human

involvement.

The foetal imagery points up man's wish to remain oblivious to the
dark side of the psyche and the world. The "clammy, sad little foetus
you carry around inside yourself" does not want to know. Yet the
"end of man is to know."
Whenever Burden [allegorical man] finds himself a part of the
main, his reactions are described in monstrous images. To him, communion is "twins bound together more intimately and disastrously than
the poor freaks of the midway who are bound by the common stitch
of flesh and gristle and the seepage of blood."

The horror that lies just beneath the surface suffuses the imagery
used to describe Cass Mastern's acknowledgment of the duality of life.
Cass Mastern lived for a few years and in that time he learned
is all of a piece. He learned that the world is like
an enormous spider web and if you touch it, however lightly, at
any point, the vibration ripples to the remotest perimeter and the
drowsy spider feels the tingle and is drowsy no more but springs
out to fling the gossamer coil about you who have touched the
web and then inject the black, numbing poison under your hide.
It does not matter whether or not you meant to brush the web of
things. Your happy foot or your gay wing may have brushed it
ever so lightly, but what happens always happened and there is
the spider, beared black and with his great faceted eyes glittering
like mirrors in the sun, or like God's eye, and the fangs dripping.
that the world

This is perhaps the fundamental image revealing man's terrible snarl
of soul, the tortured and tortuous commingling of good and evil in the
world, and the inescapable destiny of being a piece of the continent.
Involvement, ineluctable and inexorable, leads to the unsheathing of
the suppurating sore, the uncovering of the corruption at the core of
In Willie Stark's words: "Man is conceived in sin and born in
corruption and he passeth from the stink of the didie to the stench of
the shroud." Nothing gold can stay, for there is always "the dead cat,
with patches of fur still clinging to the tight, swollen, dove-gray hide."
One can eat a persimmon and "the teeth of a tinker in Tibet are put
on edge." The inevitability of involvement is seen in the apposite
imagery in this excerpt:
life.

For nothing

is ever lost. There is always the
smear of lipstick, the footprint in
the canna bed, the condon on the park path, the twitch in the
old wound, the baby shoes dipped in bronze, the taint in the
blood stream, and all times are one time, and all those dead in the
past never lived before our definition gives them life, and out of
.

.

.

is lost,

nothing

clue, the canceled check, the

the

shadow

their eyes implore us.

1 Robert Penn
Warren, "Knowledge and the Image of Man," Sewanee Review
LXIII (April-June, 1955), 187.

the

2 This
and subsequent quotations from All The King's Men are taken from
Modern Library Edition (New York: Random House, 1953).
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Man must be cognizant of the deceptive and illusory quality of
appearances. Sadie's face beneath her ugly facade is "humble, pure,
and trusting." The eyes of the Negro slaves in the Mastern interlude
seem to pierce the personae of the masters and discomfit them. \^ illie
tells

Judge Irwin:

Come to think of it. there ain't a
'Dirt's a funny thing.
thing but dirt on this green God"s globe except what's under
water, and that's dirt too. It's dirt makes the grass grow. A diamond
ain't a thing in the world but a piece of dirt that got awful hot.
-And God-a-mighty picked up a handful of dirt and blew on it
.

and made vou and

.

.

me and George Washington and mankind

blessed in facultv and apprehension.
do with the dirt."

An

It

all

depends on what you

examination of the passage cited above reveals a type of image,

closelv related to the Janus-like images already discussed, that might
be termed the image of ironic juxtaposition. Close to the metaphysical
conceit, this tvpe of

horror of
toward raw Nature
at

the

imagery generally appears when a Swiftian disgust

common humanity
is

or

a

sophisticated

revulsion

expressed.

T^ illie is described as a neuter item lying on the bed
hands "crossed piously on the bosom like the hands of a gisant
on the tomb in a cathedral." The Commissioner, Jack says, in devastating understatement and innuendo, is '"just another fellow, made in God's
image and wearing a white shirt with a readv-tied black bow tie and
jean pants held up with web galluses." The saintly look of the crazed

The sodden

with

its

"To look at
"you might think it was a bite of Jesus and not
a slug of Hershev s had done it." Jack's feelings of nobility when he
accosts Tiny after ^ illie's assassination are belied by his awareness
of the revolting aspect of life. At once, he is "Jesus Christ with the
horsewhip in the temple" and a man who has dined sumptuously but
has only "The yellow, acid taste which has crawled up to the back of
the mouth from the old, tired stomach." wlien man is reborn and refused through knowledge, the recurrent "image of the little girl on
the waters of the bay. all innocence and trustfulness, under the stormy
sky." dissolves into the picture of "the hag face like a rusty brush hook,
and green scum on the shrunk pool around which the exposed earth
cracks and scales like a gray scab."
aerialist is the result of his tasting a piece of chocolate.

his face," Jack muses,

The image of sinister, savage Nature is presented contrapuntally
with formal, ordered civilization when Jack looks "down toward the
bayou, which coiled under the moss depending from the line of battered
cypresses on the farther bank, the algae-mottled water heavy with the
hint and odor of swamp, jungle and darkness, along the edge of the
expanse of clipped lawn."
The

visions

and Jack
not illusorv.

are horrescent,

westward wander jahre

is

[Man]

flees

West. But his

is where you go when the land gives out and the oldpines encroach. It is where you go when you look down at
the blade in your hand and see the blood on it. It is where vou go

[West]

field
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are told you are a bubble on the tide of empire. It is
where you go when you hear that thar's gold in them-thar hills.
It is where you go to grow up with the country. It is where you
go to spend your old age. Or it is just where you go.

when you

was

It

The quest
of the

where

just

I

went.

for identity, the compulsion to fuse the disparate elements
are expressed in images of stasis and

human psyche sometimes

mobility. However, the stasis is not really
dynamic. Mason Citv is the "place where

still;

Time

and the motion
gets tangled up

is

in

not
its
'

an old hound and gives up the struggle.
The incongruity of the benched town seers, "elder gods" outside time
and motion, leaning down to comment on struggling mortals, and the
train moving "through a cloying density of air" is evident. Both types
of images are inherent in the description of Jacks realization of the
truth about Truth, which hurts and ""is a terrible thing."

own

feet

and

lies

down

like

You dabble your foot in it and it is nothing. But you walk
a little farther and you feel it pull you like an undertow or a
whirlpool. First there is the slow pull so steady and gradual you
scarcely notice it, then the acceleration, then the dizzy whirl and
plunge into blackness. For there is a blackness of truth too.
is

It

the blackness of Truth that

the novel.

whom God

As

is

the fundamental dichotomy of

the Scholarlv Attorney asserts:

"The creation of man

His foreknowledge knew doomed to sin was the awful
index of God's omnipotence." The acknowledgment of human guilt and
involvement is Jack's burden which he tries to evade through escape
mechanisms of Ideality, biological determinism, and uterine oblivion.
He cannot escape this burden, for he touches the web. albeit inadvertently. "Man must take the full risk of his humanity. The fallen can
rise to blessedness, but the untempted, meditating on immaculate plain

teaus, give off

little

light."

1

Some conception of what Scott terms the "technical bravura" 2 of
Warren's work may be gleaned from a studv of the imagery of All The
King's Men. Much evidence can be amassed to refute Douglas" claim
that Warren chooses his details for their pictorial effects, not for their
connections with the characters. 3 The images examined above are well
wrought into the ironic texture of the novel. The work is infused A\ith
images of horror, infestation, infection, encrustation, decav, and evil.
These images suffuse the novel with an aura of murkiness that is an integral part of the book's theme. They lend an epiphanal extension to
the painful renascence of man into knowledge and involvement. Man is
born to die. as the sparks fly upward. Jack can sit in the back room
of Slades place and listen to his tissues disintegrate. But man is also

1

Casper, he.
-Nathan A.

cit.

Scott.

Christian Century,

Jr..

LXXIII

i

"Robert Penn Warren: The
February 29, 1956 L 272.

Man To

Watch." The

3
Wallace W. Douglas. "Drug Store Gothic: The Style of Robert Penn Warren." College English
February. 1954 ), 269-70. See also Oscar Cargill. "Anatomist of Monsters." in ibid., IX October. 1947

AT

I

(

.

is his damnation and his glory. "How
and the crystal is in the steel at the
and the toad bears a jewel in its forehead, and the

fated to live and to know. This
is strange and changeful,

life

point of fracture,
meaning of moments passes like the breeze that scarcely
leaf of the willow."

ruffles

the

Man, however, must extricate the "meaning of moments" so that he
can go "into the convulsion of the world, out of history into history
and the awful responsibility of Time." Maculate and miraculous, man
must, as Jack Burden does, realize that "he has been watching a
Hegelian tragedy, where two opposing forces, each partly good but
each incomplete, have been reconciled by catastrophe." 1 The author's
show complexity, not to show direction." 2 The use of antipodal imagery is a felicitous method to reveal the conglomeration of
the hideous and the glorious that is implicit in man's nature. Man's ineluctable quest for identity will reveal the Manichean mixture in
intent is "to

Dantean images of Infernal depths as well as those of Paradaisical
splendor. The acknowledgment of both realms can help man to carry
something besides "a corroded liver with him out of that dark backward
and abysm of Time."
1
Everett Carter. "The 'Little Myth' of Robert
Studies, VI (Spring, 1960), 9.

2

Penn Warren," Modern Fiction

Joseph E. Baker, "Irony in Fiction: All The King's Men," College English,

IX (December, 1947),

130.
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A

Review of Pertinent Literature on the

Nutritional Status of the

Negro Child:

1919-1954
by
Evanel Renfrow Terrell

A

review of pertinent literature from 1908-1950 on the health status
of the Negro child in the U. S. unfolds retrogressive changes which
may occur in native racial stock under adverse and unfamiliar circumstances.

Although the health status of native Africans was superior to the new
white population in America in the 18th and 19th centuries, immigration and migration based upon economic and social factors have
made physiological and physical findings more apparent as the Negro
lives mixed within the confines of urbanized civilization. The Negro is
a large integral part of the North American world, and since the sura
total of the nation's health is no greater than any of its parts, it seems
wise to study the nutritional status of the Negro child.
Roberts 1 asserts "Nutrition is the sum of all the factors concerned
with growth, maintenance and repair of the living body as a whole or
of its constituent parts." The present study will consider these factors
as they apply to the Negro child. However, a number of factors present themselves as a basis for considering the Negro child separately:
1.

For centuries physical characteristics, rates of growth and
health were built and maintained in a tropical and semitropical background.

seemed
adjustments would

climate

2.

it

Upon being

transferred to a temperate
new acclimatization

logical to judge that
affect health

and rates of growth.

It is the custom of many municipal governments to "block"'
or segregate races of people into one section. Any tendencies
for good or bad influences on growth or health are held
within the group, making definite characteristics common to

certain environments.
3.

On

4.

Negro
power being

the whole the

a low

income group. Therefore,
than other groups makes his
total quantities of food consumption affect health and growth.
his buying

is

less

Due

to economic and sociological conditions the incidence
of certain health problems appears in greater frequency among

Negroes. These are, tuberculosis, venereal diseases, hook
in the rurals, and malaria in the rurals.

worm

Since the development of methods for the study of nutritional status,

we have emerged from the more general physical measurements
1

Roberts, Lydia

J.,

Nutrition

Work With

Children,

of

University of Chicago

Press, 1935.
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height and weight tables based upon age, which were introduced by
Holt and other scholars. These researchers have been concerned with
other skeletal measurements initiated by Franzen who gives more
accurate indications of growth and development over different age
periods for different sexes.

A

2
review of the current literature shows that Sterling in a year's
study made of 5,170 Negro children in Atlanta, Georgia obtained
the most complete information on the nutritional status of the Negro
child; hence, it is used as a basis for discussion.

method took the following measurements on boys and
between the ages 6 14. They were studied from the viewpoint of,

Sterling's
girls

—

standing height, sitting height, chest circumference, chest depth, chest
width, head circumference, and vital capacity.
After these growth factors were taken the subjects were examined
individually by the physician for clinical symptons of good or bad
nutrition. These symptoms were based upon the examiner's judgment
rather than the height-weight relationship.

Observations were

made

of the teeth, tonsils, adenoids, neck glands,

eyes, feet, skin, heart, posture, build,

For

reliability of

judgment and

and scapulae.

validity of

method the measurements

obtained on the Negro children were compared with those of southern
white children of both sexes and of the same sociological and economic
background. Since these measurements and previous studies had given
satisfactory-results with the latter, they would represent a safe index
for

Negro children.

Sterling has made numerous comparative studies of the Negro and
white child, and Roberts and Crabtree, 3 Mustard and Waring, 4 Rouster
and Hulvey, 5 Herkovitz, 6 Michelson, 7 Rhoades and his colleagues, 8
Schultz and fellow researchers, 9 have made significant studies on the
dimensions of the Negro child.
2
Sterling, E. B., Physical Status of Urban Negro Children in Atlanta, Georgia,
Public Health Reports, 1925.
3
Roberts, F. L. and Crabtree, J. A., "Vital Capacity of Negro
Journal of American Medical Association. 88: 1950, 1917.

4 Mustard,

H.

S.

and Waring,

J.

L.,

Children,"

"Height and Weights of Colored School

Children," American Journal of Public Health, 16: 1017-22 1926.
5 Royster, L. T.
and Hulvey, C. N., "Relations of Weight and Height and Age
Negro Children," American Journal of Diseases of Children, 38: 1222, 1929.
6 Herkovitz, M.
J., "influence of Environment on Racial Growth Curve," School
and Society, 22: 86-8, 1925.

in

7

Michelson, Nickolas "Investigation of the Physical Development of Negroes,
of Puberty," American Journal of Physical Anthropology 2, No. 2

IV Onset

June 1944.
8 Rhoades, T. F., Rappaport, Melton, Kennedy, Ruth,
and Stokes, Joseph R.,
"Studies in the Growth of Male Children Receiving Evaporated Milk," Journal of
Pediatrics 26: No. 5, 1945.

9 Schultz, Frederick
W., Morse, Minerva, Cassells, Donald, E., and lob L.
Vivian, "A Study of the Nutritional and Physical Status and the Response to
Exercise of Sixteen Negro Boys 13 17 Years of Age," Journal of Pediatrics, 17,
No. 4,444, 1940.
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is based upon the measurements taken by Steron urban Negro children, and it also includes a brief report
on some height-weight curves of rural Negro children.

This investigation

ling 10

Sterling's

11

were similar

height and weight curves of urban and rural Negroes
11th year.

until the 10th or

At this time the rural girl crossed the rural boy in weight. Rural
Negro children were one-half heavier than urban children until the 6th
year. By the 7th year the weight increase was almost 4 times heavier
for the rural Negro than for the urban Negro.
exceeded boys in standing height at the 8th year and
through the 14th year period. The sitting height of the
Negro girl exceeded the boys height after the 9th year. The chest width
was equal to that of the boys until the 11th year, and then the curve
crossed and remained above the 14th year. The difference in chest
circumference and cephalic index was slight. The findings of Mustard
and Waring 12 on 1,650 Negro children in Tennessee corroborate these
results so that it seems that they are quite reliable.

Negro

retained

girls

it

In southern white children the boys were taller until the 11th year;
the girls exceeded until the 14th year. The white girls were lighter in
weight until the 10th and 11th year; they increased until the 13th

year and then slackened. The sitting height of white girls did not cross
14 years girls never
had a deeper chest
from 12 14 years than boys. The Negro girls never equaled that of boys.

—

that of boys until they were 10 or 11. And from 6
exceeded boys in chest breadth. However, girls

—

—
—

When comparing the male sex of the different races from 1 6 years,
there was a slight difference from 6
12 years in favor of the white
male, and at 14 the white male was 1 inch taller. From 1
6 years
Negro males were heavier, from 6 12 the white male was heavier by
1.1 pounds, and by the 14th year he was 3.6 pounds heavier. The chest

—

—

depth was larger in the Negro male, but the sitting height and chest
circumference for both were almost identical.

—

The growth picture for the girls was somewhat different. From 1
years the Negro girls were taller. Up to the 6th year the weight curve
was in favor of the white girls by 1% pounds. Then they gradually
lost the advantage and by the 14th year they were
pounds lighter
than the Negro girl. The Negro girl exceeded the white girl in chest,
breadth, and depth at all ages. The head circumference was in favor
of the white children. In the older Negro children there seemed to have
been a large proportion of long heads, i.e. the average breadth, length,
nnd height of the head was 75 centimeters. According to general
standards it should have run 77
79 centimeters.

3%

—

10 Sterling, op. cit.

n Sterling.,
12 Mustard

op.

cit.

and Waring,

op.

cit.

16: 1017-22 '26.
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14

13

The findings of Roberts and Crabtree, Royster and Hulvey, and
Sterling 15 in their Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia studies respectively
16
Whiteacre, 17
are in disagreement with Mustard and Waring,
Herkovitz 18 on the height-weight age growth development.

and

21
agree
Roberts and Crabtree, 19 Royster and Hulvey, 20 and Sterling
on the superiority of height and weight of the white child over the
Negro child at all ages after the 7th year. On the contrary Mustard
and Waring 22 found Negro children uniformly heavier and taller than
white children studied in the same county. Herkovitz 23 in his New York
study found that up to the age of 16, Negro boys exceeded white boys.
In her study on season variations of growth and height of Texas school
children ages 5-19 years of age Whiteacre 24 found that the net gain in
weight for white children was 7 pounds and for Negro children 3
pounds. The yearly gain in standing height was 2 inches and for sitting

height 1 inch.

Rhoades, Rappaport, Kennedy and Stokes 25 agree with investigators
who found that on the average Negro children are equal and in many
instances superior to white children of the same age, sex and socioeconomic group. These investigators examined physical growth, dentition and general intelligence of 233 Negro and white children, age
birth to 5 years. Their results showed that there was no difference in

among

I.Q.

3-year-old children;

Negro

children's

significantly higher than white children's at 1, 2,

serum protein was
and 3 years of age.

4^

There were 2.88 per cent caries per child from
to 6 years with
lower incidence among Negroes: the Negro child better dentition. These
results are supported by Steggerda and Hill 26 and Suks. 27 They worked
independently in an attempt to compare the eruption time on Dutch
American people and Negroes from the South, and Zulus from South
Africa in comparison with whites from Central Europe. Their findings
revealed a slower eruption time for whites than for the more primitive
Negro race. Negro children were taller at the age of 9 months and at

13 Roberts

and Crabtree. op.

14 Royster

and Hulvey. op.

88: 1950, 1917.

cit.,

cit.,

38: 1222, 1929.

15 Sterling. op. cit.,
16 Mustard

and Waring,

17 Whiteacre,

op.

cit.,

16: 1017-22, 1926.

'Seasonal Variations in Growth in Weight and Height of Texas
School Children," Texas Agriculture Exp. Station Bulletin No. 510, p. 72, 1935.
J.,

ls Herkovitz. op. cit.,

22: 86-8, 1925.

"Roberts and Crabtree. op. cit., 88: 1950, 1917.
20 Royster and Hulvey. op. cit., 38:
1222, 1929.
21 Sterling, op. cit.

22 Mustard

and Waring, op.

23 Herkovitz. op.

cit.,

cit.,

16: 1017-22, 1926.

22: 86-8, 1925.

24 Whiteacre. op. cit.,
p. 72.
25 Rhoades, Rappaport, Kennedy

and Stokes,

op.

cit.,

26: No. 5, 1945.

^Steggerda, M. and Hill, T. J., "A Comparison of the Eruption Time of the
Teeth of Dutch American Population and Negroes from the South," American
Journal of Orthodontics 28:36, 1942.
27

Suks, V.

J.,

"Eruption Time of the Teeth of South African Zulus and White
American Journal of Physiology and Anthropology 2, 351, 1919.

of Central Europe,"
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all ages their legs were longer, but their trunks were shorter. The body
width of Negroes was less at the pelvis and chest but the body weight
and head circumference was equal in Negro and white children. There
was no difference between the two groups in motor development.

Up

to

1925 Sterling 28 used

nutrition. After this period she

measurements as indices of
began using symptoms for detecting

skeletal

nutrition habits.

In judging defects Emerson 29 says, "an adequate examination might
show on the average of from 4-6 defects per child as based over large
groups of children." The average number defects for this group was 5.9.
There was not much difference in the two sexes until the 11th year. At
this

age level Negro girls exceeded boys in number of defects.

the 5,000 children studied by Sterling, 30 74 per cent of them
had 3 or more caries, and 75 had fillings. There seemed to be a greater incidence of caries in the temporary
teeth. Both pre-natal and post-natal diets were responsible for this
condition. However Blackenby 31 in Tennessee and Shelling and Ander-

Among

had

excellent teeth, 19 per cent

son 32 in Maryland found few caries in Negro children.
Defective tonsils seemed to be more apparent in girls than in boys
and about Ys of the total group had enlarged or diseased tonsils, but
it was agreed that enlargement did not necessarily mean diseased. Very
few children had adenoids.

The glands of the neck in general seemed to appear enlarged in
greater frequency in the boys while the thyroid gland was most apparshowed signs of conjuctivitis.
The Snellen reading test was used to detect power of vision and the
results showed more defective vision in the older children. Hubbard's 33
Mississippi study of the incidence of blindness in Negro babies found
ent in the girls. Just about 20 per cent

only 30 blind children in the group of 54,570 educable children.
Schools pedograph was used to detect flat feet by imprint. Flat feet
seemed to appear at about the 6th or 7th year in all age groups, with
the greatest percentage in girls. Skin diseases were neglible with only
3 per cent affected. Ringworm, impetigo and eczema were the common
ones found. Less than 1% per cent were affected with heart diseases.
Since Sterling 34 had no scientific equipment available or accurate
data on tuberculosis and syphillis, such records were termed unusable

28 Sterling. op. cit.
29 Emerson,

W.

R., "Malnutrition in Children in the

United States," School and

Society 16: 85-8, 1924.
30 Sterling. op. cit.

^Blackenby, P. E., "Comparative Analysis of Dental Conditions Among White
and Negro Children in Rural and Semi-rural Communities," Journal American
Dental Association 26: 1574, 1939.
D. H., and Anderson, G. M., "Relation of Rickets and Vitamin D
Incidence of Denial Caries Enamel Hypoplasia and Malocclusion in Children," Journal American Dental Association, 23: 840, 1936.
32 Shelling,

to the

33 Hubbard,

J.

K.,

"Are There Any Blind Black Babies," Survey, 52:91, 1924.

34 Sterling. op. cit.
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However, Knox and Zentai, 35 Kennedy, 36 Emerson, 37
Opie,
Poindexter, 40 and others pointed out a high rate of
Rose,
incidence due to ignorance, poor housing and health conditions.

on that

score.

39

38

About 12.69 per cent presented bony defects of rickets. The
seemed to lead in the prevalence of richitic symptoms.

girls

Sanborn's spirometer was used to test vital capacity. Negro girls
crossed and exceeded boys up to 12 and 13 years of age.
41
distribution of health among the children fell into three
Sterling's
groups, excellent, fair, and poor; 45 per cent, 35 per cent, and 20 per
cent respectively. Poor nutrition was found between the ages of 8-11
years. And as the child grew older he appeared to be better nourished.
Girls were better nourished than boys.

About 23 per cent of the children had good posture, poor posture
increasing with age. The boys' posture was 4 times better than that of
the girls. The younger children were slender build, with only 17 per
cent of them being well nourished. At age 8, the younger children
advanced from medium to heavy build. There was no indication that
good build meant good posture. But poor posture was evident in the
poor build groups.
In judging scapular types the

more

Negro child

into the convex group
was a mixture of types.
be normal. The convex scapulae
fell

so than the white group although there

Straight or concave scapulae are said to
give a shorter life span.
Schultz, 42 Morse,
to

and associates, felt that additional statistics needed
be presented for determining physical fitness in children. These

findings indicate

much emphasis on measurements

of nutritional status,

cardiovascular rating, vital capacity and tests of strength and these
studies reveal use of measurements of lung volume and its subdivisions,
blood and "available fluid" volumes, basal oxygen consumption, heart
rate, blood pressure and response to exercise on 16 Negro boys varying
in age from 13 to 17 years.

Negro boys in this study were on the average 4 per cent shorter
and 18 per cent lighter in weight than a group of white boys of the
same range but from a better socio-economic environment than that
35 Knox,
J. H. M. and Zentai, O.. 'Health Problems
American Journal of Public Health, 16:805-9, 1926.

of

the Negro Child,"

3(i
Kennedv, J. A.. ''Health Problems of Nesroes," Annals of American Academy, 37:354-64. 1911.

"Emerson,
ns Rose,

op.

cit.

16: 85-8. 1924.

M., "Health Hazards of Being a Negro," Survey, 50:617, 1923.

39

0pie, Eugene, "Health Gains
Health, 21: 290-1, 1931.

Among

Negroes," American Journal of Public

4 "Poindexter, Ralph,
"Handicaps in the Normal Growth and Development of
the Negro Child," American Journal of Public Health, 28: 1045-52, 1938.

41 Sterling.

op.

cit.

42 Schultz,

Frederick W., Morse. Minerva, Cassells. Donald, lob, L. Vivian,;
"A Study of the Nutritional and Physical Status and the Response to Exercise of
Sixteen Negro Boys, 13-17 Years of Age," Journal of Pediatrics 17, No. 4,444, 1940.
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previously studied by Robinson. However, the weights of Negro boys
in relation to skeletal build compared favorably with standards set up
by McCloy. The boys tended to be more muscular than the average. This

was supported by their low fat index in relation to a normal
weight index and a high creatinine index. Negro boys showed smaller
lung volumes than white boys in Robinson's study, and the vital lung
capacity was 15 per cent lower than that of the whites. When the
oxygen consumption was compared with figures for older boys as given
by Robinson it was found to be 8 per cent lower than his average figures
for boys and Robinson's figures are 90 per cent lower than the Mayo
Clinic Standards. Before leaving this section this investigator wishes to
point up the fact that there was a positive correlation between increase
of defects and low intelligence quotients.
result

Both white and Negro researchers from the North and South leaned
toward scientific and general studies done by socio-intellectual facilities
and opportunities as the inhibiting growth and development factors.
In a study on the growth and development of 300 new born Negro
babies Kessler and Scott 43 found that boys from indigent groups
weighed 200 grams less than boys from a higher socio-economic status.
One hundred sixty-four subjects were males while one hundred thirtysix of them were females. A study of the osseous maturation as represented in the calcification of the distal femoral and proximal tibial
epiphysis showed that there was slightly greater maturation among the
girls. The ossification increased with increasing birth weight. These
authors believe that even though average birth weights of Negro infants
have previously been reported to fall from 100-500 grams less than
white infants the possible effect of socio-economic conditions must be
considered before the lower birthrate of Negroes can be ascribed to
inherent racial factors.

In 1944 and 1945 Michelson made health measurements on 4745
City children from birth through puberty. Of the children
investigated he found that Negro females reach the age of puberty at
the same age that investigators had reported for white females. Negro
infants born in 1943 showed an increase in stature as compared to corresponding age groups studied in 1919-1920 and 1935-36. The cephalic
index is slightly higher in the northern born baby than in the southern
born female infants having a higher index. The cephalic index was
also about the same for whites and Negroes.

New York

—

Additional investigating was done in South East Missouri by the
Security Administration of low-income families. Four thousand
one hundred twenty-four males and females were used as subjects and
of these one-third were Negroes while two-thirds were whites. Of the
families considered there were 3.8 per cent defects per person. Respiratory system diseases were found to be most common and the rest of the
defects were in genito-urinary, digestive, nervous systems, and dentition. In some areas the incidence of defects was in Negroes who had

Farm

43 Kessler, Althea, Scott, Roland, B., "Growth
Infants. II Relations of Birth Weight, Body Length
to

Economic Status," American Journal

and Development of Negro
and Epiphyseal Maturation

of Diseases of Children, 80: No. 3, 370,

Sept., 1950.
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whites. All these families were farm
laborers and renters, spent little money for health facilities or health
improvement. Therefore the facilities were not adequate to meet the

more children per family than

needs of the group in this territory.

The story of comparative Negro-white health relations can be gathered from The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company which no doubt
has the most complete causes for the nation's death rate. At the close
of the Civil War this company found that the Negroes' health was
superior to that of whites, and that there was no evidence of tuberculosis among them. But immigration of the Negro to the city coupled
with no training, lack of money or background to meet the new odds,
caused the ratio of 1-3 in white to Negro tuberculosis incidence. The
mortality of the Negro population in 1940 was the same as that of the
white population in 1920. By 1950, the mortality of the Negro was less
than 10 per cent than that of the white population.
In spite of overwhelming handicaps research

findings

reveal

the

following:
1.

Death rate for Negroes shows an index of decline

2.

Some

in all cases.

studies show white children after the age of 6 to be
superior in height, superior in weight, and superior in vital

capacity.
3.

The general IQ of Negro and white children are approximately
same in equal socio-economic groups.

4.

Negro children are superior

5.

Negro children have superior

6.

Malnutrition

due
7.

is

in chest development.
teeth.

lower than might be expected

among Negroes

to the large proportion of the dollar spent for food.

There

no difference

is

in

motor development of Negro and

white children.
8.

There

9.

The serum protein

Negro children.

greater incidence of tuberculosis in

is

is

greater in

Negro children than white

children.
10.

The

11.

Physical build is medium in the early years of the Negro child,
increasing to good.

12.

Posture

is

medium

in

Negro children, being

13.

What

happening

to

Negro children

all

sitting height of

is

both groups

is identical.

is

better in boys.

what

is

children. In the long run, the best safeguards

happening to
and security

and optimum health for Negro children rests in this nation's
providing good care for all of its children. The care of children
should not be considered according to ethnic group membership.
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Conclusions
The health status of the Negro child as revealed in the literature for
the years 1919-1954 is improving. This seems to be true because the
growth curves for Negro children are comparable with white children's
of the same social and economic level and the hereditary or racial
growth curve outweighs environmental effects as children enter adolescence. There needs to be a concerted effort on upgrading the status
of our Negro children's health. Every dedicated American should consider this task a part of his job. In all probability a survey of subsequent years in a future paper will no doubt reveal greater improvement

than brought forth in these studies.
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Enhancing and Strengthening
Faculty-Library Relationships*
by
E.

J.

Josey

For the last six years, the nation has been celebrating National Library
Week. Many scholars in the academic community questioned the folly
or the wisdom of those who are supposed to be committed to books and
libraries having to be reminded of the importance of these weapons
which are very necessary in our war against ignorance and in our
have been

battles to discover the truth. In spite of the fact that libraries

a part of the academic scene for many years, on many campuses they
are not as important as the college center or the million dollar gymnasi-

um. The cultural sickness that has caused certain administrators to
neglect the development of a strong library is shameful. Very few of
these educational statesmen realize that a poor library with poor resources represents a poor college. These administrators of institutions
of higher learning must realize that a faculty that does not put the
library at the heart of its teaching program is not engaging in purposeful teachng. There are some professors who are not cognizant of the fact
that a slavish adherence to teaching from one textbook is not education
but miseducation.

From

the picture that

Week

Library

is

I

have drawn,

it is

quite evident that National

a shot-in -the-arm for college libraries as well as the

public library. Your librarian, Miss Barbara Williams, and her staff
are to be congratulated for their foresight in setting up the FacultyLibrary Workshop as part of the 1963 National Library Week celebration on your campus. I am sure that the administration and the faculty
of South Carolina State College are not guilty of these library sins that
I mentioned above, but rather that in your desire to promote intellectual growth of your students, you are seeking superior library service.

For purposes of organization,
sections.

second

The

first

I have divided this paper into three
with the role of the administration; the

will deal

and the third will
have a central place in en-

will consider the role of the library staff;

assess the role of the faculty. All three

hancing and strengthening faculty-library relationships.
Let us turn our attention to the college administration. What is its
role? At the outset, we must dispose of the money problem. It is the
responsibility of the college administration to support the library

The Association
recommend that if

financially.

of College

standards

a library

it

is

and Research Libraries' new
to provide

must spend "a minimum of 5 per cent of the

general budget." 1
* Address

Week, April

When we

point to a

minimum

adequate service,

total educational

standard,

it

and

has been

delivered at a Faculty-Library Workshop during National Library
South Carolina State College, Orangeburg, South Carolina.

22, 1963 at

Association
Libraries," College

College and Research libraries. "Standards
and Research Libraries, 20:275, July 1959.

of
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for

College

my

observation that we remain at the minimum standard. Of course,
should not be the case. Those college libraries whose collections
have not grown to a size that will support the instructional needs of
faculty and students must have a much larger appropriation than 5 per
cent of the E & G budget in order to catch up.

this

have been told by a librarian of a distinguished Negro University
which a Master's program is offered, that he has had considerable

I

in

convincing his administration that because his institution
operates a large Master's program it is of paramount importance that
the library should be given a larger budget. I suggested that in his
next budget request he should point out the following statement from
the standards to his administration: "The percentage must be higher
if the library's holdings are seriously deficient, if there is a rapid expansion in the student population, of course offerings, or if the institution fosters a wide range of studies at the Master's level or programs
of independent study." 2
difficulty in

In our zeal to promote quality education in our institutions of higher
education, it is imperative that we spend a substantial amount of
money over and above the minimum. This is especially true in Negro
institutions, for I have discovered in a survey that I am now making
that about 95 per cent of these institutions do not have the minimum
number of books in their library collections. Yes, it is true that many
of these institutions have built new library buildings, just as we have
done on my campus, but their collections are woefully inadequate.

Turning from money matters, it is this librarian's belief that it is
the administration's responsibility to foster a healthy intellectual attitude toward the library. In short, the president and the dean should
the faculty know that they sincerely believe that the library is the
heart of the institution and should be an integral part of every faculty
member's teaching program. This view was more cogently expressed
by Dr. Harold Taylor when he was President of Sarah Lawrence Collet

Taylor stated, "First, I do not think it is possible to build a
in any of the areas of human knowledge without a direct
relationship between the teacher and the librarian. In my experience
in trying to build new courses in philosophy at the University of Wisconsin, I suddenly discovered that my greatest allies were not the members of the college Curriculum Committee, or even the members of the
philosophy department. My greatest allies were the librarians at the
university. When I sat down with them I found immediately that we
could talk about the use to which certain books could be put, the number of pages which might be suitable for assignments, etc. My education
as a teacher thus began when I started to collaborate with librarians,
so I submit that it is the duty of the college president and the dean,
lege. Dr.

good course

when

a young instructor comes into a college situation to take as their
task the development of a sound relationship between the new
teacher and the library." 3 I wholeheartedly endorse the position of
first

Dr. Taylor.
2 Tbid.

3 Taylor, Harold.
"Students, Books and Librarians." in Library-Instructional
Integration on the College Level, Report of the 40th Conference of Eastern College Librarians, ACRL Monographs, No. 13, (Chicago: ACRL, 1955) p. 1.
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It

is

also this librarian's philosophy that the chief librarian of the

college should be a part of the

power structure

is

power structure of the

institution.

The

the Administrative Council.

In considering the President's responsibility in this regard, Guy Lyle,
Director of Libraries at Emory University, in his new book, writes,
"The college president bears the chief responsibility for opening up
the formal channels. It is his responsibility to see that the librarian is
represented, along with the chief administrative officers of the college,
on the Administrative Council, the Academic Council, if there is one,
and the library committee. There are institutions where the librarian
is not on any of these committees and the library administration is
not in touch with the mainstream of the administrative activity. One
observes the symptoms as soon as one sets foot on the campus. Library
support is meager, faculty interest in the library is dormant, and staff
morale is low." 4

The foregoing view was that of a librarian. We will again turn to
Dr. Taylor for a college president's view. This scholar not only suggests
to college presidents but also to deans, a similar viewpoint when he
asserted, "I would, therefore, say that it is the function of the college
president and the dean, by whatever administrative means they can
take, by appointment, by encouragement, by administration of the
budget, to ask the librarian to form part of the Curriculum Committee
on the planning for new courses, to invite the librarian to sit on the
committees where the new courses are discussed, to use his source of
information both about the students and about the books for the use
of his colleagues in the teaching faculty." 5

We have dealt with the administration long enough. Now, it is our
task to look at the role of the library staff. If you would permit me
to conjecture at this point, Shakespeare may have had librarians in
mind when he created

these

words for Cassius: "Men

at

sometimes are

masters of their fate: The fault dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in
ourselves, that we are underlings." In short, librarians are, in some
instances, responsible for their

poor status

in the

academic community,

for they have been too timid to ask for larger appropriations for the

They have been too fearful to seek academic rank, and they
have not demanded that the faculty build an integrated library-instruc-

library.

tional

program with

librarians as partners.

Deploring the complacency of librarians, this librarian once com"Some librarians have perpetuated this situation, for they have
become too involved in the mechanics of circulation procedures and
inflexible library regulations, in keeping the library a quite mausoleum
and in unnecessary clerical routines to the point where they do not
have time to aid their professorial colleagues by giving bibligraphical

plained,

lectures, assisting in the instruction of the use of the library,

making

themselves available to discuss with the faculty the strengths and weak-

4 Guy R. Lyle.
The President, the Professor and the College Library. (New
York: The H. W. Wilson Company, 1963), p. 26.
5

Taylor, op.

cit., p.

15.
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nesses of the collection and encouraging faculty to suggest improve6
in library service."

ment

Supporting Cassius' dictum, "The fault dear Brutus, is not in our
but in ourselves, that we are underlings," Lyle contends that
"librarians must learn to be flexible and to consider suggestions with
Too many
an open mind instead of immediately rejecting them
librarians have isolated themselves from the faculty by falling into the
same error. If someone suggests opening the stacks, they say the
library was not designed for open-stacks and the stack stairways are
too narrow. If someone suggests opening a smoking room, they say
the fire laws forbid it. This may be quite true, of course, but everyone
on campus knows the fire laws forbid smoking in classrooms and offices
but no one pays any attention to them. If the library gets a reputation
for letting faculty suggestions drop like a wet mop on the pavement,
there is little likelihood that the president will see any real advantage in
bringing the librarian into his advisory councils." 7
stars,

.

staff

member

.

relationships are to be enhanced and strengthened,

If faculty-library

each

.

of the library has a responsibility for contributing

This includes each professional librarian on the
each clerical assistant. This implies that staff members

to this relationship.
staff, as well as

should be sensitive to students and faculty library needs. Staff members
must never forget that the library is a service agency, and therefore,
they are expected to be friendly, courteous, and anxious to respond in
a helpful manner. In this regard, the director of the library must be
certain that assistants who aid patrons in service areas, e.g., at the
circulation desk, the reference department, or in the reading rooms, are
persons who enjoy bringing books and people together. Assistants who
have personality problems or those who are disgruntled should work
behind the scenes, for the public areas are nerve centers of the library
and these are the areas where patrons form their opinions about the
library. It is not the intention of this critic to intimate that librarians
and clerical assistants should be subjected to undignified and humilitating treatment from distinguished professors who feel that everyone on
campus owes them recognition, nor should they have to endure the
taunts or scurrilous remarks of the dilettante student. In essence, I
firmly believe that winning friends and influencing people for the
library not only builds public relations for the library, but it also
contributes immeasurably to scholarship, for faculty members and
students will never be reluctant to enter the house of knowledge in
order to satisfy their research or recreational reading needs.

With reference

book

collection, the faculty has an important
books for the library. It is also true that
the librarians have an important function in building the library collection. Librarians should engage in the reading of critical reviews about
books, and more important, they should read the books themselves.
Only through a wide acquaintance with books can the librarian beto the

role to play in the selection of

°Josey, E.

J.

"The Absent Professors," Library Journal, 87:181, January

1962.
7

Lyle, Guy. Op. Cit., p. 27.
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15,

come
his

effective in his responsibility of caring for the

book needs of

campus.

Great libraries were never built by librarians alone, for the dedicated bibliophiles and lovers of books on the faculty have been the
architects of some of the nation's outstanding college and university
libraries. However, the best approach to building the library collection
it is obvious that there
is in the words of Guy Lyle who says ".
must be a 'working combination' of administrators, faculty and library
staff. Each has his role to play and the librarian cannot delegate his
part. Despite his preoccupation with budgets, building, and staffing, the
college librarian must make the development of the book collection
his major concern." 8
.

.

The library staff plays an important role in the instructional program of the college. They are seldom paid what they justly deserve.
Their hours are usually longer than the instructors who are in the
classrooms. On some campuses, they are not looked upon as instructional personnel, but librarians are teachers. Everytime a student or
professor is assisted in using the card catalog, an index, or whenever
the reference librarian checks for elusive material for a research paper
for the student or information for a professor who is writing a book,
or whenever the cataloger ferrets out a title by diligently checking
through bibliographies and catalogs, one will find highly trained men
and women at work with the same kind of dedication to scholarship
as one finds simultaneously in the classroom.

What is the role of the faculty in building good faculty-library relationships? The faculty plays a significant role in leading students to
books. The centrality of the text book in the education of college students has hampered learning. Today, the emphasis is upon the use of a
wide variety of titles in teaching rather than teaching from one textbook. Unfortunately, we have had too many students to graduate
from Negro colleges who were intellectually impoverished, because
faculty members ignored the library. This is not necessarily indicative
of Negro colleges and Negro professors alone, for Dr. Taylor indicates
"all over the country, however, I have found teachers in academic
communities who are going straight alone managing to teach without
the cooperation of their college librarians. The reason I believe it is
impossible for them to teach truly without the librarian as their colleague is that the gap between the abstract assignment given by a
teacher and the accomplishment of valuable learning on the part of
the student amounts, in some cases, to a chasm. In fact, I think a
great many teachers are entirely unaware of exactly what happens to
an individual student immediately after his assignments are handed
out to him, as well as during the whole of the term in which he must
deal with them. It is this lack of correlation between what happens
within the consciousness of the student and what happens to the
," 9
educational process, whether in the library or in the classroom
.

s Ibid.

p. 39.

9 Taylor,

Op.

Cit.; p. 14.
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While we are on the question of library assignments, Donald Ranstead, Social Science Reference Librarian, the University of California
at Davis, complains that students, in many instances, leave their classes
without the faintest idea of the subject under discussion or what the
professors desire of them. Listen to this dialogue reported by Mr.
Ranstead: "Were Sacco and Vanzetti gangsters in Chicago or was it
some other town? Informed that they were not gangsters, but anarchists, this led to: 'What's an anarchist?' Instances could be multiplied. I doubt if any faculty member has been asked by his graduate
students where that fabulous book (or journal) Ibid is, as many times
in his whole career as this librarian has been asked in any six-month
period over the past six years." 10

Professors are usually unaware of the deficiencies of their students,
many hurry from the lecture hall and never encounter the
student again until the next class meeting. Very few professors visit
the library. Their attitude is that the library exists for the student,
not this professor.
for far too

Many

claim that they have excellent collections

at

home, but

librar-

ians are unable to buy enough books for the college library because
of the high cost of books, and therefore, they question the veracity of
this assertion. Even if they could afford to purchase all of the books

published yearly in their fields, they do not have access to the hundreds
of journals that are housed in the library. "The constant outpouring
of papers is not known to the specialists in their fields except through
abstracts

and indices housed

in the library." 11

Professors usually deplore the lack of interest in reading by today's
Many students do not feel that it is important to read, because they seldom see their professors in the college library. If our
students could observe their teachers in the stacks pouring over the
books, and literally drinking from the fountain of knowledge, then
they too, will imitate their professors. Set an example for your students.
Let them see you in the library.
students.

The faculty has a responsibility for book selection. On many campuses, there are professors who have never recommended a book for
purchase to the library. These professors evidently believe that the
library has every book that has been published, since John Gutenberg
invented the printing press, for these scholars make assignments upon
the assumption that the book or the books are in the library. It does
not necessarily follow that because a professor used a certain book as
a graduate student at Harvard, Yale, Chicago or Columbia that this

book will be in the South Carolina State College Library. Visit the
library in order to ascertain the library's holdings in your field. If the
materials that you desire are not there, the librarian and his or her
staff will

be happy to procure them for you.

Continuing an exploration into the faculty's responsibility for book
one author contends that "the faculty has a twofold respon-

selection,

10 Ranstead,

njosey, E.

J.

"Feed-Back
Op.

to

Faculty," Library Journal, 87:

Cit.; p. 174.
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in building

sibility

up library resources

in

subject fields.

The

first

keep the collection up to date by careful selection of new publications and a weeding of the old. The second is to fill gaps in the
collection." There is no rigid rule for carrying out this twofold responis

to

sibility.

At

my

institution,

we have

a flexible plan.

Some departments have

designated one person to make suggestions of books for purchase. One
division asked each faculty member to survey the holdings in his field
and contribute a suggested list which is compiled and submitted to the
division.

Some departments have

a

laissez

faire

approach and

all

faculty members of the departments may submit book requests whenever they deem it necessary. The plan used is not important, but it is
essential that faculty

members

for they are in the classroom

participate in the

and are aware of

book

selection process,

their instructional needs.

Another serious library problem is the reserve system. The real
purpose of assigning books to the reserve shelves is to guarantee the
availability of certain books to all the students in a given course. Unfortunately, many professors make their assignments before they
notify the library that these books should be on reserve. Consequently,
when the library is informed that the desired titles should be on
reserve, a few students have checked the books out of the library.
This situation creates much ill will and frustration among those students who do not have access to these materials.

Many librarians have misgivings about the reserve system. Some
say that students so very often get the impression that the books on
reserve are the only books in the library on the subject or that the
books on reserve are the best books. They also contend that reserve
reading stifles the initiative to read a wide variety of authorities on
the subject. A suggestive reading list that has depth and breadth, and
at the same time, includes authorities for various schools of thought,
will contribute immeasurably to the intellectual growth of our students
than the narrow perspective received from reserve reading.
many

of enhancing and strengthening
could possibly consider, but I feel that
I have kept you long enough. Before concluding, I wish to urge the
faculty and the librarians of this historic institution to bridge the intellectual gulf that has traditionally separated the library from the instructional program. Someone has said that "to affect the thinking of
man is to influence the course of history." I wish to admonish you to
influence the course of history by influencing our students to use books
and more books in obtaining their education. Never has the use of a
wide variety of books and source materials been more vital to education
as in these times. Impress upon our young people that there is a need
for superior college graduates in the 60's. Impress upon them that
Negro education is dead, and true scholarship has replaced this outmoded concept. This is an irreversible fact! Bridging the gulf which
has separated faculty and library will contribute to a brighter future
for our young men and women in the years ahead.

There

are

The

aspects

other

library relationships that

I

faculty should join hands with the library staff for the purpose
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of building better faculty-library relationships, for the library extends

knowledge, and through the joint efforts of professors and librarians,
there will be a real link between creative teaching and superior library
resources and services,
spirit of scholarship.

which

in

turn,
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will

contribute to

the

true

Whitman's Attitude Toward
Humanity, Death and Immortality
by
Arthur L. Brentson

Few people who have lived on the American scene, or to be frank
anywhere in the world, have harbored a greater love for humanity than
did Walt Whitman. Since his time many philosophies and ideas have
his life,
arisen over the attitudes which should be taken toward man
death and immortality. Some philosophies and attitudes have been
discarded, others are still being fought; no certitudes have been estab-

—

lished.

The chief aim, therefore, of this composition is not to give a survey
Whitman's ideas but to discuss his personal attitudes toward
humanity in connection with death and immortality.
of

I shall begin the discussion proper by asking what sort of person
was Walt Whitman and what elements entered into him so that he
could feel himself the exponent and champion of the average man,
even though he himself was not average? The first question may be
answered without hesitation but the second one is open for debate.
However, the answer may be found, partially so, in the mystical experience of 1850 or thereabout.

mind how once we lay such a transparent summer morning.
Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and knowledge
I

that passed

And
And
And

I

I

know
know

that

all

all

that the

of the

hand

argument of the earth,
God is the promise of

of

that the spirit of

the

women my

men

sisters

God

is

the brother of

ever born are also

and

my

my own,
my own

brothers,

and the

lovers,

And that a kelson of the creation is love,
And limitless are the leaves stiff or drooping in the fields,
And brown ants in the little wells beneath them,
And mossy scabs of the worm fence, heaped stones, elder, mullein
mullein and poke-weed 1

Here, then, I may assume, is the beginning of his cosmic attitude
toward man, nature and God. Whitman acquired through some power
not of himself, and yet of himself, a knowledge of unity a oneness
of the universe. Through this medium he found himself a part of a
whole. This is certainly not like Emerson, whose equality was based
on degrees, nor Poe, who believed that men were mentally, economically and spiritually different. Whether Whitman's revelation is destructive or of benefit is still a topic of discussion. One might probably
conclude that it destroys the orthodox belief in the order of creation

—

1

Walt Whitman, The Leaves of Grass, (New York, 1921)
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or renders creation without a purpose. If so the following quotation
light on the situation:

may throw some

The climax of the loftiest range of civilization rising above all
the gorgeous shows and results of weath, intellect, power and
art, as such
above even theology and religious fervor is to be

—

—

development from the eternal bases, and the

expression of
absolute conscientiousness, crystalline, without flow, not Godlike
only, entirely human, awes and enchants forever. Great is emotional love, even in the order of the rational universe. But if we
must make graduations, I am clear there is something greater. 2
its

Whitman

Mystically, to

the universe

is

fit

the melting pot of everything:

the body and the soul, good and bad. In such a scheme, all things have
their places and all are needed. Our writer became typical of men, in
his various qualities, his susceptibility to do good and evil, his aware-

ness of the beautiful and the ugly. Men in all walks of life and under
all circumstances were subjects of his sympathy. His concern was not
only nationalistic but universal.

play not marches for accepted victors only,
play marches for conquered and slain persons
Have you heard that it is good to gain the day?
I also say it is good to fall, battles are lost in the same

I
I

spirit.

3

Emerson would have one believe that sympathetic persons may easily
be drowned by those with whom they sympathize. With Whitman it
is not so; he would
.

.

seize the descending

.

dispairer here

man and

raise

him with

relentless will,

my

neck,
you shall not drown!
is

By God
upon me. 4

hang your whole weight

Could it be that the Artist was disguising his ego in the cloak of
humanitarianism? I would rather believe that through Leaves of Grass
one is given an account of his personal growth deliberately wrought to
symbolize the growth of the world. For an example, "The Song of
Myself" is really a vast analogy representing the universe. To many
readers it may simply be a string of purposeless details, but it is
really a song which represents all the materials of which life is to
be made out of it springs the songs of love, of national unity, of cities,
of nature, of war and its hero, of religion, of death, of immortality.
The last two items will be discussed in detail later in the essay.
;

Whitman strikes the mind from many sides
somehow. Notice how he attacks from several

in

order to reach it
quarters in

different

the following stanzas:
1

2
3

the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul,
pleasures of heaven are with me and the pains of hell
are with me,

am

The

Walt Whitman, Complete Prose Works, (New York, 1881)
Whitman, op. cit., p. 39.

Hbid., p. 94.
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The

first I

into a
I

am

graft

and increase upon myself, the

latter

I

translate

new tongue.

the poet of the

woman

the

same

as the

man. 5

"Through me many long dumb voices
Voices of the interminable generations of prisoners and slaves,
Voices of the diseas'd and dispairing and of thieves and
dwarfs,
Voices of cycles of preparation and accretion,
And of the threads that connect the stars, and of wombs and
of the father-stuff.

Through me forbidden voices
Voices of sexes and lust, voices

veiled

and

I

remove the

veil.

6

Thus Whitman broke through all artificial boundaries erected by
men, all castes, philosophies and schools. It was his intention to shock
man out of his false conceits. And he who set out to praise the world
praises what every man acknowledges, values, delights in and suffers
from. He may, rightfully, be called an awakener because he was on
terms of intimacy with the real conditions of life. What he chiefly
desired was a full-blooded egoism which would force people to regard
what concerned them as the only thing of any consequence. What in
fact is the note of America today
of the world? A state of universal
tepidity
which makes the majority of men seem quite incapable of
living, loving, thinking, dreaming or hoping with any degree of passion

—

—

or intensity.

Such phrases as "I will show," I believe, "I will give," seem to be
catch-phrases which are used as incentives. Let it be understood that
humanity will have catch-phrases and will not be moved without them.
Consequently, it makes all the difference to a people and to an age,
whether its catch-phrases really do or do not correspond with convictions, and whether these convictions really do or do not reach down
among the real problems of personal and social life whether they

—

really catch at the

bottom of things.

realized that, though America was a young country, its
morals and religions had become old and static, that people
had never cultivated life for its own sake; there was none of the indwelling spirit of continuity. That is why he asserted that

Whitman

ideas,

near at hand to you a throat is now inflating itself
and joyfully singing
Ma femme! for the broad beyond us and of us.
For those who belong here and those to come,
Our exultant to ready for them will now shake out carols
stronger and haughtier that have yet been heard upon
.

.

.

ea rth
5

Ibid., p. 41.

e Ibid.,

p. 45.
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I

thread a thread through

will

my poems

that time

and events

are compact
that all the things of the universe are perfect miracles,

And

and each

profound as any. 7

as

Here is proof that the poet, unlike many serious intellectuals, had a
buoyancy of youth, personal conviction and fancy.

About the important

issue of slavery,

Whitman had

this to say:

I am the bounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs,
Hell and despair are upon me, crack and again crack the

marksmen,
I

my

clutch the rails of the fence,
the ooze of

I fall

The

my

gore dries thinn'd with

skin,

on the weeds and stones
riders spur their unwilling horses, haul close,

Taunt

my

dizzy ears and beat

me

violently over the

head and

with whip-stocks.

Agonies are one of my changes of garments
I do not ask the wounded person how he feels, I myself become the wounded person
My hurts turn livid upon me as I lean on a can and observe. 8
This may sound like an extreme statement of empathy but one must
understand that Whitman's sympathetic outbursts sprang from his
religious faith
the Quaker faith which stresses the brotherhood of
man. Although he did incorporate many other faiths.

—

I
have discussed generally,
toward humanity; let me turn,
toward death and immortality.

and somewhat
in

briefly,

connection with

his

attitude

this, to his attitude

Even the most casual reader of Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass is
once struck by the numerous references to death and immortality
recurring from time to time throughout the work, sometimes in a wellthought-out and logically built structure as "Eidolons," or the beauat

tiful

elegy on the death of Lincoln, sometimes in a series of hints or
sometimes plainly stated, other times simply felt. It is

indirections;

Walt Whitman, the man and the poet, held no
no secret that he believed in immortality in
immortality after the "exquisite transition of death." Whitman's basic
attitude toward death and his confidence in his doctrine of immortality,
as revealed especially through his poetry, are found in essence in his
"Song of Myself." 9 The other poems which treat this dual theme
simply re-state it or expound the basis upon which it rests.
no

secret, then, that

of

fear

In

death.

"Song

It

—

is

of Myself,"

Whitman

declares that his "foothold

is

tenon'd

and mortis'd in granite." 10 This "granite" is his philosophy, the central
doctrine of which is the worth and dignity of the individual human
7

Ibid., p. 18.

s

Ibid., p. 58.

9

Gay Wilson

l0 Whitman,

Allen, Walt

op.

cit., p.

Whitman Handbook, (Chicago, 1946)

41.
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spirit, based on an absolute confidence in the goodness of nature.
John Burroughs, speaking of the poet, says,

faith in himself was a part of his faith in creation.
himself so keenly a part of the whole that he shared its
soundness and excellence; he must be good as it is good. 11

Whitman's

He

felt

His faith is the result of consistently seeing whole views. He denied
nothing. Nature was physical, but there was something behind it all.
In a conversation following a discussion on the subject of death with
Robert Ingersoll on the poet's seventieth birthday, Whitman said,
I have attempted to glean for the pages of "Leaves of
Grass" has been what I have perceived of what I am of what
we all are, of what the world before us is. I have tried to show
what I could of practical, materialistic, visible life, with an indication throughout of something behind it all. 12

All that

—

To speak of Whitman's philosophy is, perhaps, misleading, for he
was no philosopher in the technical sense of the term, 13 and "never
hardens into anything like a system, or into mere intellectual propositions," 14 though parallels have been found between him and the
American Transcendentalists (especially Emerson), the German Transcendentalists, and certain Hindu Mystics. 15 This paper, of course,
makes no pretense to anything like a thorough investigation of any of
these parallels or influences; all that I hope to do is to establish a
working basis for interpretation.
In the very broadest sense, Walt Whitman is something of a panand a mystic. In his Notebook of 1847 he wrote:

theist

The

is always under the beaulaws of physiology
I guess the soul itself can never be
anything but great and pure and immortal; but it makes itself
visible only through matter
a perfect head, and bowels and bones
to match is the easy gate through which it comes from its embowered garden, and pleasantly appears to the sight of the world. 16

effusion or corporation of the soul

—
—

tiful

Despite the fact that the pantheistic elements in Whitman are essentially
mystical, they are neither like Carlylean nor Oriental mystical pantheism, 17 both of which consider the objective world as shadowy and
un-real.

This

seen in

is

one of his experimental poems, where he

declares:
I
I

i:1

am the poet of reality
say the earth is not an echo.

John Burroughs, Whitman: a Study, (Boston, 1896)

12 Whitman,
13

Mody

in English,

op.

C. Boatright,

IX

"Whitman and

Hegel,*'

(July, 1929), p. 134.

"Burroughs, op.
15 Allen, op. cit.,

cit., p.

164.

pp. 447'-62.

™Ibid., p. 259.
l7 Ibid.,
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Nor man an apparition
But that

the things seen are real.

all

18
.

.

.

Another interpretation of this "materialism" is found in Whitman's
doctrine of a non-material body, as well as a material one. 19 On the
other hand, what appears to be materialistic pantheism is also evident,
for example in "Song of Myself:"
I

If

bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from the grass I love,
you want me again look for me under your bootsoles. 20
21
in the Leaves.

But there are also traces of panpsychism

I will not make a poem nor the least part of a poem
but has reference to the soul,
Because having look'd at the objects of the universe, I find
there is no one nor any particle but has reference to the

And

soul.

22

There are, of course, many and varied implications and suggestions
of pantheistic belief in Whitman, for example, "pantheistic transmigration," 23 which he calls "transfers and promotions," and so on.
These, as they relate to our subject, will be taken up later as possible
interpretations of certain poems.

Resemblances between Whitman and Hegel have been singled out
critics and scholars for special attention. Mody C. Boatright made
the first extensive investigation of the subject in an article entitled
"Whitman and Hegel," published in 1929. He noted that, although
Whitman could not be technically classified as a philosopher, he did
have a habitual point of view for looking at life, which was, in the
main, in accord with the "Absolute Idealism" of Hegel. 24 Some of the
parallels which he finds are important for any serious study of Whitman's poetry. He notes that both the American and the German con-

by

ceived of the universe as unfinished, in the "eternal process of becoming;" 25 that both found the universe to be one; that both found
the ultimate reality to be thought. 26 In his poem "Starting from Pau-

manok," Whitman announces,
I

will

make

the

poems

of materials, for

be the most spiritual of poems,

I

think they are to

27
.

.

,

Boatright interprets this as meaning that the material universe is in
the last analysis spiritual. He goes on to say that Whitman, like Hegel,
18 Quoted

by Allen,

p. 260.

19 Allen. op. cit.,
p. 260.

20 Quoted

by Allen,

p.

261

21

Olive Wrenchel Parsons, '"Whitman the Non-Hegelian,"'
ber, 1943), 1080. Also Allen, p. 262.
22 "Starting

from Paumanok," 12:19.

23 Allen, op. cit.,
pp.

266

ff.

24 Boatright, op. cit.,
p. 134.
25 Ibid.

tibial., p. 137.
27 "Starting

from Paumanok," 6:14.
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PMLA,

58 (Decem-

some way merges good and

evil. This mergence is a
"Absolute Idealism," for the Absolute must be
capable of resolving all possible contradictions. What from a lower
category are opposities, the rational and the irrational included, must
in some way be absorbed into the self. What then is the nature of
the self? Boatright quotes McTaggert's Studies in Hegelian Cosmology:

identifies or in

logical

necessity to

Thus the nature of the self is sufficiently paradoxical. What
does it include? Everything of which it is conscious. What does
everything of which it is conscious. What
it exclude? Equally
can it say is not inside it? Nothing. What can it say is not outside
it? A single abstraction. And any attempt to remove the paradox
destroys the self. For the two sides are inevitably connected. If
we try to make it a distinct individual by separating it from ail
other things, it loses all content of which it can be conscious, and
so loses the very individuality which we started by trying to
preserve. If, on the other hand, we try to save its content by emphasizing the inclusion at the expense of the exclusion, then the
consciousness vanishes, and, since the self has no content but
the objects of which it is conscious, the content vanishes also. 28

—

It is

through such a conception of the

man

is

make

self,

Boatright states, that Whit-

the paradoxical assertions found in his poetry,
emphasizing the inclusiveness of the soul in the earlier poems and
the exclusiveness in the latter. Further, the basis of Whitman's doctrine

able to

all

of immortality is the contention that each individual possesses something transcendent, incapable of being produced (like life), a part,
as it were, of the Absolute
"a fundamental and indispensable differentiation of the Absolute." 29

—

The

absorbs and identifies with it the non-self, and this non-self,
and real, not a phantom. The world is not ours, it is not
self, until we make it self. In fact there could be no self without that
non-self. 30 He alludes to this passage in Whitman
is

self

positive

my

leaning pois'd on itself, receiving
materials and loving them, observing
characters and absorbing them,
My soul vibrated back to me from them, from sight, hearing,
touch, reason, articulation, comparison, memory, and
the like,
The real life of my senses and flesh transcending my senses
the

joy of

soul

identity through

My

and flesh,
body done with materials,

my

sight

done with

my

material

eyes,

Proved to me this day beyond cavil that
which finally see,
Nor my material body which finally
shouts, embraces, procreates. 31
28 Boatright, op. cit.,
p. 139.

™Ibid.,

p. 142.

30 Ibid.,

pp. 139-40.

31 "Song of

Joys," p. 153.
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it is

not material eyes

loves,

walks,

laughs,

The
self.

self is in eternal struggle with the non-self, converting it into
Boatright believes that this to Whitman is one of the greatest

joys of

life.

to struggle against great odds, to

To be

meet enemies undaunted!
how much one can

entirely alone with them, to find

stand!

To look strife, torture, prison, popular odium, face to face!
To mount the scaffold, to advance to the muzzles of guns with
perfect nonchalance!

To be indeed

a God! 32

Both Whitman and Hegel professed not only to accept, but to
transcend modern science; however, there is little agreement in their
theories of knowledge. Hegel "professed to prove by a rational system
of logic that ultimate reality is both determined and knowable. To
him philosophy was nothing more than a 'reasoned apprehension of
" 33
Whitman's theory of knowledge is more like Schelling's
the Absolute'
and Emerson's. 34

Wisdom

of the soul,

is

is

not susceptible of proof,

is its

own

proof,

Applies to

all

stages,

and objects and qualities and is content,
and immortality of things, and

Is the certainty of the reality

the excellence of things;
is in the float of the sight of things that

Something there
provokes

it

out of the soul. 35

Boatright inferred that Whitman found Hagel Cold, for the Absolute
according to the poet, is not found by rationalization; it speaks directly
to the souls of men. In brief, though Whitman certainly admired Hegel
and praised him highly, this resulted from "an admiration of the
end reached, and not from any critical appreciation of the means." 36
Most of these so-called parallels between Whitman and Hegel, according to Boatright are based upon certain similarities of thought, and
in some instances almost the exact phrasing of some of Whitman's lecture notes and also a popularized version of Hegel, published by one
Joseph Gostwick in 1854.

of

The Boatright article, the first extensive investigation
Whitman to Hegel via Gostwick, 37 concluded that, at

"strengthened Whitman's convictions" 38

—

of the debt
least,

Hegel

especially in his concept of

cosmic evolution, pantheistic unity, and the synthesis of Good and
Evil. Whitman's knowledge of Hegelianism, Boatright believed, resulted more from the reading of Gostwick than Hegel himself, a deduction which has since been expanded and further demonstrated by
32 Ibid.,

p. 154.

33 Boatright, op. cit.,
pp. 143-44.
* 4 Ibid.

35 "Song of the

Open Road,"

6:127.

36 Boatright, op. cit.,
p. 145.
37 Allen, op. cit.,
p. 456.
38 Allen,

p. 456.
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39

Robert P. Falk, in an article entitled "Walt
studied the Whitman-Gostwick-Hegel
relationship and concluded:

W.

B.

Fulghum,

Jr.

Whitman and German Thought,"
That

Hegel,

through

strengthened

Gostwick,

Whitman and may have

affected

later

ideas of
of the Leaves
in shaping the

certain

editions

cannot be doubted. That he was instrumental
must remain a matter of speculation. 40

original edition

Up

to 1946, Miss Olive

investigate the subject of

vigorously that

many

of

Wrenchel Parsons was the

latest

person to

Whitman and Hegelianism. 41 She asserts very
the similarities found between Whitman and

Hegel have been over-emphasized, resulting in a lack of understanding
of both men. She centers her attention on the Boatright article and
takes up in detail the differences of the men on the following points:
(1) nature, (2) the universal and the particular, (3) the concrete and
the abstract, (4) the universe, (5) the self, (6) the body, (7) the
soul, and (8) immortality. I need not concern myself with the first
three points. The essential difference between the universe of Hegel and
that of Whitman, she states, is that Hegel's is "carefully analyzed" and
"logically evolved," while

Whitman's

is

not.

In the largest sense, the universe would be for Hegel the Absolute
Idea, which is in eternal process of becoming but which at the
same time is already finished. The becoming is a realization of the
Absolute Idea, which is already realized. The whole process is an
entirely logical one. No matter where one starts in the deductions,
he knows that the lower categories presuppose the higher and that
the higher contain the lower. The whole system is there, complete. 42
In the largest sense, the universe for

Whitman

would be the unseen world that apparently includes within it the
seen, and of which the seen is the proof. Whitman's faith in such
a world was boundless, but he concealed in mysticism his statements regarding it. 43

The difference between Whitman's conception of the self and that of
Hegel, according to Miss Parsons, lies in the degree of emphasis upon
the Absolute. 44 The Absolute, Hegel thought, can become conscious
only in evolution, especially in man, whose mind makes "explicit the
logical-dialectical process that lies implicit in the universal absolute
reason." 45 Existential objects, especially man, because of this reason
were important
"the Absolute

to Hegel's thinking.

Whitman thought

was important because

it

just the opposite:

becomes conscious

in existential

™Ibid.
40 Robert P. Falk, "Walt Whitman
and German Thought," Journal
and Germanic Philology, XL (July, 1941), p. 319.
41 Allen, op. cit.,
p. 456.

42 Parsons, op.

^lbid.,

p.

cit.,

p. 1079.

1080.

"Ibid., p. 1082.
45 1 bid.
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of English

above

objects,

saw mankind

human

all in

as the

man." 46 In

human

race

brief,

"The microscopic eyes

the microscopic eyes of

;

of Hegel

Whitman saw

beings as individual selves." 47

Whitman's concept of the body included a body immaterial and a
body material as well, something in the vein of St. Paul, 48 but he also
declared that the body "balks account." 49 To Hegel, the body was "an
unconscious production of the soul," 50 and, Miss Parsons reminds one
Body and soul were one
to Whitman, and it is a fact that he believed in immortality. That Hegel
believed in immortality at all is at best a point for debate. 51
that nothing in his philosophy "balks account."

Miss Parsons' argument is quite stimulating, and is based chiefly on
her contention that Whitman either failed to, or was unable to understand the Hegelian dialectic. Gay Wilson Allen thinks that she is
probably "quite correct" in this contention, but adds that "this does
not contradict the popularized Hegelianism which the American poet
derived indirectly through Gostwick and others. 52 He sums up his
view of the matter with this statement from Falk's study, after observing that Whitman seems closer to Hegel than to any of the other

German

philosophers.

In the case of the other

German metaphysicians, we can

ascribe

no certain influence; yet, it is true that Whitman reveals parallels
in thought and even phrase with most of the transcendental philosophers from Kant on down. In all of them Whitman sees lessons for
American Democracy. 53

Whitman had also read Carlyle and Emerson. It is difficult, perhaps
impossible, to assess Whitman's debt to the latter. This difficulty, it
seems,
that of determining how much any man can
who preaches, "Trust thyself." A "mere follower"
after a master who bases his thought upon self-reliance and individualism can be imitative by being original. Whitman made out a
good case for himself when he remarked. "Emersonianism breeds
is

bound up with

imitate another

the giant that destroys

Aside from

this,

it

itself.

54

appears that any serious attempt to classify

Whitman according to his philosophy is likely to meet with failure
because Whitman is primarily not a philosopher, but a poet; and as
a

poet he goes to philosophical systems for subject-matter to sub-

^Ibid.
47 Ibid.,

p. 1086.

48 Ibid., p. 1084.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Parsons, op. cit.,
p. 1087.
52 Allen, op. cit.,
pp. 456-57.
53 Quoted

by Allen,

54 Qarence

XXXVII

L.

F.

p.

457.

Gohdes, "Whitman and Emerson," The Sewanee Review,

(January 1929), pp. 92-93.
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stantiate his

the

own

same manner

habitual view of

life.

He

uses philosophy in

somewhat

that Shakespeare used history, subordinating accuracy

Taken in total, he is
Like a forest, viewed from a distance, everything tallies
and is smooth, but if examined too closely the forest disappears and
one sees only individual heterogeneous trees. Because Whitman is large
and all-embracing, he contains multitudes, he is protean. But it is not
necessary to classify him in order to discuss his employment of particular concepts, especially the death-immortality idea, because often it is
almost as easy to interpret his meaning by calling him a mystic as by
calling him a pantheist, by calling him an Hegelian or anything else.
The important thing to keep in mind is that certain ideas do occur
with enough regularity for one to consider them as part of the fabric
to the poetic expression of a preconceived end.

consistent.

of his thought. Briefly, these ideas are:
(2)

spirit,

that the universe

is

(1)

that the ultimate reality

in process of a mystic evolution,

is

(3)

that the individual self is the result of identity with materials and is
derived from the Absolute, (4) that death is only a return to the
Absolute or to another form of life, and (5) that life is eternal.

The poems which deal with the theme of death or immortality, or
both, may be divided into four groups: (1) poems which are essentially
philosophical, (2) poems of democracy and nationalism, (3) poems
of love and comradeship, and (4) poems of doubt and despair. In a
broad sense, these same classifications may be used for all the poems
of Leaves of Grass, and when the importance of the death-immortality
theme has been fully discussed in each of them, the overall significance
of the theme will be apparent.

By the philosophical poems, I mean those poems which are primarily concerned with expressing some idea or some system of ideas

man and his relationship to the universe, to his fellow man,
or to himself. And, of course, the first poem that I think of is "Song
of Myself." Section 6 begins with the familiar and beautiful lines,
about

A

The poet
I

What is the grass? fetching it to me with full hands;
could I answer the child? I do not know what it is any
more than he. 55

child said

How

speculates on the nature and

guess it must be the flag of
green stuff woven.

meaning

my

of the grass.

disposition,

out of hopeful

Or

I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord
scented gift and remembrancer designedly dropt,
Bearing the owner's name someway in the corners,
that we may see and remark, and say Whose? 56

A

This

on

is

and needs no comment. The poet goes
"a uniform hieroglyphic,"
indiscriminate growth among all peoples, indicates on

clearly a pantheistic note

to sing the universality of the grass,

which by

its

another plane that the poet himself, symbolized in the grass, takes
55 "Song of

Myself," 6:28.

™lbid.
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all

of

mankind

into

immense sympathy.

his

Now

returns, stronger than before, but modified

the pantheistic

note

by other concepts.

Now

the grass seems "the beautiful uncut hair of graves." If that
the poet will be tender toward the grass.

is so,

then

Tenderly will I use you curling grass,
It may be you transpire from the breasts of young men,
It may be if I had known them I would have loved them,
It may be you are from old people, or from offspring
taken soon out of their mother's laps,
And here you are the mothers' laps.
This grass

is

very dark to be from the white heads

of old mothers,

Darker than the colorless beards of old men,
Dark to come from under the faint red roofs of
mouths. 57

Then the dead are not dead
of grass are so

at all;

they are "translated," and the leaves

many tongues which

softly tell the

marvelous secret of

immortality.

O

I

And
He

perceive after all so many uttering tongues,
I perceive they do not come from the roofs of
mouths for nothing. 58

poses the ageless question.

What do you think has become of the young and old men?
And what do you think has become of the women and
children? 59

And

his confident reply

is

affirmed by the deathless grass.

They are alive and well somewhere,
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death,
And if ever there was it led forward life, and does
not wait at the end to arrest it,

And

ceased the

All goes

And

moment

life

appear'd.

onward and outward, nothing collapses,
from what any one supposed,

to die is different

and

luckier. 60

last quotation also suggests ideas which are expanded in later
poems: (1) the idea of cosmic evolution through the interaction of
life and death, and (2) the idea of transmigration.

This

"Has any one supposed it lucky to be born?" Whitman asks. Then,
he adds, "I hasten to inform him or her it is just as lucky to die, and
I know it." And we hasten to ask how does he know. For answer he tells
5 ?Ibid.,

pp. 28, 29.

58 lbid.,

p. 29.

™Ibid.
60 Ibid.
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one that he

a cosmic soul, immortal and fathomless, and his faith
an absolute faith in the soundness of the universe,

is

in himself is

pass death with the dying and birth with the new-wash'd
babe, and am not contain'd between my hat and boots,
And peruse manifold objects, no two alike and every one
good,
The earth good and the stars good, and their adjuncts all
good. 61
I

An

appreciation of these sentiments involves, as we have previously
noted, the appreciation of the value which he places upon the individual human spirit. In "By Blue Ontario's Shore" he exclaims, "The
whole theory of the universe is directed unerringly to one single individual
namely to You."'52 In "A Song for Occupations" he says

—

—you and your

soul enclose

all

regardless of estimation,
In them the development good

things,

—

in

them

is

expressed in this passage from

all

themes,

hints, possibilities. 63

The concept of cosmic evolution
"Song of Myself:"

We

have thus far exhausted trillions of winters and
summers,
There are trillions ahead, and trillions ahead of them.
I

am

an acme of things accomplish'd, and

I

an encloser

of things to be.

My

feet strike an apex of the apices of the stairs,
every step bunches of ages, and larger bunches between
the steps,
All below duly travel'd, and still I mount and mount.

On

Rise after rise

bow

Afar down

see the

I

I

phantoms behind me,
huge first Nothing, I know

the

I

was

even there,
waiten unseen and always, and slept through the
lethargic mist,

And

took no hurt from the fetid carbon.

Long

I

Before

was hugg'd
I

—long and

long.

my mother generations guided me,
has never been torpid, nothing could overlay it.

was born out of

My embryo
For

close

the nebula cohered to an orb,
strata piled to rest it on,
Vast vegetables gave it sustenance,
it

The long slow

61 Ibid., 7:29.

62 "By

63 "A

Blue Ontario's Shore," 15:296.

Song

for Occupations," 5:185.
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Monstrous sauroids transported
deposited

it

it

in their

mouths and

with care.

All forces have been steadily employ'd to complete and
delight me,
Now on this spot I stand with my robust soul. 64
Closely allied to Whitman's concept of cosmic evolution is his
or at least, his expression, of "pantheistic transmigration."
Upon the use and appreciation of such an idea Gay Wilson Allen explains "the apparently extreme individualism, egotism, and messianic
65
After laughing at the thought
role of the poet in Leaves of Grass."
theory,

of dissolution, the poet says to Life

And

as to

you Life

I

reckon you are the leavings of

many

deaths,

(No doubt
I

I

have died myself ten thousand times before.)

hear you whispering there
suns
O grass of graves
66
promotions,

—

—

.

.

stars of heaven,
perpetual transfers and

,

Whitman

says nothing about possible retrogressions of the soul, as
one finds in Brahamanism; it is all "transfers and promotions." 67
But this pantheistic transmigration is a good explanation of his feeling
of kinship with the entire creation, 68 and is "the chief motif in Whitman's 'new' religion." 69 Out of man's great pride in himself, he conceived God in his own image because God is incarnate in the body. 70
Because the soul migrates through all forms of life, the poet can declare: "I am myself waiting my time to be a God." 71

In the preface to the first edition of Leaves of Grass, in 1855, Whitexplained his conception of future poets and future poetry. In
America, the poet will spring from the common people, in whom lie
the genius of the country, and only in superior vision will he differ
from them. He must be possessed of perfect health and possess a perfect
sense of the unity of man and nature. His personal character must be
representative of the national character. The purpose of such a poet

man

poems that "tally" nature. He is to articulate liberty,
and the achievements of science. In him are fused the boundless pride of the spirit, which heeds no lessons but its own, and the
equally boundless sympathy of the soul which gives itself freely to all. 72
Whitman himself hoped to become such a poet for America, as one
sees in such poems as "By Blue Ontario's Shore" and "The Answerer";
is

to

create

equality,

6

*"Song of Myself," 44:68,

69.

65 Allen, op. cit.,
p. 267.
6G "Song of

Myself," 49:74.

67 Allen, op. cit.,
p. 268.

™Ibid., p. 270.

™Ibid.
'°lbid.
71 Ibid.

72 Floyd

Stovall,

Walt Whitman, Representative Selections, with Introduction,
(New York, 1934), XXV.
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and although he did not completely realize this ideal, it is safe to
say that he has come closer to doing so than any other poet.

Even his democratic chants are colored by his views on death and
immortality, especially the latter. Sometimes the expression is in accord
with his philosophy of death, as it were. At other times he merely uses
images drawn from death to symbolize something that he wants to
say about democracy, as for example in the following passage, where
he expresses the idea that young America has come of age and is now
ready to lead the world; for in "any period one nation must lead, one
land must be the promise and reliance of the future." 73

The immortal poets of Asia and Europe have done their work
and pass'd to other spheres,
A work remains, the work of surpassing all they have done.
America, curious toward foreign characters, stands by

own

its

at all hazards,

Stands removed, spacious, composite, sound, initiates the true
use of precedents,
Does not repel them or the past or what they have produced
under their forms,
Takes the lesson with calmness, perceives the corpse slowly
borne from the house,
Perceives that it waits a little while in the door, that it was
fittest

That

And

for

its

days,

has descended to the stalwart and well-shaped heir
who approaches,
that he shall be fittest for his days. 74
its life

The symbolism

is

heir"

is

The corpse represents dead or dying civiliworld of men, and the "stalwart and well-shaped

obvious.

zations, the house, the

America.

In another section of the same poem he proclaimed the union when
the states were on the verge of war, though expressing the real state of
affairs in two other poems
"To a President" and "To the States.*' 75

—

(Lo, high toward heaven, this day,
Liberated, from the conqueress' field return'd,
I mark the new aureola around your head,
No more of soft astral, but dazzling and fierce,
With war's flames and the lambent lightnings playing,
And your port immovable where you stand,
With still the inextinguishable glance and the clinch'd and
lifted

And your
The

"

7

3

fist,

menacing one,
the scorner utterly crush'd beneath you,
menacing arrogant one that strode and advanced with
his senseless scorn, bearing the murderous Knife,
foot on the neck of the

"By Blue Ontario's Shore," 5:288.

*Ibid.

?5 Allen,

op.

cit., p.

69.
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The wide-swelling one, the braggert that would yesterday
do so much,
To day a carrion dead and damn'd, the despised of all
the earth,

An

maggots spurn'd.)

offal rank, to the dunghill

The "menacing one" is
umphant. The imagery

disunity. Disunity

is

76

dead, and Liberty

is

tri-

important here. Note particularly the emphasis on putrefaction. This is not typical of Whitman's emphasis
when he speaks of death, and in only one or two other poems does
he repeat this treatment. 77
is

The theme of cosmic evolution, which is of course related to the
theme of immortality, is expressed in reference to Whitman's concept
of the ideal democracy. Even America is journeying toward its ideal,
its

eidolon.

And

thou America,
For the scheme's culmination, its thought and
For these (not for thyself) thou hast arrived.

"Thou too surroundest all,
Embracing carrying welcoming

all,

its

reality,

thou too by pathways

broad and new,

To

the ideal tendest. 78

But the best known expression of the death-immortality theme in a

poems

nationalistic context are the

in

memory

of the death of Lincoln.

These include the dirge "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd,"
the well-known "O Captain! My Captain!," "Hush'd Be the Camps
Today," and "This Dust Was Once the Man." The second-named poem
is notable for its use of an almost conventional stanzaic form. It is
too well known to warrant analysis here. "Hush'd Be the Camps Today" reflects the grief of the soldiers with whom Whitman identified
himself:

But sing poet in our name,
Sing of the love we bore him
in camps, know it truly.

As they
Sing

—

—because you, dweller

invault the coffin there,

as they close the doors of earth

upon him

— one

verse,

For the heavy bearts of

The

last

soldiers.

poem may be quoted

79

in full

This dust was once the man,
Gentle, plain, just
76 "By
77 Cf.

and

resolute,

Blue Ontario's Shore," 7:290.
"This Compost,"

7S "Song of

™Leaves,
&°Ibid.

p.

309

ff.

the Universal," 4:193.

p. 285.

under whose cautious hand,

Against the foulest crime in history known in any land or age,
saved the Union of these States. 80

Was
By

most eloquent expression of the nation mourning its
found in "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd,"
regarded by many as Whitman's finest poem. The opening lines are
solemn and stately, their slow accents at once setting the mood of
mourning and all-enveloping grief, though the accidental rhyme of
"spring" and "bring" in the fourth line detracts somewhat from the
far the

president

is

effect.

When lilacs last in the dooryard bloom'd,
And the great star early droop'd in the

western sky in the

night,
I

mourn'd, and yet

shall

mourn with

ever-returning spring,

Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to me you bring,
Lilac blooming perennial and drooping star in the west,
And thought of him I love. 81

The

star

"not the permanent spiritual
In the second stanza the
sound convulses with the primitive rhythm of grief.

represents Lincoln the man,

self;" 82 the lilac represents

repetition of the

"0"

human

love. 83

powerful western fallen star
shades of night
moody, tearful night
great star disappear'd
the black murk that hides the

—

—

star!

—

helpless soul of me!
me powerless
harsh surrounding cloud that will not free my soul. 84

cruel hands that hold

The

third motif, the hermit thrush, appears in the fourth stanza, singing

symbolizes the poet of the soul. 85
Whitman identifies himself with this other poet of nature. The next
stanza begins the description of the coffin journeying by night and by
day through the Union that Lincoln had preserved. The lilac, the
thrush, the yellow wheat, the star,
"these are interwoven in a mighty
symphony of imagery and sound, each theme briefly advanced, then
developed in turn, finally summarized in a climax and then repeated
gently once more" 86 as the president is brought to rest.
his

"song of the bleeding heart."

He

—

Thus one

sees that through the process of

identified himself with everyone

—and

empathy Walt Whitman

many

instances everything.
not only this he became the
spokesman for those who were afraid to speak and those who were not
literally able. His fortitude in the face of death was his boundless
belief in immortality, which in turn was based upon an idealistic conception of the self as an all inclosing entity struck from the primeval

He became

sl

"When

the one for the

in

many and

Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom"d," 1:276.

S2 Stovall, op. cit.,
p. 410.

*Hbid.
S4 "When Lilacs Last in the

Dooryard Bloom'd," 2:276.

85 Stovall, op. cit.,
p. 410.

S6 Allen, op. cit.
p. 171.
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cosmic self. The universe, though perfect, is yet in the process
of spiritual, mystical evolution. The self is in the process of evolution,
and death is simply a transfer and a promotion to another identity or a

float of

return to the float. Death is the key to immortality. Death is the fulfillment of love. Death is the meaning and purport of life. This, in
brief, is Whitman's basic attitude toward humanity, death, and immortality.
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Superconducting Magnets
by

W.
Boys and

Virgil Winters

girls are learning that

some materials possess

a property

of attracting or repelling similar materials that are nearby. Iron

some

of

its

alloys represent the

more familiar

and

of such materials.

Later they find out that a wire through which an electric current is
flowing shows this magnetic property. If this wire is wound into a coil,
forming a solenoid, and the same amount of current sent into it, the
coil becomes more strongly magnetic, that is, its magnetic field is more
intense. If a rod of iron is placed inside this coil, a considerable increase in the magnetic field about the coil can be detected. When the
amount of direct current is sent into the coil, the magnetic field increases. This happens also if the amount of core material is increased.
If the amount of current is further increased, the wires become warm
and even hot so that for large amounts of current forced air on water
must be used to reduce the temperature of the wire. Increasing the
number of turns and enlarging the core material produce more intense
fields and also increase the volume, weight, and cost of the magnet.

How may

these

disadvantages be reduced?

One answer

lies

in

making "super conducting" magnets.
H. Kamerlingh Onnes discovered super conductivity in 1911. He
found that at temperatures near absolute zero, 0° Kelvin scale the
electrical resistance of some metals disappeared and no energy was
required to maintain a current through them after it was started. He
attempted to construct a super conducting electro-magnet but was not
successful because his materials lost their superconductivity in the
presence of magnetic fields of moderate strength.

The maximum magnetic
conducting

is

field in which a material remains supercalled the "critical field." Its value depends upon the

material and temperature. This field is at a maximum at the temperature of 0°K and zero at the critical temperature of the super conductor,
the temperature above which the material cannot be super conducting,

(up to about 20°K).

The superconductors which Onnes and his immediate successors used
had low critical fields of several hundred gauss. Small, toy magnets
have

fields of this value.

It was also discovered that a high current flowing through a wire
could destroy superconductivity in the absence of an external mag-

netic field.

Through the work of Kurt A. G. Mendelssohn, Heinz London and
it was found that some super conductors as aluminum, lead,
mercury, and tin carried current mainly through a thin surface film
while in others as niobium, and niobium-zirconium the current seemed
to have been carried by filaments within the material. The first type
of superconductors was called "soft" and the latter type "hard."
others,
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A

three-dimensional network consisting of thin filaments or thin

films could be expected to

remain superconducting

in

magnetic

fields

several times stronger than the critical fields for the corresponding

bulk material.

niobium magmicrowave maser. This magnet generated a field of
4,300 gauss at a temperature of 402°K. A Bell Telephone group of
scientists using a molybdenum-rhenium alloy produced a magnet genIn 1960 Stanley A. Autler operated a superconducting

net for a solid state

erating a field of about 15,000 gauss.
In 1954 Matthias and others reported the synthesis of niobium-ten,

Nb 3 Sn, which was

superconducting at 18°K.

In 1961 Kunzler and others showed that this

compound

satisfied

quite well the three essential requirements of a material suitable for

constructing super conducting magnets: (1) the material must remain

superconducting in an intense magnetic field; Nb 3 Sn was found to
be thus in a field of 88,000 gauss; (2) the material must sustain a
high current density in the intense magnetic field; Nb 3 Sn was shown to
sustain a current density of over 100,000 amperes per square centimeter at 88,000 gauss; (3) the material, even if refractory, must be
capable of being fabricated into a magnet; Nb 3 Sn is quite brittle, but
it can be formed into a solenoid.
if a material is suitable as a superconductor, a good
determine how the critical current density decreases as the
applied magnetic field is increased. The sample material is cooled in
a bath to the temperature of liquid helium 2° to 4°K, and a transverse magnetic field is applied. Then current is passed through the
sample. As the current increases to some value a voltage difference
across the sample can be observed. This difference represents resistance
of the sample and the end of its super conductivity.

To determine

test is to

Since niobium-ten

is

quite brittle, a special process

is

required to

overcome this difficulty. A niobium tube .015 inch in diameter (about
#26 B. & S. gauge) is filled with an intimate mixture of powdered
niobium and tin then the open ends of the tube are seated with niobium
plugs. The tube is encased in an insulating tube of monel metal.
The material is run through dies, which reduce its diameter and then
wound on a cylinder to form a solenoid. This coil is heated in a furnace
to 1000°C, at which temperature the compound Nb 3 Sn is produced.
To avoid short circuits when adjacent turns of the monel metal come
;

when the initial current is turned on, the wire
with an insulating layer of quartz fiber cloth.
in contact

is

covered

Westinghouse Research Laboratories operate a 70,000 gauss magnet
containing coils of niobium-zirconium. Bell Laboratories have tested
a 70,000 gauss niobium-tin experimental magnet.

Another promising superconductor is vanadium gallium, V 3 Ga.
Matthias and associates at Bell Laboratories developed this substance.
Preliminary experimental evidence indicates that the critical field of
this compound is over 400,000 gauss.
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Uses of superconducting magnets are in particle accelerators as
cyclotrons, for power generation, magneto-hydro-dynamic devices, and
for controlled nuclear fusion.

One

of the problems in controlling nuclear fusion

is

in the confine-

ment of hot ionized gases or plasmas in some sort of container. Since
the gases may be at temperatures up to one hundred million degrees
centigrade, some means must be employed to prevent these hot gases
from coming in contact with the container walls. Intense magnetic
fields set up in the container prevent this contact.
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The

Life

and Works

of

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
by
Dorothy C. Hamilton

Introduction
Rousseau, the vagabond writer of Geneva and Pestalozzi, the philanthropist of Zurich were both dreamers. Both of these men were also
moved by a deep sympathy for down-trodden men. So the question as
to

which of them exerted the greater influence on modern education

often arises.

Rousseau, a model of what a teacher ought not be, influenced educabooks; Pestalozzi, exerted little power
through his writings, but by his methods of teaching won the world
tion profoundly through his

for universal public education.

The life and character of Pestalozzi form the most inspiring biography that can be studied by anyone interested in education. Of
Pestalozzi it can be said "no other great historical character succeeded
so remarkably and failed so miserably." It seemed as though the selfish
impulses were left out of his nature and his altruism was unbounded.
Out of the depth and bitterness of his failures, he pioneered and
succeeded in awakening the world to a faith in the school as the
supreme instrument for saving man from misery and prostration. Pestalozzi did this out of his own inaptitude.

The Early
Pestalozzi

Life of Pestalozzi.
was born January

German

12,

1746, in Zurich, the intellectual

His father, a capable physician, died
prematurely leaving the mother, a gifted and devoted woman, with a
slender fortune and three children. One girl and two boys made up
her group of offspring.
seat

of

Switzerland.

Babeli, a faithful, young servant girl in the household, promised
father on his deathbed that she would not forsake the

Pestalozzi's

family. She remained with the Pestalozzi's until she died and she
helped the widow bring up the children under difficult and painful
circumstances.

Feminine characteristics were more dominant than the masculine
Pestalozzi household. This inclination was present in
Pestalozzi himself, and it was no doubt increased by the mother and
the nurse, for they appealed to sentiments and devotion rather than
to his reason and manliness. Constant examples of the self-sacrifice
of his mother and nurse left ineffaceable impressions upon Pestalozzi's
memory. Since there was no masculine influence to counter-balance
ones in the
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this feeling, Pestalozzi

grew up

as an impractical

and an emotional

dreamer.
This same influence gave him an altruistic bent which was the
source of all his strivings, all his failures, all his sorrows and equally
the source of his imperishable success. In speaking of him, his friend
and helper, Niederer, said, "in Pestalozzi, there is as much of the woman
as of the

man."

Pestalozzi

was puny from

birth. This condition

could have resulted

his having always been kept indoors, brought up by women and
deprived of a father's influence. In addition he had not had boys of

from

own age nor had he been influenced by outdoor games or interests.
He remained small and weak, shy and awkward, impressionable and

his

quixotic.

School

correct this one-sided influence of the home; on
further accented the character he had been forming.

life failed to

the contrary,
In his social

it

relations he developed no power of self-assertion, no
discernment of character, not the ability to understand the actual con-

ditions of

life,

and

to distinguish his

the world of stern reality.

own

impracticable notions from

He was

always the sport or fun of his
fellows, he described himself as being "everybody's plaything." He
was sent where no one else would go and did all the things that his
playmates wanted him to do. None of the many tasks he performed,
though, promoted intimacy between Pestalozzi and his playmates. At
another time, Pestalozzi said of himself, "although I worked hard and
learned some things well, I had none of their ability for ordinary
lessons or play, and so I could not take amiss at being dubbed, Harry
Oddity of Fool-borough."
attended the ordinary elementary school and later the
It has been said that he learned very little. His grandfather, Andrew was a minister and exerted powerful influence upon
the boy. He pastored at Honegg, a small village, 3 miles from Zurich.
When Pestalozzi reached age 9, he began spending his vacations with
his grandfather and continued to have this kind of experience until
he became of age. These holidays enhanced the youth's opportunity
for coming close to nature and for finding a satisfaction in his love
for it. Through accompanying his grandfather on his daily visits to
the schools and to the sick and poor of the parish, Pestalozzi came to
know the bitter realities of life and of people. Throughout his boyhood,
his acquaintance with suffering touched him with profound compassion
and aroused in his heart an unquenchable desire to find some remedy
for the evils he saw on every hand.
Pestalozzi

Latin school.

The

Political Scene, Mid-Eighteenth Century.

The political setting of Switzerland and surrounding countries reveals the roots to the evils which haunted Pestalozzi.

—

France. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the dominant
French feudalism was slowly evolving into absolutism, and the royal
will was all powerful. Every function was under the control of King
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Louis XIV during his reign. A source of the coming French Revolution
could be seen in the newly rich, through commerce and manufacturing,
or graft and monopoly; and the peasantry cry for liberty and equality.

—

Germany. In Germany, up to now people had held a profound
sense of subservience to the prince and the state. Through efforts of
Hecker, education passed from the control of the church. Schools here
were noted for their harshness. On this scene, people plodded along
like dumb cattle without permission to think of politics, or to think
on world affairs. The school law of 1763, promoted by Hecker, ordered
compulsory winter and summer attendance for all children who were
5 to 13 years of age, could not read and write, or did not know the
principles of Christianity. Parents of these children were fined if
their children did not attend. Local pastors supervised the schools by
making visits twice per week. Tuition fees for the poor were paid by
local, civil

Good

and church

authorities.

character was demanded of all teachers and a
was given to them in writing.

list

of forbidden

activities

Teachers were forbidden to
1.

Keep

2.

Sell

3.

Engage

4.

Hang out at
Make music

5.

Prussia.

a tavern

beer or wine
in

any other occupation
taverns
at

—Frederick

felt it sufficient if

dance halls
II,

also called Frederick the Great, of Prussia,

the masses could read

and write only a

little,

there-

he did not enforce school laws on them. On the contrary he was
an advocate of education for the nobility. This attitude resulted in
poor educational conditions for the common people. Consequently,
education for these people consisted of little achievement beyond the
catechism. Memorization was the only method used and the teachers
fore,

possessed no fitness for their tasks. The privileged classes assumed that
people of poorer classes were not eager for knowledge and that they
were content with their lot.

Most schools were held in private homes where domestic duties
were carried on during school hours. King Frederick often appointed
disabled soldiers as teachers. Tailors, tavern keepers and brick-layers

were also employed as teachers at times. The choice of a teacher was
sometimes determined by a person's possession of a room where
children might assemble.
In this overcrowded room youth were seated, breathing foul air,
and the windows were never opened and seldom were they cleaned.
The children were fairly heaped together, and so closely, that it was
impossible to get in or out without climbing over seats and tables.
Switzerland.

— In

even worse for the

Switzerland,

common

living

people.

conditions,

They

if

possible,

were

lived in indescribable de-

gradation, more like animals than men. In Zurich, 5000 citizens lorded
it over 140,000 peasants, who were a little better than serfs. Political
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offices, industry, production and trade were monopolies of a few. The
revolution in Switzerland abolished these privileges for the few and
emancipated the people. Agriculture and industry began to develop,
but poverty, squalor and misery, due to ignorance, remained. The
people were shiftless, and their sense of futility and hopelessness,
their want of purpose, and their utter loss of human dignity stirred the

soul of Pestalozzi to those depths of pity

and concern which he never

forgot.

College Life of Pestalozzi.
Pestalozzi's college experiences

were in the higher school

at

Zurich

which had the following two parts

The Collegium of Humanitatis with a two year course in the arts
The Collegium Carolinum which included professional courses
with emphasis upon theology

1.

2.

two faculty members exerted great influence upon the
J. J. Breitinger, Professor of Greek and Hebrew,
and J. J. Bodmer, Professor of History and Politics. Bodmer's teachings
were concerned with the history of Switzerland and they inspired
his students with a passionate love for justice and liberty. The students
came to despise wealth, luxury and material comfort, and to care for
nothing but the pleasures of the mind and soul. It has been said that
at one time, Pestalozzi whipped himself until he bled, so that he might
be able to bear the pain for any punishment his warmth of affection
might bring upon him. There is some doubt as to the quality of

At

life

college,

of Pestalozzi,

scholarship Pestalozzi exhibited in college.

The Educational Movements of

Pestalozzi.

Pestalozzi's boyhood experiences with the plight of the poor helped
him make a first vocational choice as a minister, but he was so overcome with compassion at the trial sermon that he broke down. This
caused him to change his interests, and he turned toward the study of
law and politics. As a statesman, he thought that he could direct
legislation so that a better social and political world would be ushered
in. But the common people distrusted him and marked him as a radical.

This condition prevented his having the support of the very people
he desired to help.

Rousseau advocated a return to simple life and held up agriculture
as the most noble and happy of all arts. At this time also, growth of
the population and depletion of the soil made the food supply a
problem. These circumstances caused Pestalozzi to develop an interest
in agriculture, and he spent a year with a practical agriculturist in
an effort to equip himself as a farmer. In 1768, he borrowed money,
purchased 100 acres of land, constructed a comfortable home, and
settled down to raise vetgetables and to demonstrate the value of
improved methods of agriculture to the peasants. This location was
Neuhof.
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In 1770, Pestalozzi met and married, much to her parent's dismay,
Shulthess, the daughter of a well-to-do merchant of Zurich. Anna
was a woman of much ability and seven years older than Pestalozzi.
She was not too attractive, but she did have a little fortune. Anna bore
Pestalozzi one son, whose early education he undertook. This was his
pioneer effort in practical child study. He reared his son according to
the principles of Rousseau. From the time his son was 3*/2 years old,
Pestalozzi recorded his work in a "Father's Journal." His views on
education in it were found and special notes of the principles of intuition and sense perception were given as the only real basis for true

Anna

education.

—

The gods had not smiled upon Pestalozzi's
s Personality
countenance either, for he was far from being attractive. He was small
in stature with an ugly face and his health was never good. Added to
Pestalozzi

these features was his absolute indifference to his dress and appearance. He wore knee breeches. His stockings were often down and his
shoes were unbuckled. His eyes were wild and roving. His manner
was nervous and his conversation was animated. He was utterly informal and approachable and equally ready to explain his principles
to a peasant or to a king. There was such a spirit of good will and
abandonment to his purpose, that instinctively everyone loved and
trusted him.

Anna

loved

him

dearly, for

who

could not. The limits of her devoto him following her

which she wrote
parents disapproval of his untidy manner.
tion are revealed in a letter

Anna

wrote:

Be sure that you would owe little gratitude to nature, if she
had not given you your big black eyes, through which shine the
goodness of your heart, the greatness of your mind and the depths
of your love. 1

In 1775, the 5-year-old experience at

Neuhof failed miserably, and
which he and his family

Pestalozzi lost everything except the house in
lived.

Soon he became captivated by a new enthusiasm and turned his
into an orphanage which became the life-long idol of his heart.
Several years later this dream faded, and again Pestalozzi was completely down and out.

home

Pestalozzi had tried to unite training in gardening, farming, cotton
spinning and housework with instruction in reading and writing at
the orphanage. Rousseau's Emile had inspired him and he began to
dream of uplifting mankind through education. In 1781, he published
Leonard and Gertrude, which was the story of the wife of the village
drunkard. At home she had trained her children and her neighbor's
children and she had united handicraft with reading, writing, arithmetic and other subjects. This book aroused interest as a descriptive
novel, but to Pestalozzi's chagrin, not as a treatise on education. He
^Pinloche, A., Pestalozzi and the Foundations of
School, (New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1908), p. 3.
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the

Modern Elementary

wrote several sequels to this book, but the
attempts became, the more utterly he failed.

later

more earnest

his

After several years of desperate poverty, Pestalozzi was introduced
philosophy of Immanuel Kant and this incident led to his writing a very carefully thought out book, My Investigations Into the
Course of Nature in the Development of the Human Race. This book
was his most important work, but the scholars of the world looked
upon it, too, with indifference. While writing this book Pestalozzi took
over an orphanage at Stanz. Despite its brief existence, this institution
became the cradle of the modern elementary school.
to the

Although Pestalozzi had reached an age of more than 50 years, he
turned to the primary classroom. It was his conviction that the
regeneration of society could only be accomplished by the slow processes of raising each individual to a higher level of self respect and
sense of power. He pinned his faith to the possibility of improving
even the lowest rank of human society by the psychological development of the power of each individual. He aimed to produce in each
child and man, a deep sense of personality and dignity by making
him aware of his own inherent powers.

The revolution had brought

down-trodden class, but
and economic rights
meant little for the people unless they were accompanied by development of their capacities to profit by, and utilize their liberties. Without
the development of a child's capacities, all other rights were useless
and a mockery. These were the conditions and conviction which
motivated his profound interest. He believed the elevation of every
individual is the only certain means of elevating the whole group.
This principle of the dignity and the importance of every man, is still
in progress today. For these reasons, Pestalozzi became an educator
and social reformer.
Pestalozzi

When

felt

that the

liberty for the

winning of

political, social

began to teach he had no complete set of educational
only knew his purpose and he gradually felt his way to
a sound pedagogical practice. He culled certain fundamental principles
from practice, but he was always an experimentalist.
Pestalozzi

principles.

He

Burdorf and Yverdun were boarding schools for boys. Pestalozzi
took charge of them in 1800-1804, and in 1805-1825, respectively.
His fame was established through these two institutions. From 150 to
200 boys aged 6 to 18 were enrolled at Yverdun and the majority
of the pupils were Swiss. Some French, German, Italian, Polish, and
English also attended. The prevailing languages were French and

German.
At Yverdun, Pestalozzi, his wife and the unmarried teachers lived
where they conducted a well organized family. Pestalozzi

in the school

home should always be the ideal educational institution
ordinary activities should be the best means for stimulating
a child's constructive powers. Family life is the most effective medium
for developing social experiences and for understanding personal
relations. It is therefore, the foundation of all moral, political, and
religious life. To emphasize this, Pestalozzi once said:
felt

that the

and that

its
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Our educational machinery has only a value in so far as it
approaches the character of a well ordered house in all its details.

A

peasant who came to the school to visit his son, out of
surprise at what he saw. remarked that this was not a school but
a family. Pestalozzi answered, "that is the greatest praise you
I have succeeded, thank God, in showing the world
must be no gulf between the home and the school." 2

can give me.
that there

Life in Pestalozzi's schools was of this nature. Some of the masters
slept in the same room with the students. In summer, they were up at
5:30 A.M. and in winter they arose at 6:00 A.M. They took one-half
hour for dressing. From 6 to 7 morning prayers were held and the
first lessons were given. After washing and breakfast, 30 minute lessons

continued from 8 to 10. The more

when

mind was

difficult subjects,

such as arithmetic

During the five to seven minute
interval between the class periods a sandwich was eaten and from 10
to 12 lessons were held again. Dinner and recreation experiences took
up the 12:00-1:30 period before classes were resumed until 4:30 or
5:00 o'clock each afternoon. Then a short period of recreation was
given before lessons were resumed until 8 or 9 P.M. Evening prayers
were said before the boys went to bed.

came

first

the

freshest.

The subject matter deemed most heavy was scheduled in the early
morning, while the lighter subjects, e.g. music, drawing, fencing, and
manual training came

in

the

afternoon.

Special private

lessons

in

languages and other subjects were also given at this time. Recreation
played a large part in this school life. Wednesday and Saturday afternoons were reserved for picnics or free time periods. The life of the
place was simple and varied. At times Pestalozzi became so interested
in the after-breakfast plays, that he allowed the games to continue
until 10 o'clock or later.
Children under 8 years of age were taught in a primary

class.

But

One
was

of these groups was
made up of 8 to 11 year old boys and it
called the lower class
while the upper class consisted of boys 11 to 18 years old.
the school proper consisted of 2 groups.

The discipline was mild and paternal. Pestalozzi believed that learning must be wholly natural, therefore, he was opposed to any kind of
coercion. In general there were neither rewards nor punishments.
Rivalry and fear were not invoked as incentives. The masters were
not permitted to punish any boy, and corporal punishment was only
resorted to by Pestalozzi. himself, in extreme cases.
The evening assembly hours were led by
was used to give the boys moral and religious
of discipline were also discussed here.

Pestalozzi,

instruction.

and this time
The questions

Because authorities needed the old castle of Burgdorf for other
purposes, this institution was closed and Pestalozzi went to Yverdun
where he gained fame. This was between the years 1805 to 1810.
2 Arrowood, Charles
Flinn and Eby, Frederick. The Development of Modern
Education (New York: Prentice-Hall Inc.. 1936), p. 630.
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His

years at Yverdun were full of bitterness and sorrow.

last

Many

of his personal characteristics were responsible for his failures. Noteworthy were his strange personality and numerous idiosyncrasies, his
loquaciousness, his emotionality and his slovenliness. Further, his inability to express himself clearly and his seemingly confusion of ideas,
caused people to misunderstand him and to distrust him. According
to Arrowood and Ebv the following problems may have also added to

his lack of success at this location:

The duality of languages
The wide fame received by the

1.

school, which served to turn
the heads of Pestalozzi and his professional associates
The growth of the school served to demolish the simple home3
like atmosphere which Pestalozzi dearly prized.

2.

3.

Pestalozzi, himself once

most of

his views,

and

acknowledged that he was in a fog regarding
Yverdun. He said:

specifically his failure at

This institution and its work was founded in love,
but love has disappeared from our midst. 4

must be awarded the prize as champion of successful
Every enterprise that he undertook was a failure, yet, he
was honored by kings, governments and savants, and his system of
instruction was put into operation in many lands. Of his many failures,
Pestalozzi

failures.

Pestalozzi often said:

The cause of the failures of my undertakings had nothing to
do with the undertakings themselves, the cause lay essentially and
exclusively in me, and my decided incapacity for every kind of
undertaking for which essentially practical qualities are necessary. 5
This was evident at Xeuhof, for Pestalozzi could not keep accounts.
did not choose to submit to the minute details of book-keeping and
only troubled himself as to the general results. It was the opinion
of his associates that Pestalozzi had none of the qualities necessary
to succeed in an industrial undertaking any more so than he had in

He

agriculture.

Morikofer referred

to his failures

and said:

the worthy citizen, undertook the management of
orphanage with the best of good will and with all possible
energy, but his temper, embittered by much suffering, the weakness which is the result of his age, the manner in which he neglects everything external, and other defects, contribute to the
results. This good work has. from the beginning, failed in its
beneficent aim. and every man would have wished to see Pestalozzi
anywhere but here. 6
Pestalozzi,

this

3 Ibid.

p. 661.

4 Monroe,

William

S.,

History of the Pestalozzian Movement

States (Bardeen Publishers. 1907
5

)

,

6 Saucier,

the

in

United

p. 113.

Adamson, John William. A Short History

Press, 1922

and

>'.

of

Education

<

Boston

:

Cambridge

p. 17.

W.

A., Introduction

to

Modern Views

Co., 1937), p. 113.
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of Education

(Boston: Ginn

At a time when it seemed that Pestalozzi might
undertaking he said with deep grief

me
my own

Truly, this parting causes
if I

have put an end

to

so

much

life.

sorrow, that

greatest

his

it

seems as

7

Pestalozzis general theory of education was
organic development. He looked upon the child
that unfolds its inner life according to definite
quently used the growth of a tree to illustrate
development, in such manner as follows:

Man, formed from the dust

fail

of the earth,

based on the idea of
organism

as a natural

orderly laws.
the process of

He frehuman

grows and ripens

like

8
a plant rooted in the soil.

He sought to discover the laws according to which the body, mind
and heart of the child develop. These laws, he believed, were as
natural as any laws of the physical world. Although he often used the
tree to make his analogy, he was aware of the fact that the human
organism is much more complex, and makes far greater changes than
this plant specimen. Another saying, common to Pestalozzi when he
compared mans growth to that of plants is:

Man

is

the one creature

whom

nature takes time to educate. 9

Pestalozzi held that the organism has the following three distinct

aspects
1.

The intellectual which results from man's relation to his surroundings and which he called The Head.

2.

The physical side which expresses itself in motor activities and
which he referred to as The Hand.
The moral and religious side which relates man both to his
fellowman and to God and which he referred to as The Heart.

3.

From this conception of organic development, Pestalozzi deduced
the following general principles and methods to be observed in the
processes of training and instruction:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Harmonious development of the organism's 3 aspects
General education must precede the vocational
The increase of power and not knowledge, is most essential
The child's power must burgeon from within
Grading must be based on slow unfolding
Method must provide the environment for growth

Should Pestalozzi have been asked, WTiat the true type education
Arrowood and Eby, say that he might have answered:

was,

like the art of the gardner under whose care a thousand
blossom and grow. He contributes nothing to their actual

It is

trees

:
Pestalozzi, Jobann Hienrich, How Gertrude Teaches Her Children Edited by
Ebenezer Cook (New lork: George Allen and Lnwin, LTD., 1894).

s

Ibid.,

s

lbid.

Arrowood and Eby,

p. 637.
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growth; the principle of growth lies in the trees themselves. He
and waters them, but God gives the increase. ... So with
the educator, he imparts no single power to men. He only watches
10
lest any external force should injure or disturb.
plants

On

the basis of these principles, Pestalozzi was confident that he
discovered a method of instruction so easy, so simple, so
mechanically foolproof, that he wrote, The Book for Mothers. He feels
that this book could help parents develop their infant's powers of sense
perception.

had

This theory was not new, but special credit was given to Pestalozzi
because of the new insight and practical methods he employed.
Pestalozzi

spent

much

attached great importance to right beginnings, so he
time in having children observe, analyze, count and name

objects.

He

took no account of Mother Goose stories, fairy tales, and literabecause he considered these kinds of writings as being too remote from living experiences. In his efforts to construct a system of
education, Pestalozzi ignored the theories that the child's need for
mental play as well as physical play are the function of imagination
in developing conceptual thinking and that his failure to understand
ture,

the

function

of

man

as

a historical

and

social

creature,

were his

greatest weaknesses.

His greatest influence was application of principles. He believed
if practical powers were to be developed then every impression
must find expression in action. Man is not a creature who merely
thinks. Thought must complete itself in action, that is, in doing.
that

Subject matter, in Pestalozzi's schools, was of the following nature:
In arithmetic, the use of concrete objects for arriving at number
concepts was stressed; in drawing, this he placed first among the skills
in the elementary school, as training in accuracy and observation; as
to geography, his students began with nature, then moved to the study
of maps and abstract materials; singing wr as in his curricula also:
he held high regard for language also, seeing the function of language
in developing the mind.

be the keystone to his whole system. He
by which man apprehends his
Maker, and if religion is an emotion, it cannot be taught. In a letter
to his friend, Gessner, which is included in the book, Gertrude Teaches
Her Children, Pestalozzi wrote:
Religion, Pestalozzi

felt

felt to

that faith, not reason,

is

the faculty

no perception of God from mere knowledge; the true
What is dim to
the wisdom of the wise, is clear and simple unto childlike eyes. 11
There

God

is

lives only for faith, for childlike faith.

Ebenezer Cook, who edited the
talozzi's

meaning of

10 Ibid..

letters to

religion in this

p. 644.

"Ibid., Pestalozzi. p. 196-197.

10c

.

.

.

Gessner, interpreted Pes-

manner:

Then the heart, only, knows God, the heart that, rising above
care for its own finite being embraces mankind, be it the whole
or a part? Whence comes the good man's conviction of God?
Not from the intellect, but from that inexplicable impulse which
cannot be comprehended in any word or thought, the impulse
to glorify and immortalize His being in the higher imperishable
being of the whole. 12

Among

who knew

and revered him most, were
and Suvern, high officials of the Prussian
government Froebel, Karl Ritter, and many others. From Ritter, comes
those

Pestalozzi best

Fichte, Herbert, Nicolovius
this statement:

have seen more than paradise of Switzerland, for I have seen
and recognized how great his genius, and how great
his heart; never have I been so filled with a sense of the

I

Pestalozzi,
is

sacredness of

my

in the days that

From

I

vocation, and the dignity of
spent with this noble man. 13

human

nature, as

the efforts of William McClure, Joseph Neef brought Pes-

This pioneering act caused
being the first city in the world to
recognize the merits of this man's great educational reforms. Noteworthy today are the teaching of special subjects, (the Oswego Movement), and teacher training in object lesson teaching which originated
with or gained momentum from Pestalozzi.

talozzi's teachings to Philadelphia in 1809.

this city to gain the reputation of

Joseph Neef then brought Pestalozzi's teachings to Louisville, Kentucky a few years later after he initiated them in Philadelphia.
Pestalozzi was once labeled, Harry Oddity from Foolborough whose
methods continued until they were superseded by the incoming tide
of Herbartianism and Froebelianism; and the ideas of G. Stanley Hall

and John Dewey.
Pestalozzi died February 17, 1827. He was buried at Neuhof. His
country-men, inscribed the following epitath on his tomb with great
admiration
rests Henry Pestalozzi. Born at Zurich, the 12th of January,
1746. Died at Brugg, the 17th of February, 1827.

Here

Savior of the poor at Neuhof, at Stranz the father of orphans, at
Burgdorf and Munchenbuchsee, founder of the popular school, at
Yverdun, the educator of humanity; man, Christian, and citizen.
All for others, nothing for self. Peace to his ashes.
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An Approach

to Art for Preadults
by

Phillip

J.

Hampton

Since music, painting, sculpture, architecture, drama, and all forms
human expression are progressively becoming more meaningful
entities, they are receiving public recognition. This public recognition
of the arts is evident by the appointment of August Heckscher as Special
White House Consultant on the Arts by President Kennedy. Subsequently, never in the history of America has there been given to the
arts such public recognition.
of

The impact of art has been felt in every significant society in history.
Since man's earliest known existence, art has been a contributing factor
to his growth
it has been at times a cause and an effect. Art, some believe, preceded the first intelligible word uttered by man. To be sure,
the written forms we regard so highly today, evolved through many
stages from the pictures men once drew.

—

An

absolute definition of art

history

is

as nebulous as

ment have dwelled upon the subject

its

origin.

Throughout

at great length;

each

in-

dividual has his own answer. It follows, then, that art is a personal
thing; it is created by individuals for individuals. More specifically,
it is a thing which an individual has brought into being. It is to be
viewed and experienced by individuals and to be interpreted by each
individual in relation to his own experiences. It is, indeed, a thing
that is intimate with human emotions.
Plato

had much

to say about art.

At one point, particularly, he

felt

the beginning of reason. Herbert Read, one of
this century's foremost thinkers, believes as did John Dewey that
".
existence itself is only possible on an aesthetic level." 1 Bernard
Shaw has a similar belief; he thought of the fine arts as the only

that art for children

.

is

.

teacher.

we are to accept the belief of Read and Dewey that "existence itself
only possible on an aesthetic level," then it necessarily follows that
the creative mind can only exist on an aesthetic level.
If

is

The creative mind is capable of dealing with complex variables
without the impediments of blind conformity. It is almost instantaneously aware of traditions that thwart men's progress. It is the first
to seek change. A mind which has developed to aesthetic awareness
and is able to immediately recognize the intrinsicalities of a work of
art, should also be a mind capable of discerning, and, in some part,
understanding complex human situations. Art, in other words, seemingly
has potential that no other one thing has for the development of the
sensitivities of the human mind.
1

Logan, Fred, Growth of Art

in

American Schools. Harper &

p. 223.
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Bros.,

1955,

for many years ignored, wholly and in
For over one hundred years, the curriculum

The curricula makers have
part, the potential of art.

—

has experienced change too often erratic change. We, as curriculum
makers, are still groping, adding, and deleting subjects with no complete understanding of the total curriculum as it relates to human
existence. It appears that our only concern is to compound a curriculum
of subjects and only subjects. It is often said that a good curriculum
is

composed

of

good

subjects, and, of course,

good

subjects are the

three R's only.

In order to establish status and respect for the subjects in
art teacher is forced to pattern the study of art after the

good

art,

the

subjects.

Notwithstanding that good is a relative condition, much art taught in
public schools today is sterile and imitative of other subjects. If the
effects of the art program in the secondary schools seem to be effective,
it could well be that they have not been free to develop along the unique
and natural courses that art must, indeed, travel.

The dangers of a too traditional, controlled and adult-dictated curriculum must be recognized if our youth are to develop into persons
who understand first, themselves, secondly, others, and finally, themselves in relation to their neighbors. Moreover, and significantly, a
strong but flexible curriculum will be able to produce a productive
and creative individual who possesses in a kinesthetic-like manner a
working relationship with his highly developed senses and his learned

The curriculum should not inadvertently continue
produce an individual crammed full of facts, formulae, statistics,
and quotations without providing an opportunity for an equally deabstract knowledge.

to

veloped individual
patterns

who

feels or senses also his relation to these learned

and who can, through

his

total

intellect,

make

successful

application of all these experiences.

The three R's or good-subject-content-curriculum-maker is in honest
innocence progressively perpetuating intolerance of other ideas. We
must remind ourselves that no one group or human intellect is
omniscient. It seems to follow, that the curriculum, and all concerned
with the curriculum, should provide an environment conducive to
learning, an environment which will help the student select his own
medium. His development will come faster when his selected medium
correlates with his need and when his sense of freedom develops his
true personality; then he is not at all afraid to express his true self.
evidence, not only in scientific and technological findings,
may be in for other revisions, if the revisions have
not already begun. It is becoming increasingly evident that the individual with a high I.Q., although he is a desirable and an enriching
commodity to any community, is by no means a paragon of educable
material worthy of exclusive treatment. Psychologists are now aware
of other mental dimensions such as that of the creative child, who in
many cases does not show up too well on examinations requiring
memorization of desired socially acceptable data, but who is characterized by depth of thinking, originality, and flexibility. Too often this
type of child, not being able, or certainly not desiring, to follow traditionally accepted efforts in terms of conforming like his peers, or

There

is

that our curricula
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suffer the consequences of becoming an object of ridicule. It is this
writers opinion that the next great age will not be one of materialism
as we now know it, but rather an age of mental and emotional

dimensions.

The

creative child is usually a dreamer. Further, the creative child
highly individualistic and physiologically opposed to seeking the
good graces of others, especially at the expense and sacrifice of his
own sensitivities. Thus, he does not conform to customary standards
of stimulus and response.
is

Groups of psychologists have determined
opposed

to the child with a

high

that the creative child, as

I.Q., possesses the

following charac-

teristics:

a willingness to take a calculated risk larger than others would
take in a given situation; an ability to sense and also question the
implicit; a capacity to be puzzled; traits that might be called
"bohemian;" an openness to the seeming "irrational" in himself;
considerable sensitivity and exuberance, and a greater acceptance
2
of himself than is the norm.
It follows, then, that other measurements must be effected and new
approaches to learning must be found for the person suspected of
high creativity. This is, and must be, preferable to subjecting the
creative child to a teacher who cannot understand the child and who,
in defense, tends to humiliate the child and eventually force him to
withdraw and shut out his environment. The child, therefore, becomes
of no value to his group nor to himself.
It is suggested by the experts that the creative child could be best
helped through a creativity test along with an I.Q. test. They suggest
further that academic programs be revised so that they might stress
noncreative activities. A program should be developed which permits
the creative child to develop his own ideas, no matter how absurd
they may seem. Without question, he should never feel that he will be
punished or ridiculed for his ideas. For it is this kind of independence
and free expression which our da Vinci's, Wright brothers, and Jules
Verne's experienced during their childhood. It is the purpose of the
art educator to contribute to the opposition of conformity and blind

tradition.

Art should, as Plato reasoned, begin in childhood. It should, by all
means, extend into adulthood. Although it is desirable for art to
begin in the earliest age of childhood, it is understandable that such
possibilities cannot always take place. However, somewhere along the
line between childhood and adulthood art should have been a contributing force.

the view point of Victor Lowenfeld 3 that the adolescent period
is a period of crisis. It is the last chance for a youth to participate in
preadolescent experiences before he reaches maturity. Especially is
It is

2

Brossard, Chandler,

3 Lowenfeld,

"The Creative Child." Look, 25: 111-112, Nov., 1961.
and Mental Growth, The MacMillan Co., New

Victor, Creative

York: 1957.
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he has previously been denied the privilege. Adolescence
a twilight zone between childhood and maturity. Adolescence is a
time when mental, physical, and emotional characteristics are passing
from childhood to maturity and also a time when he is subjected to
great amount of stress. Many art educators feel, with good cause, that
a well-conceived art program can help ease this adolescent crisis,
particularly since the adolescent often reveals much of his personality
this true if
is

through his

art.

the younger child with the adolescent, it is found that
younger child has no problems creating or responding to various
art media. Victor D'Amico made this point quite clear when he wrote
that at six years of age the child is an instinctive creator. '"Realism
4
He
and reason mean nothing to him; he has something to say
adds that the American child becomes barren after he is twelve years
old. He is no longer, as creative.

Comparing

the

.

.

.

Art for a child is very fresh and free. He is not bound by adult
concepts of realism. In his painting or sculpture, he reveals a situation
relying more upon how he feels a situation to be than on how he sees
it. At this stage realism and proportions are of little concern to him.
The child will draw largely upon those things on which he places
greater emphasis.

On

the other hand,

childish things

and

it

must be understood

ideas. Therefore,

that the adolescent resents

an attempt at teaching art to the

preadult must be skillfully administered. The teacher must know
generally what to expect from the adolescent. There are two possible
dangers in teaching art to the teen-ager. One is the danger of a toochildish approach and an insistence on the danger of the teacher
imposing the fresh, free, and innocent artistic expression of the elementary school child upon the preadult. The second, is the other extreme of
imposing adult, professional perfection upon an individual who is
alternating between an adult and a child.

The

best

approach

in-between-approach.

the

is

know when one

Admittedly,

it

is

on the right path. According to Lowenfeld
the adolescent prefers movies and literature that have romance and
adventure. 5 Moreover, Havighurst and Taba, revealed the fact that
the "selfdirected person" out-numbered all other personality types.
They state that pertinent attributes of this group are ambition, persistence, introspection, self-doubt, and self-criticism. 6 This fact would
then seem to indicate that these writers share Lowenfeld's point of
view that the adolescent is ".
by no means a realist
The adolescent
7
has a tendency to withdraw from reality

difficult to

is

.

.

.

.

It

is

.

.

.

.

apparent then that an adolescent must have an art program
him develop self-confidence and provide an emotional

that will help

4 D'Amico, Victor,
Creative Teaching
Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1942, p. 2.
5

Lowenfeld, Victor, op.

cit.,

p.

281.

works of others: V. H. Fleege; Robert
e

J.

in

Art,

International

Textbook

Co.,

(Lowenfeld was reporting some of the
Havighurst and Hilda Taba, respectively.)

Ibid., p. 281.

7 Ibid. p. 281.
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outlet and an opportunity to seek self-expression. These needs should
influence the development of the art program 'without special regard

for the student with or without talent.

is

These descriptions of adolescents seem to indicate that the adolescent
naturally inclined to the kinds of work which requires much skill

and offers great challenge to his feelings of adulthood. The writer
firmly believes this. However, the teacher of art might misconstrue
this inclination on the part of the preadult to be an easy avenue to an
art program. For instance, some teachers might feel that because the
adolescent can produce objects which reflect adult and even adultprofessional skill, no more should be desired of their art program.
Moreover, a teacher may find that stressing adult standards is a very
easy approach, principally because the students will seem to derive a
great amount of pleasure from their work.

Too often emphasis on skil l and technique is frequently used as a
cover up for inadequate creative powers on the part of the teacher
and the student. With a little more effort on the part of the teacher.
and technique can be combined with creativity, thereby contributing more satisfaction to the student and more to his entire development. If the adolescent possesses intelligence which enables him to
discern and to relate, the teacher will very soon realize that the art
product emphasizing mere technique and =ki11 is lacking something.
and ultim ately the student will loose interest in all art activities. He
will feel or thin k of them as unfulnlling devices. He will realize that
the mere pursuit of skill and technique offers him little romance and
adventure and little opportunity to express himself. It can further aid
in destroying his self-confidence, and it can without question prevent
his ever fading: anv affinity for art or for that aura of life which is art.
skill

Suggestion? for Effecting Art

Experience? for Adolescents
Because of the adolescent's strong desire to pursue adult standards

and technique, crafts would become a major part of the secondary school art program. As a brief guide to the not-so-sure-teacher
of-art. it might be well to remember that the achievement of one of
the foremost goals of art mental, emotional, and professional growth.
the art project must permit thinking, feeling, and perceiving.
of skill

—

—

A

teacher can explain and demonstrate how a project can be made:
but a teacher can only introduce the idea of developing
an individual technique. Techniques cannot be taught. Technique is
closelv related to human personality: it is derived from one's total experiences, and this fact makes it reveal an important part of the
individual. With the close correlation of procedure, permission and
individual technique stimulation, development and individual driving
this is teaching,

from human emotions, a truly creative work can be
and a truly gratifying experience of accomplishment can be

forces derived
effected

achieved.
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It must be remembered that when technique is taught or copied, the
student is isolated from individual expression: thus, the project which
began with honest intent, becomes a mere handicraft. A mere handier afi
can restrict individual growth. This can be said especially and explicitly
of such crutches as drawing books, how-to-do-it books, and other
supposed aids for teachers. Certainly, these aids may help the teacher,
after some peculiar fashion, but they can cripple the adolescent when

these are applied

and used

in a rote fashion.

For the teacher who finds art as a new teaching experience. ::
might be well to recall, when confronted by a group of preadults in
a class, that simplicity will beget success, especially in the initial effort.
The initial effort should help the teacher to understand and to learn
the students, and he should ascertain their work habits and determine
what their potentials are. In the first project, the rnedfum or material.
and the procedure used should offer little resistance to the student.
The entire process should be designed so that it might inspire the
less confident to more courageous adventure in the next project.

Even with a relatively simple project for the initial experience, the
teacher can expect students to make mistakes. The teacher should be
on the alert for these mistakes: in fact, they should be welcomed, for
it indicates that thinking is taking place. It could mean. then, that the
student is overly critical of himself, or that further instruction is
needed. In any case, if the student makes too manv mistakes, it mav
indicate that the help of the teacher is needed.
Before the initial experience is completed, the teacher should have
planned the next project. The new project should be closely related
to the first project. For example, if crayons were used in the first
project, pencil might be the next experience, then brush and ink and
finally a wall painting. The latter would, of course, depend upon age
levels, time, and conditions. It should be noted that each project should
be progressively more resistant. This helps to keep alive the spirit of
adventure. It will be recalled that the adolescent loves adventure and
challenge.

should further be remembered that art for growing young people
not for just a special group. It is not for the stupid nor the incorrigible. It is a means of expression for everyone. If it is properly handled,
it
can help to develop personality and creative expression. It can
It

is

also ease the

pangs of the preadult.

If we are to create within our youngsters an appreciation and an
awareness of beauty and the aesthetic life, then we must insist that all
teachers of art provide all American adolescents with enriching

satisfying experiences.

Ill

Thought Control Through Language—
In

Government and Elsewhere*
by
Louise Lautier Owens

Since this is a class in government, we have been asked to think
about language usage in government. However, any generalizations
which we might make about language in governmental communiques,
press interviews, official instructions, agency memoranda, et cetera,
apply equally (as far as generalizations may be said to apply) to
language usage in any area where people employ words to deliberately
influence or control others. Hence, the title of this lecture has been expanded to suggest the prevasive and ubiquitous nature of the words

we

use.

The purpose of this lecture is to point up two aspects of language
manipulation so commonplace that they may have eluded our serious
examination of them as TECHNIQUES OF THOUGHT CONTROL
which affect us personally in every situation that requires the marshalling of facts, the projecting of philosophical

and practical ends, and

the exercise of rational behavior. These two techniques of thought conOF INFORMATION and (2) the
trol are (1) the
MEANINGLESS WORDS, opposite
USE OF MISLEADING

WITHHOLDING

AND

sides of the

same

coin, one side being the use of language

and the other

side being the non-use of language.

As governmental control of our lives spreads, citizens are becoming
increasingly concerned and vocal about the WITHHOLDING OF INFORMATION, variously referred to as "censorship" of information,
"blackout" of the news, "news management," or some other euphemism.
Whatever the term used, and whether applied by government, private
agencies, or individuals, and for whatever reason, the withholding of
information is a negative form of language usage, in itself constituting
thought control. Without knowledge, without free access to ideas, without "all" the facts, a populace cannot carry on the public business or
attend to its private affairs at the highest level of competency or for
the greatest public good.

The celebrated U-2 incident during the Eisenhower administration
classified as news BLACKOUT if one takes the point of view
that the American public should have had prior knowledge of what
those in authority referred to as the USA's "reconnaissance program,"
or that Eisenhower should have admitted at the time the U-2 was
downed over Russia that the pilot was making an authorized flight.
might be

Meetings of elected officials (such as city councils or boards of education) closed to the press, radio, and television, or similar community
situations where the persons involved seek to prevent public knowledge

*A

lecture delivered to classes in government at
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Savannah State College.

of their activities might be classified as information "blackouts." The
doctor who withholds from the patient the nature of his malady (however desirable this withholding might be) often follows this course as

a calculated means of controlling the patient's thoughts

— and subsequent

reactions.

Public relations firms and agents strive to create the "image" deemed
most desirable for the businesses, schools, movie stars, products, et
cetera, which they represent. Selection of the ideas to be presented,
omission of the facts best forgotten, and emphasis upon the favorable
are the stock-in-trade of the
his business.

PR man— in

short,

NEWS MANAGEMENT

is

In the aftermath of the "Bay of Pigs invasion" of Cuba, defenders of
the Administration's early silence of the role that the US had actually
played in the ill-fated venture, pointed out that the exigencies of this

and other dangerous situations required NEWS MANAGEMENT.
They protested further that every political administration has "managed" the news in deciding "how much the public should be told."
Historically, kings, emperors, presidents, democracies, totalitarian
governments, censorship boards, citizens' committees, and literature
commissions have exercised "preventive" CENSORSHIP (as in the protection of military secrets), or have limited freedom of expression by
the individual (as in the banning of books), or have restricted the
freedom to know fas in prohibitions against teaching about communism) Censors have sought to justify the restraint of intellectual free.

dom

name of "protecting the public," promoting "moral conduct," preventing the "spread of subversive ideas," or some other ideal.
On the other hand, many individuals dedicated to the free access of
in the

championed the right to know. John Milton in
"Areopagitica" and John Stuart Mill in "On Liberty" present classic
statements in defense of the liberty of thought so basic to all other
ideas have courageously

liberties.

There are some who hold the point of view that news management is
commentator selects
aspects of the news for elaboration, or a reporter decides which facts
should be given prominence in his article, or a librarian selects books
in the nature of things: that every time a radio

"management" has taken place. And in times of
great national stress or peril, it is generally conceded that censorship
or "blackout" of the news is expedient.
for library shelves,

This is not to suggest that the indiscriminate proffering of ideas or
information to the public is desirable. Rather, it is to suggest that we
look searchingly at daily instances of the non-use of language and
assess their influence upon our thinking. If thought control through
the withholding of information is desirable, its acceptance ought to stem
from conscious recognition that it is good, not from unconscious abdication of the principle of free access to ideas. What we must prevent
is the gradual erosion of intellectual freedom as a result of our permitting others to manipulate us through the non-use of language.

The second aspect of language usage which we might examine is the
employment of MISLEADING AND MEANINGLESS WORDS to persuade or control others.
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The DIRECT LIE was employed by Castro when he disclaimed communist allegiance, then later said, "I am a communist." The direct lie
is perhaps the boldest of all techniques used to mislead, for its user
gambles upon the tendency of people to believe what is to them more
pleasant to believe and to rely upon what a man mouths rather than
upon the empirical evidence at hand.
Closely related to this method of control (and to the withholding of
information already discussed) is the HALF-TRUTH, used widely by
public officials and in advertising. What is actually said is true, but
that which is left unsaid is what most needs to be thought about. "As
long as I am in office, I will not raise taxes," is promised by the incumbent who knows that his regime will leave the treasury depleted and
pass on to the next administration a heritage of red ink to be eradicated only with immediate tax increases. The incumbent does not say
that though he will not raise taxes, he is incurring a deficit, the effect
of which is the same.

A common
week
the

—

."

statement in advertisements is "for as little as $5 per
is not disclosed is the total price of the dishwasher or
of weeks the buyer will be in bondage for his Chevrolet.

What

number

APPEALS TO EMOTION
and confusing basic

issues.

are age-old methods of misleading others
of these appeals are:

The most patent

USING AFFECTIVE TERMS

such as "patriotic," "loyal," "for-

ward thinking" with an undesirable or unpopular
to render it more acceptable to others.

action or idea

LABELING

a person, idea, or action with which one differs as
"communist" or "heathen," or referring to an opponent who believes in national preparedness as a "warmonger," or to one who
does not approve of a new plan as a "reactionary."

GUILT BY ASSOCIATION

—persons who

flock together
to the

as in the epigram, Birds of a feather
are friends are thought to subscribe

same philosophies about everything.

ARGUMENTUM AD HOMINEM
qualities

as in instances

which have no direct relationship to the

where personal
real issue are

used against the individual in question: "He beats his wife, so
don't think we should hire him to cut our lawn."

APPEAL TO AUTHORITY
that because a

should use

it

famous
too;

as in the advertisement

I

which suggests

athlete uses "Glisten" shoe polish, the reader

APPEAL TO TRADITION
"We have

as in the situation

it this way;" or
APPEAL that "All the other parents are perthe
mitting their pre-teen daughters to use make-up."

where an old

citizen says,

always done

BANDWAGON

The

RED HERRING TECHNIQUE

of misleading language

—

is

much

of thought control through use
waving of a red flag in front

like the

it distracts him from whatever else he was interested in.
congressman whose use of federal funds for travel and lavish
living is questioned about these expenditures claims that he is being
attacked simply because he is a Negro, he is using the "red herring"

of the bull

When

a
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to take attention

away from

other congressmen
beside the point.

that

In addition to the

the basic issue of his integrity. His claim

have spent taxpayers'

money

similarly

is

employment of deliberately misleading language,
are also used to control thought and direct

MEANINGLESS WORDS
the actions of others.

The congressman who writes a constituent that he "will give the
matter every consideration' has not made a meaningful statement; nor
has the repairman who says "I will check on this." Neither has committed himself to any definite course of action; both have used UN-

COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE.
The senator who says, "I am in favor of this legislation, but I will
not support it if the people don't want it," is guilty of FENCE
STRADDLING, if by such a statement he maneuvers to keep the allegiance of both supporters and opponents of the bill. The city councilman who already knows the essence of a proposed piece of legislation
but who does not wish to be quoted concerning it, uses EVASIVE
LANGUAGE when he says, "I have not yet had time to read the ordinance as it is actually drawn up."

A municipality might decide not to increase real estate taxes, yet
eliminate the discount for early payment of these taxes, the net effect
being an increase for prompt payers. Government officials may speak
of a federal tax cut while working to "tighten up on deductions."

DOUBLE TALK.
EUPHEMISTIC LANGUAGE is employed when

These are instances of

a handout or dole
"unemployment compensation," when overspending is called
"a planned deficit," and when the staggering national debt is referred
to as "an investment in the people." These uses of double talk and
euphemistic language are distressingly reminiscent of George Orwell's
description of "Newspeak" in his novel Nineteen Eighty-Four.
is

called

The use of TECHNICAL TERMS to communicate with persons who
understand them by virtue of their work or their hobbies, is a legitimate function of such words. But it is as a deliberate method of controlling other people by confusing them that we include SPECIALIZED
WORDS in this discourse. This method of control works indirectly
through enhancement of the user and the subsequent awe in which he
is

held.

You know the pompous speaker who fills his address with a JARGON
made up of the technical terms related to his area of special knowledge,
which he knows is not understood by most of his listeners. This speaker
capitalizes upon man's vanity: his listeners congratulate him for being
so knowledgeable, but do not tell him he is incomprehensible for fear
that they will be thought lacking in understanding. They are very much
like the characters in "The Emperor's New Clothes" who would not
let it appear that they could not see the emperor's non-existent garments
for fear of "being unfit for their posts or else being fools."

The rhythm-and-blues disc jockey, the sportscaster, and the professional gambler alike have a highly refined LINGO which they may use
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legitimately in the course of

work

or play. However,

when

this lingo

used for display and to inspire awe in the listener, it falls into the
category of meaningless language. GOBBLEDYGOOK is characterized
by the circumlocutions frequently encountered in governmental explaFor this purpose
nations. An income tax instruction which reads ".
disabled means that an individual is unable to engage in any substantial
gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable physical impairment which can be expected to result in death or to be of long
." is perhaps intended to sound
continued and indefinite duration
"official." Government language has been the object of many jokes
at the expense of the taxpayer who must pay the printing costs for
is

.

.

these

.

.

wordy passages.

As we respond emotionally to these instances of meaningless language,
we suspend judgment of what the words say and this is what the user

—

desires.

He can

then direct our thoughts and the actions which flow

therefrom in ways profitable to himself.

We are bombarded from all sides with infinite pieces of printed
materials and drenched with an unending flow of oral persuasion. It
becomes increasingly difficult to select the important, the meaningful,
the genuine. Paradoxically, the increased amount of information available to the public and the more rapid dissemination of ideas among
people have not lessened the need for our thoughtful scrutiny of the
words about us. Because of their simplicity, their pervasiveness in all
aspects of our lives, and the unobtrusiveness with which they are
handled, words must be examined for the control that they exercise
over our thoughts and our actions.
"When

/ use a word,"

scornful

tone,

"it

—neither more nor
"The question

mean

so

many

"The question
master

—

is,"

Humpty Dumpty

means

just

what

I

said,

choose

in

rather a

it

to

mean

less."

said Alice, "whether you can

make words

different things."
is,"

said

Humpty Dumpty, "which

that's all."

Alice in
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Wonderland

is

to

be
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